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Abstract 

The widespread availability of technologically-advanced mobile devices has brought researchers the 

opportunity to observe human life in day-to-day circumstances. Rather than studying human 

behaviour through extensive surveys or in artificial laboratory situations, this research instrument 

allows us to systematically capture human life in naturalistic settings. Mobile devices can capture two 

distinct data streams. First, the data from sensors embedded within these devices can be appropriated 

to construct the context of study participants. Second, participants can be asked to actively and 

repeatedly provide data on phenomena which cannot be reliably collected using the aforementioned 

sensor streams. This method is known as Experience Sampling. Researchers employing this method 

ask participants to provide observations multiple times per day, across a range of contexts, and to 

reflect on current rather than past experiences. This approach brings a number of advantages over 

existing methods, such as the ability to observe shifts in participant experiences over time and context, 

and reducing reliance on the participant’s ability to accurately recall past events. As the onus of data 

collection lies with participants rather researchers, there is a firm reliance on the reliability of 

participant contributions. While previous work has focused on increasing the number of participant 

contributions, the quality of these contributions has remained relatively unexplored. 

This thesis focuses on improving the quality and quantity of participant data collected through 

mobile Experience Sampling. Assessing and subsequently improving the quality of participant 

responses is a crucial step towards increasing the reliability of this increasingly popular data 

collection method. Previous recommendations for researchers are based primarily on anecdotal 

evidence or personal experience in running Experience Sampling studies. While such insights are 

valuable, it is challenging to replicate these recommendations and quantify their effect. Furthermore, 

we evaluate the application of this method in light of recent developments in mobile devices. The 

opportunities and challenges introduced by smartphone-based Experience Sampling studies remain 

underexplored in the current literature. Such devices can be utilised to infer participants’ context and 

optimise questionnaire scheduling and presentation to increase data quality and quantity. By 

deploying our studies on these devices, we explore the opportunities of mobile sensing and interaction 

in the context of mobile Experience Sampling studies. 

Our findings illustrate the feasibility of assessing and quantifying participant accuracy through 

the use of peer assessment, ground truth questions, and the assessment of cognitive skills. We 

empirically evaluate these approaches across a variety of study goals. Furthermore, our results 

provide recommendations on study design, motivation and data collection practices, and appropriate 

analysis techniques of participant data concerning response accuracy. Researchers can use our 

findings to increase the reliability of their data, to collect participant responses more evenly across 

different contexts in order to reduce the potential for bias, and to increase the total number of 

collected responses. The goal of this thesis is to improve the collection of human-labelled data in ESM 

studies, thereby strengthening the role of smartphones as valuable scientific instruments. Our work 

reveals a clear opportunity in the combination of human and sensor data sensing techniques for 

researchers interested in studying human behaviour in situ.  
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1 Introduction 

This thesis concerns itself with the quality and quantity of participant contributions in mobile 

Experience Sampling studies. Researchers and practitioners apply this method to collect 

repeated observations from participants in the ‘real world’ rather than in an artificial laboratory 

environment. As such, the collected measurements provide a more realistic, i.e. ecologically 

valid, insight into the phenomenon of interest. This methodological approach is used across a 

wide range of scientific disciplines. For example in Medicine to establish the experienced 

patients' pain levels [231], in Psychology to assess human well-being [356], and in Economics 

to infer consumer preferences [168]. In a similar vein, the field of Human-Computer Interaction 

(HCI) employs self-reports to investigate how people use and experience novel technologies in 

their everyday life [62]. 

These examples, although originating from different disciplines, share a common goal: to 

increase our understanding of human behaviour and experience through the collection of 

repeated, in situ self-reports. Experience Sampling is an established method for both researchers 

and practitioners to collect data on the experiences and observations of participants as they live 

their day-to-day life. In contrast to methods relying on direct measurement or observation by 

researchers (e.g., Fitts’s law test, usability evaluation), Experience Sampling heavily relies on 

participants to repeatedly provide accurate data. In this thesis, we investigate techniques to 

quantify and improve the quality and quantity of participant contributions in light of the 

adoption of smartphones as a research instrument [46, 276]. 

1.1 Background and Contribution 

Paper-based questionnaires are a traditional and well-known form of data collection used to 

collect participants reflections and observations. Over the past decades, a number of distinct 

self-report methodologies have been developed. In this thesis, we focus on the Experience 

Sampling Method (ESM), introduced in the late 1970s by Csikszentmihalyi and Larson [198]. 

Contrary to antecedent self-report methodologies such as the diary method [287] (data collected 

either at the end of the day or proactively by the participant) or the survey method [124], the 

ESM instructs participants to reflect on their current experience or observation as opposed to 

reflecting on past events. Study participants answer multiple questionnaires, typically short and 

identical, throughout the day upon receiving an alert. As such, researchers instruct participants 

when to answer questionnaires as opposed to relying on proactive data contributions. 

While initially introduced as a pen-and-paper based method in which participants received 

alerts through a beeper-device, recent years has seen the uptake of smartphones as the most 

commonly used input device [338]. Today’s smartphones come equipped with a variety of 

sensors, allowing for the continuous and unobtrusive construction of the participant’s 

context [218]. These sensing capabilities have unlocked the potential for researchers to utilise 

smartphones as highly functional research instruments, capable of increasing our 

understanding of the participants’ context [28, 46, 276]. Furthermore, smartphones are a 
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commodity device with which an overwhelming majority of participants is familiar, reducing 

the novelty effect introduced by unknown artefacts [289]. 

The repetitive and ‘in-the-moment’ data collection approach as introduced by the ESM 

results in three key advantages when compared to traditional single point-of-capture self-report 

techniques (e.g., questionnaires). First, by asking participants to reflect on their current rather 

than previous experience, reliance on a person’s ability to accurately recall the requested 

information is reduced [307]. This is crucial, as previous work has indicated that humans are 

notoriously weak in recalling experiences [238, 280]. Second, the collection of multiple answers 

over time allows for the identification of patterns in the data. Combined with insights into the 

participants’ context, as established through smartphone sensor collection, allows researchers 

to better understand variations in collected responses.  Third, participant answers are obtained 

in situ rather than in a context which significantly differs from the context considered in the 

study (e.g., laboratory setting). As a result, the ecological validity of the collect data is increased, 

thereby more accurately reflecting the experiences and observations of study participants [68].  

The use of (mobile) Experience Sampling does, however, also introduce a number of 

challenges and uncertainties. Due to the frequency of self-reports, participant annoyance may 

increase over time, potentially reducing the reliability of the collected information [307]. 

Establishing motivation over multiple days or weeks is crucial when relying on participant data. 

Furthermore, the impact of methodological configurations (e.g., scheduling of notifications, 

frequency of notifications, incentive mechanisms) has remained underexplored, despite the 

potential effect on collected user responses and, therefore, study results. Finally, despite 

optimism towards the use of smartphones as a scientific research instrument from several 

scientific disciplines, ranging from social sciences [276] to natural sciences [46], the role of 

smartphones and sensor data remain both underexplored and underutilised [338].  

Following the introduction of the ESM in the late 1970s [198], Stone and Shiffman [322] 

introduced the Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) in 1994. EMA is both conceptually 

and methodologically similar to the ESM, but instigated novel questionnaire scheduling 

techniques and the concept of combining self-reports with other data streams. Nowadays, these 

methods are often considered equivalent, and the terms are used interchangeably [62, 307]. For 

clarity, we utilise the nomenclature ESM rather than ESM/EMA throughout this thesis.  

This thesis investigates the use of the ESM on modern, sensor-equipped and application-

rich smartphones. In particular, we analyse the effect of methodological decisions on the 

quantity and quality of human data contributions. In conjunction, we explore the use of 

contextual sensor data to inform methodological decision-making based on participant context 

and to increase our understanding of human self-report data. 

1.2 Challenges 

Although the ESM is increasingly used both in the discipline of HCI and the broader scientific 

community [338], researchers applying this method face numerous challenges when designing 

their studies [307]. The effect of methodological decisions such as questionnaire scheduling 

techniques, the number of daily questionnaires, or extrinsic and intrinsic motivators remain 

underexplored. As a result, researchers base important methodological decisions on intelligent 
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guesswork or previous experiences as opposed to genuinely informed decisions. Furthermore, 

in contrast to the literature’s current focus on the quantity of ESM contributions (mostly 

formulated around the topic of response rate), the quality of participant contributions is often 

overlooked and assumed to be both reliable and identical across all responses. Lastly, the 

opportunities and adversities presented by smartphone-based ESM studies versus the traditional 

pen-and-paper based approach remain underexplored in the current literature. We elaborate on 

these three challenges below. 

Methodological Decisions 
The literature on ESM study configuration often contains recommendations based on personal 

observation or anecdotal evidence. For example, Larson and Csikszentmihalyi [198] describe 

how a ‘research alliance’ should be established between the researcher and participant to 

develop trust and to convince the participant that the research is worthwhile. Similarly, 

Stone et al. [319] suggest researchers contact participants who have missed multiple days of 

notifications to encourage them to (re-)commence data contribution [319]. Finally, Consolvo 

and Walker [62] suggest limiting the time required for questionnaire completion to two 

minutes. However, the effect of these recommendations has not been empirically validated. 

Furthermore, these recommendations are often passed down from the early years of ESM 

research, long before smartphones became the dominant study artefact. There is a lack of 

knowledge on the effects of elemental methodological decisions such as the timing of 

notifications and the number of daily notifications. The lack of clear guidelines on 

methodological decisions stands in stark contrast with e.g. the guidelines offered to researchers 

adopting (online) surveys. Both the HCI community [99] and the wider scientific community 

have provided recommendations as based on empirical investigation (e.g., [67]). 

Lastly, a lack of consistency in the way researchers report their methodological decisions 

results in the omission of crucial information such as response rates, compensation structures, 

or chosen questionnaire scheduling technique. Consequently, it is challenging to interpret the 

presented study results correctly. Study design decisions such as the number of daily 

questionnaires, methods used to clean response data, or even participant selection criteria all 

affect the study results. It is therefore critical to consider these decisions in light of the presented 

results. Furthermore, the absence of adequately described methodological procedures hampers 

replicability, a crucial element in the accumulation of scientific evidence. 

Response Quality 
Although the ESM was initially used to report on time spent on activities, the method was 

quickly embraced to collect information on the intrapsychic aspects of human life (e.g., 
emotions, experiences). Quantifying the accuracy of answers on such subjective questions is 

inherently challenging. As a result, the current literature on ESM configurations has primarily 

focused on obtaining sufficiently high response rates, also referred to as ‘participant 

compliance’ [151, 331, 371]. We note that more recently, the ESM is again increasingly utilised 

to collect verifiable and observable information from participants (e.g., [30, 57, 281, 339]), 

showing similarity with the methods’ roots of measuring time spent on activities. These 

responses are often collected in combination with smartphone sensor data. This allows 
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researchers to, for example, use participant responses to train classifiers (e.g., activity 

recognition [20]). As researchers rely on the data collected by study participants, attaining 

reliable self-report data is crucial. 

Smartphone as a Scientific Instrument 
Lastly, the wide-scale adoption of sensor-rich and highly interactive smartphones, in 

combination with the ability to deploy custom developed software to these devices, offers 

researchers the potential to widely deploy advanced research instruments. The use of 

participants’ personal smartphones as measurement instruments increases the ecological 

validity of data contributions as participants are no longer required to carry an unfamiliar 

device. Furthermore, these devices can be used to reveal interesting aspects of participants’ lives 

due to the combination of human input data and automated sensor data collection. Smartphone 

sensors can be used not only to obtain information on the participant (e.g., location, smartphone 

usage) but can also actively guide methodological decision making such as questionnaire 

scheduling and presentation. 

These examples showcase that the rise of smartphones as a commodity device has enabled 

new research opportunities. However, realising this potential has proven obstinate due to both 

technological and methodological challenges [338]. The further exploration of smartphone 

sensors in relation to participant contributions and the device’s role as a scientific instrument 

is, therefore, a promising and compelling research avenue. The versatile nature of smartphones 

has been previously highlighted in both academic work (e.g., measuring atmospheric 

aerosols [316]) and commercial applications (e.g., navigation and information in Google Maps). 

1.3 Contribution 

This thesis contributes to the methodological application of smartphones in Experience 

Sampling studies. Specifically, it introduces and evaluates novel techniques to assess the 

contributions of participants in ESM studies, and provides recommendations and insights to 

researchers employing this method. Researchers can apply our findings to increase the 

reliability and contextual diversity of participant contributions as well as to increase the total 

number of contributions. The goal of this thesis is to improve the collection of human-labelled 

data in ESM studies, strengthening the role of smartphones as valuable scientific instruments. 

In particular, we set out to answer the following research questions: 

 

RQ1. How can researchers reliably assess the quality of participant 
contributions in mobile ESM studies? 

 
RQ2. How can researchers improve the quality of participant contributions in 
mobile ESM studies? 
 
RQ3. How can researchers increase the quantity of participant contributions in 
mobile ESM studies? 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 (Article I) provides an overview 

of the related work in this domain. The chapter sets out with a historical overview of the initial 

work on Experience Sampling originating from the 1970s, as well as describing relevant work 

that preceded the development of this method. Through a systematic review of the literature, 

we specify the methodological parameters that are of importance to the design of ESM studies 

and analyse the diversity of methodological configurations. Furthermore, the chapter describes 

the tools used to support this type of work and explores avenues for future work. Finally, the 

chapter concludes with an addendum of related work on the topic of this thesis. This addendum 

primarily covers work which was published following the completion of Article I. Chapter 3 

introduces the methodologies applied in the collection and analysis of the data included in this 

thesis. We highlight the motivations behind our methodological decisions and discuss the 

limitations introduced by our approach. 

Chapters 4–7 (Article II–V) present original work conducted per the objectives of this 

thesis. Chapter 4 describes a field study investigating the usage behaviour of smartphone users, 

specifically the intention with which users unlock their devices. This knowledge can be used to 

identify appropriate moments to present questionnaires to participants. Chapter 5 reports on a 

user study in which we quantify the effect of gamification on participant response quality and 

quantity. The study utilised crowdsourcing to assess the quality of answers provided by 

participants. In Chapter 6 we analyse three common questionnaire scheduling techniques and 

study their effect on recall accuracy and response numbers. We utilised smartphone sensing to 

formulate a ground truth against which we compare participant answers. Chapter 7 explores 

the impact of contextual factors such as smartphone usage and task completion time on 

response accuracy. Participant response accuracy was measured across a number of questions 

by comparison to ground-truth data. 

Following the presentation of our original research contributions, Chapter 8 positions 

these works in relation to the existing literature. Furthermore, we discuss the implications of 

the research outcomes and identify opportunities for future work. Finally, Chapter 9 presents a 

summary of the dissertation and offers concluding remarks. 
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2 Related Work – Article I. The Experience Sampling 
Method on Mobile Devices 

In this systematic review of the literature, we identify and examine the key methodological aspects 
of the ESM. We analyse study duration, sample size, questionnaire scheduling, response rate, 
participant compensation, and the use of passive sensing across 110 relevant papers from Computer 
Science published since 2005. This analysis reveals current practices in the design of ESM studies, 
which were used to inform research questions in the remaining articles of this thesis. As such, this 
Article offers an overview of research opportunities rather than a clear-cut answer to (one of) the 
research questions of this thesis. We extend the literature review with an overview of the most recent 
work in relation to the content of this thesis (i.e., published following the submission of Article I). 

This addendum can be found directly following the conclusion of this Article.1 

2.1 Abstract 

The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) is used by scientists from various disciplines to gather 

insights into the intrapsychic elements of human life. Researchers have used the ESM in a wide 

variety of studies, with the method seeing increased popularity. Mobile technologies have 

enabled new possibilities for the use of the ESM, while simultaneously leading to new 

conceptual, methodological, and technological challenges. In this survey, we provide an 

overview of the history of the ESM, usage of this methodology in the computer science 

discipline, as well as its evolution over time. Next, we identify and discuss important 

considerations for ESM studies on mobile devices, and analyse the particular methodological 

parameters scientists should consider in their study design. We reflect on the existing tools that 

support the ESM methodology and discuss the future development of such tools. Finally, we 

discuss the effect of future technological developments on the use of the ESM and identify areas 

requiring further investigation. 

2.2 Introduction 

Literature from as early as the 1900s already shows a scientific interest in the systematic 

collection of information about daily life [31]. The advent of personal technologies in the late 

1970s gave rise to the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [198], aimed at measuring the 

behaviour, thoughts, and feelings of participants throughout their day-to-day activities. With 

experience sampling, data is collected through self-reports provided by participants, much like 

in traditional diary studies. But unlike diary studies, participants are proactively triggered at 

various points throughout the day [198]. The method employs in situ self-reports for systematic 

in-context data collection, as well as close to the onset or completion of the investigated 

phenomena. This reduces reliance on the participants’ long-term memory to reconstruct past 

                                                   
1 This Article is published as: N. van Berkel, D. Ferreira, and V. Kostakos. 2017. The Experience Sampling Method 
on Mobile Devices. ACM Computing Surveys, 50 (6). 93:01-93:40. https://doi.org/10.1145/3123988. 
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events or experiences, and data collection can be primed to those particular events that are of 

interest to the researcher. As described by Myin-Germeys et al., “[t]he Experience Sampling 
Method (ESM) allows us to capture the film rather than a snapshot of daily life reality of 
patients” [249]. 

Today, the availability of personal mobile devices enables widespread deployment of 

mobile phones as a research tool [276]. Combining these technologically powerful and widely 

available devices with the ESM research method allows for increasingly more powerful and 

insightful research probes. Most prominently, utilizing the sensors on mobile devices allows for 

the inference of many elements of the participants’ context. As a result, it becomes possible to 

adjust both the presentation and content of the presented self-reports following the 

requirements of the researcher(s) and the participants’ availability and context. In addition, the 

collection of information using mobile devices over traditional (analogue) techniques allows 

researchers to keep a closer eye on the data provided by their participants as it is being collected 

– for example by assessing their adherence to the study protocol. 

Goals and Method 
The use of mobile devices over the traditional pen-and-paper approach provides researchers 

with new experimental opportunities, but also gives rise to new challenges on conceptual, 

methodological, and technological levels. In this survey, we discuss these challenges in light of 

recently published ESM studies and through a synthesis of related work. Despite the large 

number of studies employing the ESM on mobile devices, no comprehensive literature overview 

exists on the use of ESM on such devices. Our literature review aims to cover this gap and 

provide researchers with practical advice on running ESM studies on mobile devices, and in 

particular smartphones. A recent survey on the use of experience sampling for behaviour 

research identifies recent developments in mobile technologies for ESM [265]. Our review 

extends this work by providing a structured overview of current ESM practices and 

developments in a larger time-frame. In addition, we provide advice on methodological 

decisions and identify both future trends and requirements in the scope of mobile experience 

sampling. Ultimately, our work develops a systematic framework for conducting and reporting 

ESM studies in the era of widespread smartphone usage. 

We conduct a systematic literature search on the use of the ESM and the methodologically 

related Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA), covering three established digital libraries 

from the computer science domain. We then select and analyse those papers involving mobile 

devices. Following this collection of the literature, we analyse several study parameters that 

vary across studies. Using these study parameters, we aim to establish an overview of potential 

study configurations and recommended practices for other researchers. In addition, we evaluate 

currently available software tools and compare their functionality to the study parameters 

following from the literature review. Finally, we draw on the findings of our literature review 

to identify future developments in the area of experience sampling. 

We wish to immediately acknowledge that, despite our best efforts, our survey may not be 

all inclusive. More specifically, there may be literature employing ESM/EMA which may not be 

indexed on the selected databases. On the other hand, we believe that the selected databases 

cover most research venues in the computer science domain. Similarly, the list of software tools 
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may not be all inclusive and we encourage the reader to contact the authors if we omitted any 

important tool. 

Organisation of the Survey 
Section 2.3 provides a background of the ESM, offering an historical overview as well as 

acknowledging the potential challenges and alternatives to the usage of the ESM. Section 2.4 

presents the literature review and discusses the identified study parameters. In Section 2.5 we 

analyse the popularity of the ESM over time. In Section 2.6 we discuss the different approaches 

with regards to data collection and give practical advice for researchers on the implementation 

of these parameters. Section 2.7 focuses on the reporting of ESM study results. In Section 2.8, 

we provide an overview of available ESM tools for researchers, and identify their strengths and 

weaknesses in relation to our previous findings. Finally, we draw our expectations of future 

developments in the domain of experience sampling in Section 2.9. 

2.3 Background 

The ESM is used by researchers from a wide variety of academic disciplines to increase their 

understanding of human behaviour. We present a basic overview to the methodology and its 

applications, providing a starting point for those unfamiliar with the ESM. This is followed by 

a historical perspective on the use of the ESM considering the close methodological ties to the 

diary study. The historical overview is followed by an impression of the technological 

developments that have come to shape the ESM as it is used today. Finally, we discuss the 

challenges encountered by researchers when using the ESM in studies, as well as some of the 

most well-known alternatives to this methodology. 

Experience Sampling 
The ESM is employed by researchers with an interest in studying human behaviour. Participants 

of ESM studies are requested to provide self-reports on their activities, emotions, or other 

elements of their daily life multiple times per day. These self-reports are provided by answering 

a short, usually identical, questionnaire upon receiving a notification (e.g., smartphone 

notification, text message). Following the collection of self-reports across multiple days and 

among various participants provides researchers with a profound insight into the studied daily 

life experience(s). As participants record their answers in their natural environment, as opposed 

to in a laboratory, these in situ self-reports provide a more accurate representation of the 

participants’ natural behaviour. 

One of the initial studies that applied this methodology investigated adolescent activity 

and experience [69]. Participants were asked to complete self-reports at random points 

throughout the day for the duration of a week. These self-reports consisted of questions such 

as “What was the main thing you were doing?” and “Were you in control of your actions?”, 

combined with various Likert scale questions regarding the quality of the participants’ 

interaction. With a combined total of 753 self-reports, the researchers could construct the 

activities on which adolescents spend their time and how they experienced these activities. 
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To date, the methodology has been applied in a wide variety of fields with review papers 

on the use of this method in areas such as mood disorder and dysregulation [85], substance 
usage [309], and binge eating [130]. Furthermore, the ESM is also actively used in computer 

science – most notably in the discipline of human-computer interaction (HCI). Consolvo and 

Walker [62] discuss the possibilities of the ESM for ubiquitous computing research, specifically 

touting its ability to evaluate a technological artefact. Given their nature of blending with the 

users’ environment and being available ‘on the go’, ubiquitous applications are notoriously 

challenging to evaluate. Laboratory studies are therefore unable to capture the user experience 

of such applications during actual usage, something much more feasible using the ESM. 

We provide two examples to highlight the possibilities of ESM for computer scientists. In 

our study on smartphone usage [344], participants answered a single binary question each time 

they started using their phone. In addition, sensor logging was used to infer usage of the device. 

This combination of human and sensor data allowed us to quantify smartphone interaction 

sessions. In a different study, Church et al. [51] employ the ESM to gain insights into daily 

information needs and how these needs are addressed in both mobile and non-mobile settings. 

For both examples, researchers rely on the participants’ self-reports to construct an 

understanding of their motives and needs. 

Historical Perspective 
The methodological constructs for the later development of the ESM were provided by diary 

studies. The diary study is a popular research method that captures a wide variety of aspects on 

daily human life. In a diary study, participants are asked to fill out (daily) self-reports regarding 

their experiences, activities, and feelings – often focusing on a selection of particular event(s) 

or feeling(s). Bevans [31] already applied a variation of the diary study technique as early as 

1913 to investigate the daily patterns of working men. 

Diary studies allow for longitudinal data collection outside the laboratory, in the 

participants’ natural environment, and outside of public life. Consequently, a diary study does 

not rely on direct observational methods that may skew the collected data [33]. As such, diary 

studies are highly suitable to study commonly occurring events in daily life. These events 

determine our lives to a great extent, since, as stated by Wheeler and Reis: “little experiences of 
everyday life fill most of our waking time and occupy the vast majority of our conscious 
attention” [361]. 

Two types of diary studies can be distinguished: feedback studies and elicitation 

studies [45]. In a feedback study, participants answer a set of questions at a predetermined 

timeslot or event. In an elicitation study, participants capture media (e.g., photographs) when 

an event occurs and discuss the collected media at a later point in time with the researcher(s). 

Both types of diary studies have their shortcomings, most prominently the limited reach of data 

collection (feedback studies) and humans’ inability to reliably reconstruct past events 

(elicitation studies) [155]. A common drawback in the diary study lies in the fact that study 

participants must remember and be sufficiently motivated to complete these diary entries. In 

addition, participants can fabricate (analogue) diary entries at a later point in order to 

counterfeit study compliance [37]. 
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The ESM relies heavily on the concept of the diary study, but aims to mitigate some of the 

aforementioned drawbacks. This follows from the need to measure the behavioural and 

intrapsychic aspects of (day-to-day) human life in a more reliable and consistent approach than 

possible with the diary study. The ESM fulfils this requirement by reducing reliance on the 

participants’ ability to accurately reproduce earlier experiences, minimising cognitive bias. 

Cognitive bias has been shown to reduce the validity of collected data [155]. The ESM aims to 

preserve the ecological validity during a study, which is defined as “the occurrence and 
distribution of stimulus variables in the natural or customary habitat of an individual” [148]. 

In a diary study, the time between onset of, and a participant’s reflection on a studied 

phenomenon is shorter when compared to traditional debriefing interviews occurring at the 

end of a study, reducing retrospection bias. An example of such a bias is ‘Rosy retrospection,’ in 

which study participants evaluate past events (e.g., a vacation trip) more positively 

retrospectively than they did during the actual event [238]. The ESM significantly differs from 

diary studies in the way questions are delivered to study participants. In diary studies, 

participants receive question sets passively and at their own initiation, while the ESM actively 

prompts participants to answer a question set. This enables a further reduction of the time gap 

in-between onset of and reflection on the studied phenomena. 

As previously mentioned, Csikszentmihalyi et al. [69] conducted one of the first ESM 

studies while analysing adolescent activity and experience in the late 1970s. The authors 

instructed participants to complete a paper self-report form upon each incoming pager signal. 

The self-report contained questions regarding the participants' context and subjective state at 

that particular moment. Participants were required to carry with them both an electronic pager 

and paper questionnaires. 

Following the introduction of the PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), many studies have 

adopted such digital devices. For example, Taylor et al. [323] and Totterdell and Folkard [329] 

summarise early explorations into applying the ESM on PDAs in the early ‘90s. Back then, the 

main concerns of these researchers regarded the PDAs limited battery life, unstable data storage, 

and high device costs – in addition to the risk of introducing novelty bias with the new 

technology. These concerns ensured the continued usage of pagers in combination with pen-

and-paper data collection. The introduction and widespread usage of smartphones and other 

mobile devices has eventually replaced the use of PDAs. 

Digital Evolution of the ESM 
The ESM, originally used on electronic pagers [69], has traditionally been quick to adapt to new 

device types as they became available. This uptake has allowed the ESM to evolve alongside 

these new developments – further exploiting its advantages over alternate methodologies. 

Technological advances have given rise to new possibilities for the ESM [22]. Advantages of 

smartphone-based ESM studies include: 

• Improved data quality through validation. Unusually short response completion time 

could indicate a participant ‘skipping’ through the questions. Questionnaires can also 

be configured to expire after a set time period after which they are withdrawn. Using a 
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paper-based approach, participants may reconstruct or fabricate data after the intended 

time period has expired [37]. 

• Context reconstruction. Utilizing the sensors of the mobile device employed during the 

study, a wide variety of sensors and data modalities become available. This enables 

researchers to collect not only the explicit answers of the participants, but also the 

context in which these answers are provided. 

• Real-time study status. Researchers can receive and analyse study data in real-time. This 

allows researchers to identify any possible errors while the study is still running, such 

as identification of participants not adhering to the study protocol, technical problems, 

or participants dropping out of the study. 

• Advanced question logic. Presented questionnaires can embed logical constructs. This 

way, questions can depend on previous input from the participant or the participant’s 

current context. This allows for potentially richer data collection and a reduction of 

unnecessary questions (thus reducing participant strain). 

• Rich media collection. Participants can collect visual and auditory material explicitly. 

This augments the collected data, allowing for a richer qualitative insight into the daily 

experiences of the study participants. 

Technological developments have allowed ESM studies to increase in both the attainable 

survey complexity and richness of the captured context. This leads to new possibilities in data 

collection, as shown in the quadrants of Figure 1. We further discuss the opportunities of data 

collection as represented in Figure 1 in Section 2.9. 

 

Figure 1. Matrix overview of ESM opportunities following an increase in  

question complexity and context richness. 

Potential Challenges for the ESM 
Studies employing the ESM face a number of potential difficulties. We outline several concerns 

below based on findings from the literature [22, 307], and provide alternative or updated point 

of views. 
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• Participant burden. Answering ESM notifications throughout the day is a considerable 

burden for participants. Study factors such as the number of questions, daily alerts, and 

question types can be configured to reduce this burden [188]. By assessing the 

participants’ context in the background, it is possible to reduce interruption to those 

moments relevant to the researcher. The literature also describes the requirement for 

participants to visit the laboratory throughout the study to transfer their data [22]. 

While the widespread availability of Internet connectivity removes this requirement, 

eliminating regular visits to the researcher’s laboratory may also reduce participant 

motivation as there is less opportunity for the creation of a mutual research alliance 

between researcher and study participant. 

• Participant retention. Because of the frequent action required by participants, study 

dropout rates are generally high. Literature suggest to adjust compensation rates 

accordingly [22] or for researchers to make the collection of data intrinsically rewarding 

to the participants [139]. This requires additional software implementation, and is 

highly dependent on the nature of the collected data. We give the example of 

participants’ own self-reports being used in discussion with their professional 

caregiver, providing a direct benefit to data collection [342]. Another example is found 

in the visualisation of self-reports – allowing participants to measure progress and 

answer their personal (quantified-self) questions [345]. Lastly, the attitude of research 

assistants in communication with participants has also been discussed as an influencing 

factor on participant retention [58]. Section 2.6 contains concrete advice on this matter. 

• Programming. A mobile application or service is often required to run an ESM study. In 

the current smartphone era, freely available software packages (e.g., AWARE [98], 

PACO [257], and Purple Robot [172]) have decreased the costs and required level of 

technical knowledge to run an ESM study. Yet, the availability of accessible tools for 

researchers without programming skills is still lacking [276, 293] – acting as a deterrent 

for researchers to carry out mobile experience sampling studies. 

• Study equipment. Cost, software compatibility, and device characteristics have all been 

considered as important factors when buying study equipment [58]. In addition, 

literature highlights the difficulties in managing study devices and ensuring that the 

devices are not misused [22]. Market penetration of mobile devices is currently so 

high [125], that researchers should consider utilizing the participants’ own devices 

during the study. This also removes the need for participants to carry an extra device, 

contributing to a more natural experience for the participant and reducing novelty and 

learning effects introduced by the study equipment. 

• Platform heterogeneity. The large number of different devices produced by hardware 

manufacturers has led to a diversified product landscape, with variations in both 

hardware and software components (e.g., screen size, CPU, memory, operating system). 

This introduces unique limitations for each configuration, and requires flexible software 

to support a wide range of devices. 

• Data quality. Relying on participant provided data introduces several concerns with 

regards to the quality of collected data. This includes a lack of participant answers, 
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deliberately wrong or careless answers, response shift (changes in the participants’ 

internal standard when rating events or emotions), and participant reactivity. 

Participant reactivity is the occurrence of participant behaviour adjustments as the 

result of knowing that they are being observed – a problem that is strongly present in 

observational studies, but has been found to be limited in ESM studies [22]. To increase 

data quality, researchers can clean their data to filter out any suspicious information. 

We further discuss the aforementioned concerns regarding data quality, including how 

to identify and resolve these potential problems, in Section 2.6. 

Critique and Alternatives to the ESM 
Several papers have published critiques on the ESM as a method for measuring the intrapsychic 

aspects of human life. One category of criticism addresses the fact that the ESM measures data 

‘in the moment’, therefore being unable to capture participant reflection on the measured 

phenomenon [159]. In case the researcher is interested in investigating reflection, other research 

methods are indeed preferable (e.g., interview studies [194]). However, the aim of the ESM is to 

allow for in situ data collection of current events, as this provides a more reliable way of 

collecting data on everyday life without relying on the reconstruction of past events. 

Gouveia and Karapanos present two major points of criticism regarding the ESM: “While 
the experience sampling and diary methods are considered the gold standard of in-situ data 
collection […], they also entail important drawbacks as they are disruptive to participants’ daily 
activities and suffer from a lack of realism as the remote researcher does not have rich data about 
the situations on which participants report […].” [121]. By including sensor-based data collection 

in a study, researchers are able to reconstruct a rich situational picture for each individual 

participant at each moment in time [75]. Evidently, the context as inferred from the mobile 

device’s sensors is likely unable to provide a detailed or complete understanding as obtainable 

in a laboratory observation. On the other hand, the ESM does allow for deployment in the 

participants’ naturalistic and familiar environment. Critique regarding the level of participant 

disruption of in situ data collection [121] is valid, i.e., ESM notifications may come at 

inopportune moments and interfere with the participants’ current activity. 

Researchers have developed a few alternatives to the ESM. The Ecological Momentary 

Assessment (EMA) was developed to perform in situ data collection in the discipline of 

behavioural medicine [311]. Some scholars state that “EMA is a more broadly defined construct 
than ESM” [321], arguing that the focus of ESM is traditionally limited to randomized sampling 

(i.e., the presentation of notifications at random times) as opposed to other sampling techniques, 

and is focused on private and subject phenomenon as opposed to behavioural and physiological 

measures. However, the terms ESM and EMA are nowadays often used interchangeably [307, 

370], as the methods for data collection become analogous. For this reason, when we use the 

term ESM in this survey we also refer to studies employing EMA. 

Other related methodologies found in the literature include the Day Reconstruction 

Method (DRM), shadowing studies, and video-based observational studies. We shortly highlight 

these methods and include references for the interested reader. 

Kahneman et al. [169] developed the DRM to be used for well-being research. Like the 

ESM, it aims to characterise the experiences of daily life through self-reports. Instead of several 
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short questionnaires throughout the day, participants reconstruct their experiences either at the 

end of the day or at the following day. This reduces participant burden, but consequently the 

DRM is unable to capture in situ data. Participants are usually asked to first reconstruct the 

events of the day into a sequence of (chronological) episodes, after which they answer a set of 

questions by drawing on the reconstructed sequences. 

The shadowing methodology, first observed in management studies from the 1950s, 

describes an observation technique in which researchers follow, ‘shadow’, study participants, 

noting down observations which they consider relevant. A study on foremen working in an 

assembly plant is often seen as a key example of this method [353]. As the researchers are 

present during observation, they can record the events of interest (as opposed to relying on the 

participants’ judgement). On the other hand, the presence of a researcher may skew the 

behaviour of participants and introduce ethical issues – as for example observed in the 

measurement of hospital hand hygiene compliance [129]. 

Lastly, video-based observation consists of the (audio)visual recording of the environment 

of interest [13]. Researchers are not directly present during the observation period, thus 

reducing the intrusiveness of the study. In addition, researchers can observe the scenario 

multiple times and from multiple angles. Downsides of this method include the limited 

observation area covered by static cameras, change in behaviour of participants as the result of 

being observed, and the amount of manual work involved with reviewing and annotating video 

data. As observation is limited to the instrumented area(s), video-based observation is most 

suited for studies assessing a phenomenon restricted to a single location. An alternative is found 

in wearable cameras, which can often be clipped on to a participant’s clothing and are small 

enough to be relatively unobtrusive. While this allows for in situ observation, it remains tedious 

to analyse the recordings and introduces new ethical considerations for both the study 

participants and their surroundings. 

2.4 Literature Review 

We conduct an extensive and systematic literature review on the use of the ESM. For this, we 

utilise three established digital libraries focusing on the computer science domain (IEEE Xplore 
Digital Library, ACM Guide to Computing Literature, and USENIX). Together, these libraries 

provide a distinctive overview of peer-reviewed publications in our community. We applied an 

‘inclusive or’ search query using the terms Experience Sampling Method, Ecological Momentary 
Assessment, and Experience Sampling. Abbreviations such as ESM and EMA were not included 

as a search term as they result in a high number of false positives by referring to different 

scientific concepts (e.g., ‘Effective Mass Approximation’). Our search strategy includes both full-

text and metadata (e.g., title, abstract) in the search results. Furthermore, we apply a search filter 

to only consider publications since 2005 to ensure a focus on modern mobile devices. 

After merging these search results and removing duplicate papers, a total number of 461 

papers remained. These 461 papers were each individually analysed by one of the authors of 

this literature review. In case of ambiguity or confusion, we consulted among ourselves to find 

consensus in our classifications. Many papers were included in the search results, but excluded 

from further analysis. Typically, these papers either asked participants to answer questions on 
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a device while being supervised by a researcher (either in a lab setting or in the field), deployed 

one-off surveys on mobile devices or online, described a system or software without evaluating 

it, were a literature review, or were a brief work in progress. Following this curation, a total 

of 110 relevant papers remained. 
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[61] 14 16 •    90.4% •  •  no         

[2] 21 12    •      no         

[177] 10 20 •    80.0%     no         

[332] 28 15  •   80-100%     yes         

[109] 28 16   •  80.5%   •  no •        

[300] 3 19 •    35.0% •    no         

[135] 14 5  •        yes    •     

[234] 7 8  •    •    no         
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[360] 1 32  • •       no    •     

[222] 21 6   •      • yes        • 
[100] 13 16  • •  17.9%     yes     •    

[11] 14-28 60 •         no      •  • 
[243] 28 129   •   •    no •        

[260] 90 17    • Not applicable     no    •     

[244] 21 165  • •  20.0%  •   no •        

[205] 84 10   •       no        • 
[324] 336 304 •         no         

[102] 10 11  •   65.0%     yes         

[64] 14 16 •  •  31.3%     no         

[176] 1 18   •       no   •      

[122] 6 38   •    •   no  •       

[88] 1 1  •        no    •     

[224] 5 3  •  •      no        • 
[186] 21 11   •       no  • •     • 
[101] 14 20 •  •  68.9% •    no  •      • 
[268] 7 29   •  100% •    no         

[245] 168 54  •        no  • •     • 
[103] 7 5  •        yes • •    •  • 
[290] 28 19 •  •   •    yes        • 
[246] 168 54  •        no  • •     • 
[105] 14 25 •  •       no   •      

[286] 1 128 •  •  87.7%     no    •     

[355] 28 28  •    •    no         

[189] 28 6  •   75.0%              

[154] 28 30 • •        yes • • •     • 
[240] 7 189 •    93.2% •  •  yes         

[363] 2 15     92.2% •    no         

[215] 5 12 •    46.6%     no         

[208] 42 51  •   83.9%     yes        • 
[115] 168 12  • •  53.5%     yes         

[111] 7 6 •    90.0%    • no    •  •   
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[63] 14 7    •     • yes •       • 
[138] 21 5  •  •       •       • 
[209] 14-28 11  •        yes   •      

[200] 18 22 •  •  83.5%    • yes • •    •  • 
[326] 144 54  •        no        • 
[39] 7 749 •    65.2%  • •  no         

[153] 2-5 5    • Not applicable     yes       • • 
[358] 84 9 • •        no         

[252] 15 13                  • 
[267] 1 12   •       yes       •  

[51] 84 108  •   43.0% • •   yes         

[96] 14 15   •  76.0%     yes     •    

[296] 3 7          no   •      

[137] 42 19 •                  

[91] 3 24  •        yes         

[15] 10 10    • Not applicable     yes • •      • 
[134] 27 52 •  •   •  •  yes     •    

[313] 112 11   •       yes  •       

[346] 14 13   •  64.5%     yes •  •     • 
[370] 5 1013 •       •  yes        • 
[214] 7 20   •   •    yes •        

[263] 15 35 •     •  •  yes •        

[120] 6 76 •     •    no         

[210] 1 24  • •        •        

[308] 14 12    •       •     •   

[5] 10 7  •   40.0%    • mixed        • 
[7] 7 21          no         

[327] 7 40  •   65.3%     yes         

[239] 1 10   •             •   

[185] 37 57 • •        no         

[254] 7 13   •  50.0%     yes  •   •  •  

[297] 1 10   •       no •        

[113] 16 2  • •       yes        • 
[136] 42 34 •   •               

[262] 15 35 •     •  •  yes •        

[123] 7-14 30   •  93.3%     no  •       

[283] 28 12  •    •    yes        • 
[312] 28 34  •    •  •  yes •      •  

[184] 2 22 • •   92.0%     no    •     

[97] 168 218   •      • yes       •  

[126] 365 204   •      • yes        • 
[298] 14 18  •    •    mixed •        

[367] 7 97  •        yes     •    

[156] 28 33 •    40-90%    • mixed         

[128] 27 42 •  •  52.1%     yes        • 
[371] 18 24   •   •    yes     •    

[163] 30 5 •         yes         

[369] 14 91  •   91.7% • •   yes         

[221] 15-25 15 •    78.8%     no •  •   •  • 
[348] 28 17  •  • 29.3%    •          

[357] 7 16 • •      •  no     •   • 
[54] 28 25  •   58.2%  •   yes    •    • 
[314] 11 90     89.0% •    no         

[229] 56 20 •  •       yes        • 
[318] 14 100 •  •                
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[253] 21 13    •              • 
[14] 112 10 •    97.8%     yes    •     

[203] 25 16  •   88.0%     yes         

[354] 2 179 •     •    mixed         

[41] 30 18   •  49.1% •    yes     •    

[225] 4 85 •     •  •  yes         

[141] 5 15 •    75-90% •    no         

Table 1. Overview from systematic literature review. 

Study Parameters 
Based on the analysed literature, we identify common study parameters in ESM studies. We 

would like to acknowledge once more that our analysis may not be all inclusive and is based 

solely on the information available in the publications’ content. 

Study Duration 
Average reported study duration is 32 days, with a high standard deviation of 57.1 due to several 

high outliers (see Figure 2). As such, the median study duration of 14 days gives a more accurate 

representation of study duration in the analysed studies. A reported study duration of one 

month is assumed to consist of (4 * 7 =) 28 days. For studies reporting a different study duration 

between participants, we assigned the mean duration value. Most studies (70.9%) report a study 

duration of less than one month. We believe this is a natural consequence of the ESM 

methodology and self-reports in general, as a safeguard to reduce participant burden. 

 

Figure 2. Study duration in analysed studies. 
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In their review of Ecological Momentary Interventions, Heron and Smyth [142] found a 

similar large difference in study duration and urge researchers to find a “balance between study 
duration and intervention frequency”. The currently common practice, in which studies last for 

around two weeks (Table 1) and request multiple short questionnaires per day, usually results 

in a good response rate. This duration is in line with previous recommendations from diary 

studies [319] and ESM studies employing PDAs [282]. 

Number of Participants 
The number of participants differ drastically in the analysed papers, ranging from 1 to 1013 

participants (SD = 124.6). Due to several outliers, the mean number of participants is relatively 

high with 53 participants. Our results indicate a median number of 19 participants, providing a 

more representative insight into ESM practices. This number of participants is in line with the 

local standards in the HCI community [42] (sample size has a mode of 12 and a median of 18). 

Researchers use various methods to determine a study’s sample size, including prospective 

power analysis, data saturation, cost analysis, or by using guidelines (e.g., local standards) [42]. 

While a power analysis provides an objective approach to determining sample size for a 

quantitative analysis, it also comes with various limitations. As a power analysis is based on 

previous data on the topic at hand (e.g., effect size), it is less useful to study novel technology, 

as is often the case in computer science. A moderate sample size makes it feasible for researchers 

to carry out exit interviews or other qualitative methods. For these reasons, we believe the 

current practice of sample size in experience sampling, which is in line with local standards of 

the HCI community, is appropriate. However, we do recommend researchers to use Bayesian 

statistics, as this allows for statistical inference on small sample sizes [175]. 

Response Rate 
Participant response rate, often referred to as compliance rate in medical literature, describes 

the ratio of answered ESM notifications across the study population. We define response rate 

as: number of fully completed questionnaires divided by the number of questionnaires 

presented. If participant responses were removed from the results (e.g., nonsense answers were 

provided), we subtracted these responses from the number of completed questionnaires only. A 

high response rate indicates a more complete picture of the studied phenomena. Furthermore, 

it is a sign of data being collected over an array of timeslots and more likely to be contextually 

diverse. The opposite also holds: a low response rate indicates a low level of in situ 

measurements. A lower response rate (missing measurements) may be the result of multiple 

factors, including most prominently; the study’s ESM configuration options (e.g., notification 

expiry time), low participant motivation, or instrumentation flaws. 

A total of 65 papers (59.1%) did not report response rates. In an additional three papers, the 

response rate was considered ‘not applicable’, as participants did not receive any notifications 

but were free to submit data at any time. Average response rate for the remaining papers 

is 69.6% (SD = 22.8%). 

Response rate is affected by many factors, including study subject, methodological 

configuration, and questionnaire length. Equity theory [4] suggests that participants are more 

willing to provide input if the costs to participation (e.g., time, energy, resources) are lower than 
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the value of the expected outcome. This might explain some of the differences observed in Table 

1. The study with the lowest response rate, [100], asked participants to report their engagement 

while playing in a long-term game. Participants were therefore occasionally interrupted during 

game-play, without any direct personal benefits following from the study. Studies with higher 

response rates typically provide a concrete goal that is of direct influence to the participant (e.g., 
providing context information prior to answering a phone call [123]). Larson and 

Csikszentmihalyi [198] originally advised researchers to establish a “viable research alliance”, in 

which participants understand the importance of their contribution to the study to ensure high 

response rates. While we acknowledge the importance of this notion, this alone might not be 

sufficient. Results from our literature review indicate that a direct connection between the 

participants’ effort and an intrinsic reward are beneficial. We therefore advise researchers to 

make the collection of self-reports intrinsically rewarding for the participant when possible (see 

Section 2.6). 

The method used to designate responses as valid or invalid also influences the study’s 

overall response rate. For example, Shih et al. [312] present a questionnaire every hour, yet only 

dismiss this questionnaire after 3 hours. This essentially allows participants to answer multiple 

questionnaires in one session. In a different study, notifications were automatically dismissed 

after three minutes [96]. These decisions highly effect the level of in situ measurement and the 

resulting response rate. Because of the negative effect on the level of in situ measurement, we 

generally advise against the stacking of questionnaires. These examples highlight the 

importance of reporting methodological study parameters (see also Section 2.7). 

Compensation 
A variety of participant compensation structures are present in the analysed literature. Various 

studies also combine different structures in their reward schema. Following a classification of 

the literature, we define four compensation structures; 

• Fixed reward paid to participants in which a certain good is offered as an incentive. 

Common examples are monetary rewards, vouchers, or study credits. 

• A raffle, in which participants have a certain chance to win one of the advertised goods. 

This compensation structure is often combined with a fixed reward. 

• Compensation based on the (number of) participant responses. Either by offering 

participants a fixed reward after a certain response rate is achieved, or by offering a 

small reward for each answer provided. 

• No reward provided to the participant. 

Unfortunately, a total of 64 studies (58.2%) do not mention whether or how participants 

are compensated. This limits our ability to compare study results. These and other such issues 

regarding reproducibility and comparability are further discussed in Section 2.7. The most 

popular form of reward is a fixed reward (21 studies), in which participants receive an agreed-

upon reward. Three studies compensated their participants solely on a per answer basis, and 

another three studies compensated through a raffle – resulting in a reward for only one or 

several participants. A total of 9 studies specifically note that participants received no reward. 
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In addition, we note that various studies combine two compensation structures. This includes 

the combination of a fixed reward and compensation based on the number of responses (7 

studies), a fixed reward and a raffle (2 studies), and a raffle in combination with the number of 

responses (1 study). 

 

Figure 3. Response rates for different compensation techniques (min, mean, max). 

Figure 3 provides an overview of the effects of compensation on participant response rate 

in our sample. Please note that the majority of studies in our sample did not report response 

rates, making it challenging to identify the relationship between compensation and response 

rate. Additionally, participants do not solely consider economic motives when participating in 

a study [219] (see Section 2.6). Although our sample is limited, the data suggests that the use of 

micro-incentive compensation leads to higher response rates and thus warrants further 

investigation. Raffle based compensation has a relatively low response rate in our sample. 

ESM trigger 
Notifying participants is a fundamental element of the ESM [62, 200]. Participant burden is 

reduced by reminding participants to provide data, as opposed to participants providing data at 

their own accord [48]. Three different types of notification triggers are described in the 

literature [22, 361]; 

• Signal contingent entails the presentation of alerts randomized over the course of a given 

timespan (usually a single day). This timespan typically contains a certain schedule to 

avoid night-time alerts. Additionally, the number of alerts can be restricted to a set daily 

maximum. 

• Interval contingent entails the presentation of alerts according to a predefined interval 

or schedule – for example to present a questionnaire every hour. Given the standardised 

time gaps between alerts, interval contingent is well suited for time series analysis [58]. 

Again, it is common to define a schedule to avoid night-time alerts. 
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• Event contingent entails the presentation of alerts according to the start or completion 

of a predefined event. This event can result from changes in hardware sensor readings 

(e.g., GPS [297]), detected events on the device (e.g., an incoming phone call [122]), or 

even an event external to the device (e.g., food intake [308]). 

Each of these different notification modes can introduce potential biases; “[…] time-based 
triggers will skew data collection towards those contexts that occur more frequently, while sensor-
based triggers […] generate a different view of behaviour than more a complete sampling would 
provide” [200]. In addition to the three notification triggers, we observe several studies 

encouraging participant-initiated data submissions (e.g., [63, 308]). Allowing participants to 

submit data is especially useful for events that occur seldom or irregularly, and are in addition 

very difficult or impossible to measure reliably with mobile sensor information. However, if this 

is not the case, it is advisable to steer away from active participant input in an ESM study. Its 

methodology is considerably different, and the data collected from ESM responses and active 

participant input cannot simply be analysed as one collection. 

In Table 1, we observe that interval contingent triggers are most common (26 studies), 

followed by signal contingent triggers (23 studies), and lastly event contingent triggers (21 

studies). From our sample, 7 studies relied solely on data collection initiated by participants 

rather than notifications. Surprisingly, 5 studies do not report the trigger used in their study. 

The remaining studies (a total of 28) apply a range of combinations in their contingency 

configurations. Of these, the most common combination is a random and event contingent 

trigger (10 studies). This combination ensures both measurements throughout the day and at 

occurrence of a specific event. 

Sensor Usage 
Of the identified studies, a total of 70 studies (63.6%) passively or actively collect sensor data 

from the participants’ study device. Our analysis includes both the use of hardware and software 

sensors. The location sensor proves to be the most popular sensor, being used in 20 studies, 

followed by the logging of phone call activity in 12 studies. Other common information types 

include network related events (including Bluetooth, 12 studies), and physiological 

measurements (including activity, 10 studies). Sensor data is used to either construct the 

participants’ context, or to trigger notifications based on the occurrence of a specified event. 

For the most commonly used sensor, this for example includes inferring interruptibility based 

on location [103], sending a questionnaire at a specified location [297], or distributing 

participant efforts over a geographic area [210]. 

The aforementioned examples highlight the possibilities of experience sampling on mobile 

devices. In their article on smartphones as a tool for social scientists, Raento et al. discuss the 

possibilities of a combined human and sensor data collection approach: “[…] since experience 
sampling can be easily applied in smartphones to complement background logging, smartphones 
themselves can provide a partial solution for the need for triangulation. Indeed, smartphones 
provide three modes of data collection: (1) automatic data logging in the background, (2) experience 
sampling as a way to collect subjective data, and (3) integration of the two.” [276]. While thus 

deemed useful for the social sciences, collection of sensor data remains rare, citing high 
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development costs and lack of specialised skills [276]. Our review shows that the use of sensor 

readings is relatively common in computer science, with 63.6% studies reporting the use of 

sensor data. 

Device Ownership 
In a total of 49 studies (44.5%) summarised in Table 1, researchers provided their participants 

with a mobile device for the duration of the study. In 46 studies (41.8%), participants used their 

personal device. In 4 studies (3.6%) participants used either their own device or a device provided 

by the researcher. For a total of 11 papers (10.0%), it was not indicated whether participants used 

their personal device. Figure 4 provides an overview of the changes in device ownership over 

time. 

 

Figure 4. Device ownership in analysed studies. 

As seen in Figure 4, the use of personal devices is increasing. This is a positive 

development, as the use of a study specific device might have unintentional side-effects. 

Carrying around a separate research device will affect the participants’ day-to-day activities. 

“In principle, the less aware the subject is of the presence of the observing device, the less its presence 
should affect the study.” [276]. In addition, participants will not be completely comfortable in 

operating an unknown device, introducing a novelty effect. Unfortunately, we also note an 

increase in studies in which device ownership is not specified. While this may be indicative of 

a trend in which researchers assume personal devices used as study device, this cannot be 

presumed as a considerable number of studies still employ a study specific device. 

2.5 Popularity of ESM Over Time 

We analyse the popularity of experience sampling over time in the Conference on Human 

Factors in Computing Systems (CHI). CHI is generally considered as the flagship conference in 

HCI, and therefore is often used to provide an indication of changes in the HCI landscape (e.g., 
[43, 213]). We use the ACM Digital Library to search full-text within each CHI proceeding for 

usage of one (or more) of the following terms Experience Sampling Method, Ecological 
Momentary Assessment, Experience Sampling. We restrict our search to full papers and notes. In 
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addition, we search for the methodologically related diary method (Diary Method, and Diary 
Study) to allow for a compare and contrast. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5. The first mentions of diary studies are 

visible in the 1990’s, with a continuous uptake in usage following the new millennium. The ESM 

follows a similar pattern, with first studies carried out in the 2000’s. An increase in usage can 

be seen from 2010 till date, with the trend line indicating increased usage in the coming years. 

While it is evident that the number of publications at the CHI conference has increased 

considerably (see x-axis of Figure 5), both methodologies have established themselves in the 

HCI community and show continued uptake. Although the first publications of the ESM in 

Psychology already appeared in the late 1970’s (e.g., [69]), the first publication in CHI which 

made use of this method appeared in 2002. 
 

 

Figure 5. Mentions of the Diary Method and the ESM over time in CHI proceedings. 

To verify whether this aforementioned trend holds true for the general scientific 

community, we carry out a similar search using Google Scholar. Google Scholar provides a 

general overview on the output of the scientific community, including a wide range of sources 

and disciplines. We use the same search terms as for our analysis of the CHI proceedings, and 

exclude patents and citations. We collect the number of search results per year, ranging from 

1981 (as per Figure 5) up to the year 2016. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6. Results leading up to the year 2000 show 

a similar pattern as seen in the analysis of the CHI proceedings, with mentions of the diary 

method outranking those of the ESM. The number of search results of the ESM overtake the 

number of results for the Diary Method in 2009. The trend lines (Loess Curves) indicate that the 

number of mentions for both methods is expected to increase over the coming years. We must 

note that the number of total yearly publications within the scientific community have increased 

considerably over the past decades. In addition, search results returned by Google Scholar come 

from a wide range of sources, not all of which are peer-reviewed academic venues. However, 

this analysis clearly shows the increased popularity of the ESM over time. 
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Figure 6. Number of search results of Diary Method and ESM in Google Scholar. 

2.6 Data Collection in ESM Studies 

Central to the ESM is the collection of in situ data. With increasing capabilities of mobile devices, 

researchers can collect a wide array of different data sources. These new possibilities raise the 

question as to exactly which data researchers should collect. While determining relevant 

datatypes is evidently dependent on the research goals, it is prudent to consider all data 

collection possibilities. Table 2 provides an overview of commonly used question types. We 

briefly explain each input type, when it is used, and which design challenges one might 

encounter in a mobile study. 

The collection of multiple data types can be used to extract additional value out of 

participant responses. For example, Yue et al. [370] investigated the role of photos in ESM 

studies. Photos not only provide a way to elicit recall in a post-study interview, but can serve 

as added value during data analysis. Researchers may utilize collected photos to clarify 

participant answers (e.g., “bought a new keyboard” could refer to both a musical instrument and 

a computer input device). 

 

Input 
type 

Description Question type usage Mobile design challenge 

Text field Text entry using 
keyboard. Can be 
restricted to only accept 
text conforming to a set 
format. 

Input unable to be 
captured in a small set of 
choices; e.g., the 
participant’s current 
thoughts. 

Form factor constraints 
make it tedious for 
participants to input large 
amount of text. 

Radio 
button 

Select only one option out 
of the presented 
possibilities. Can take a 
variety of visual 
appearances. 

Make a distinctive choice 
between a set of 
predefined options. 

Often impossible to 
include all possibilities, 
consider the addition of an 
‘other’ option. 
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Input 
type 

Description Question type usage Mobile design challenge 

Checkbox Select multiple options out 
of a presented list. Can 
take a variety of visual 
appearances. 

Select ‘all that apply’ from 
a presented list. Both no 
and only one selection are 
valid input. 

Often impossible to 
include all possibilities, 
consider the addition of an 
‘other’ option. 

Likert 
scale 

Select one option on a 
scale. Special type of radio 
button input type. 

Indicate level or degree of 
(dis)agreement with an 
accompanying statement. 

Limited possibility to 
display a (large) scale. A 
‘default’ selected state 
allows participants to 
quickly skip the 
question(s). 

Slider Select any value between 
a set minimum and 
maximum. 

Indicate level or degree of 
(dis)agreement with an 
accompanying statement. 

Limited level of precision 
using a slider input. 

Photo / 
video 

Take a picture or shoot a 
video clip. Often also 
allows for the selection of 
a previously captured 
media file. 

Provide media to augment 
the current context of the 
participant. 

Storage and transfer of 
files can be problematic on 
a mobile data plan. Privacy 
concerns for participant 
and surrounding. 

Audio Access to the phone’s 
microphone(s) to start an 
audio recording. 

Provide media to augment 
the current context or 
allow participant to 
record own thoughts and 
ideas. 

Privacy concerns for both 
the participant and the 
participant’s surrounding. 
Time consuming to 
analyse and transcribe. 

Affect 
grid 

Describe mood as 
compared to the total 
possibility space. Grid of 
81 radio buttons. 

Indicate mood at a given 
time, especially valuable 
when tracked over time. 

Limited screen place to 
explain the workings of 
the affect grid to 
participants. 

Table 2. Common ESM question types. 

It is possible to acquire participants’ context through the sensors of the participants’ 

mobile device. Context is defined as “any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity” [75]. A key benefit is that acquired context can enrich the collected data 

without explicit input by the participant. For example, upon completion of a questionnaire, the 

current GPS location can be stored and linked. This would allow a researcher to determine the 

meteorological conditions at the time and place of each individual participant response.  

Methodological Decisions 
Next to the study parameters already compared and contrasted in Section 2.4, the literature 

review highlights multiple methodological decisions that are pertinent to the design of an ESM 

study. We discuss our findings regarding these critical methodological decisions faced by 

researcher running an ESM study, categorized into five key categories: notification schedule, 

notification expiry, inter-notification time, inquiry limit, and study duration. 
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Notification Schedule 
Traditionally, it has been considered good practice to design questionnaires that minimise 

participants’ burden [62]. Yet, in ESM studies the goal of the researcher is to collect rich data 

on a participants’ experiences – resulting in two clearly opposing requirements. While 

questionnaires cannot be completed without interrupting participants, the interruption can be 

kept as brief as possible by reducing the number of questions (e.g., by considering context), 

providing a list of pre-populated options through radio buttons, and increasing text legibility. 

Studies should adapt their notification schedule to minimise participant burden. For 

instance, when utilizing a signal or interval-contingent alert type, it may be desirable to avoid 

waking the participants during the night. Several studies therefore enforce a notification 

schedule during which no notifications will be sent to the participants at this time of day. For 

example, Pejovic and Musolesi [266] apply a 08:00–22:00 schedule, while others allow 

participants to determine the notification schedule (e.g., [51]). 

In addition, researchers can utilize the context of participants to determine a timing that 

is both suitable for participants and in line with the research question(s). Park [259] investigated 

mobile phone addiction and found that 70% of participants use their phone directly after waking 

up. Hence, by inferring sleep and wake-up time, researchers can adjust notification schedule 

parameters for each participant. In fact, the use of context information over strict timeslots in 

determining user availability can prove to be much more efficient. For example, Randall and 

Rickard [279] present a questionnaire at the event of participants’ listening to music on their 

device and report 27% of their data being recorded outside of a regular ‘collection window’ from 

08:00–22:00. We therefore recommend researchers to make use of these sensor readings, as they 

can be successful indicators to users’ attentiveness. 

Lastly, researchers may consider scheduling notifications according to literature findings 

on mobile phone usage. According to data from Dingler and Pielot [77], mobile phone users are 

attentive to messages for over 12 hours per day, with higher levels of attentiveness during 

evenings and weekdays. Researchers can utilise this knowledge in multiple ways. For example, 

longer questionnaires can be send during the evening hours, while short questionnaires are 

presented during daytime. However, researchers must also be wary of the consequences of this 

behaviour. If questionnaires are answered primarily in the evening hours, this skews data 

collection and reduces the validity of the study. Therefore, it is important to visually inspect the 

distribution of answers over time, both over the total duration of the study, as well as the spread 

of answers over a cumulated day. To combat this effect, researchers can combine an event 

contingent study configuration, in which a questionnaire is triggered by a specified event, with 

a random or pre-determined time schedule. Using this approach, questionnaires are triggered 

following an event, but only once per timeslot. This prevents an imbalance in questionnaire 

answer times. 

Notification Expiry 
Participants’ response time to ESM notifications is an influencing factor on the measured level 

of in situ. Previous work has argued that ESM notifications should be withdrawn if they are 

ignored for a given amount of time [1, 108], ensuring that the question was answered in the 

context in which it was presented. Researchers can configure a notification expiry to specify the 
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time after which unanswered questionnaires are withdrawn. This concept has also been called 

notification time-out [62] and notification lifetime in the literature. 

Our literature review indicates different notification expiry times (e.g., 3 minutes [96], 5 

minutes [179]). Sahami Shirazi et al. [299] found that if a user is to interact with a notification, 

there is a 50% chance this happens within the first 30 seconds after notification onset. 

Furthermore, there is a 83% probability that users will interact with a notification within the 

first five minutes after notification onset [299]. Therefore, introducing notification expiry in a 

study can reduce participant burden while increasing data quality by maintaining a high level 

of in situ. Determining a suitable notification expiry time is dependent on the content of the 

ESM questionnaire and the chosen ESM scheduling parameters. For example, an event 

contingent study with a frequently occurring event is likely to benefit from a short expiry time. 

Ensuing notification expiry, the issued notification should be removed from the notification 

drawer to prevent further user-interaction. We strongly advise researchers to expire an ongoing 

notification when a new notification is send to the participant, preventing the ‘stacking’ of 

multiple notifications. Multiple of the same questionnaires answered at the same point in time 

provides no new information to the researcher, and negatively affects reliability of the data 

analysis. 

Inter-notification Time 
Presentation of frequent notifications can overload the participant and reduce willingness to 

participate over a longer period of time. Intuitively, users are more willing to answer a question 

frequently when the question is short and does not require serious mental effort. The inter-
notification time allows the researcher to configure the minimum time in-between two 

notifications. The literature shows considerable differences between ESM studies regarding the 

timeout between notifications. Consolvo and Walker [62] restrict to one notification per 72-

minute interval, with a maximum of 10 questionnaires per day. Ferreira et al. [96] determined 

an inter-notification of 15 minutes for their study after analysing how long users are likely to 

leave their phone screen turned off. As a suitable inter-notification time is dependent on the 

measured parameters, experimentation is often advisable in order to determine a suitable 

timing [155]. 

The acceptability of a certain number of notifications is highly dependent on the time and 

effort required to complete each questionnaire [62]. In case the goal of the study is to observe 

long-term behaviour while also requiring fine-grained details on the observation, Collins and 

Graham [56] suggest the combination of two separate data collection methods: “One attractive 
alternative is to use a longer measurement interval for the bulk of the data collection, but also to 
collect a subset of data using a temporal design with a shorter measurement interval.” Using this 

combination of methods, long-term strain on participants is reduced, preventing higher drop-

out rates and a near certain drop in response quality. 

Inquiry Limit 
The inquiry limit determines the maximum number of questionnaires sent during the 

determined notification schedule. A sensible inquiry limit can be used to reduce the burden on 

study participants [62]. When participants are asked to answer open-ended questions (typically 
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take longer to answer), the inquiry limit should be reduced, while short binary questions allow 

for a higher inquiry limit. One study indicates that “a sampling frequency of five to eight times 
per day may yield an optimal balance of recall and annoyance” [188]. The questionnaire prompted 

to participants in this study contained eight questions, requiring participants to enter numbers 

on the occurrence and length of their walking and sitting behaviour up till the notification. 

Different research settings (both on the level of required recall and time required to complete 

questionnaires) will require a different inquiry limit. In order to get a feeling for the experienced 

participant burden, Hektner et al. [139] advise researchers to run their own study as test-

participant prior to inviting real participants. This is a good idea, as it will allow the researcher 

to not only experience the participant burden, but also to validate the technical implementation 

of the system. 

Study Duration 
The duration of a study is typically dependent on various factors, most importantly the 

frequency of occurrence of the studied phenomenon, number of questions per day, and 

questionnaire length. A study observing a rare event will require a longer duration to capture 

sufficient data points. Sending many questionnaires in a day will quickly reduce participant 

motivation, making it unfeasible to run for longer durations of time. Consequently, researchers 

aiming for more questionnaires per day should reduce either study duration or questionnaire 

length. Despite the study duration being dependent on various factors, some common guidelines 

can be established. 

To ensure a variety of days in the participants’ life are captured, a minimum duration of 

one week is advisable: “seven days are likely to yield a fairly representative sample of the various 
activities individuals engage in and to elicit multiple responses from many of these activities.” [139]. 

For the maximum duration, no clear guidelines exist in the literature. Early diary studies report 

on the potential effect of self-reflection among participants in studies with a long duration and 

find the quality of collected data to deteriorate after a period of two to four weeks [319]. 

Similarly, PDA based ESM studies usually have a duration of two weeks [282]. We recommend 

similar durations for experience sampling on modern mobile devices, as this aspect has not yet 

been extensively studied. Therefore, a study investigating a frequently occurring phenomenon 

(i.e., multiple times a day) is typically well represented using a duration of 1-3 weeks. It is the 

responsibility of the researcher to analyse the collected data for any significant differences 

between the onset of the study and the last days of data collection. Any observed differences 

might be the result of reduced participant commitment, and/or an effect of study measurements 

on the participants’ behaviour. 

Privacy 
With the use of mobile devices as a research instrument, an enormous amount of personal data 

can be collected. This is even more true when the participants’ personal device is used for the 

data collection process. As described by Raento et al. [276], participants may not realise the 

potential impact of the data collected – even if the researcher explicitly states what data is being 

collected. In fact, even the researcher may not be fully aware of what other revealing 

information exists within the dataset [276]. 
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To grant participants more control over the data being collected, Lathia et al. [200] allow 

sensing to be ‘paused.’ Participants have to actively enable this feature, which will stop the data 

collection for 30 minutes – and which can be repeated indefinitely. Raento et al. [276] state that 

informed consent entails reminding participants that they are being observed, giving the 

example of playing a “beep” sound prior to their study participants engaging in a (recorded) 

phone call. The researchers state that this has in some cases led to altered conversations, missing 

important/relevant data, or simply biasing the participant. Therefore, there is a clear 

consideration to be made between reminding the participant about being observed and 

collecting more complete and truthful information. 

Interruptibility 
Given the personal nature of mobile devices, interruption of the user during day-to-day usage 

can quickly become an annoyance [52], leading to reduced response rates. There is a growing 

literature on interruptibility on mobile devices, with notifications playing a key role in obtaining 

a user’s attention [269]. These mobile notifications have been described as using visual, 

auditory, and/or tactile signals to inform the device owner [299]. 

Previous work has shown that smartphone notifications often interrupt the ongoing task 

of the user [71], and frequent notifications can start to annoy users [52]. These and similar 

findings have prompted the development of machine learning classifiers exploring opportune 

moments of notification presentation [228]. Knowing when and how to interrupt study 

participants is, therefore, of value to a researcher running an ESM study. For instance, 

Pielot et al. [270] successfully show an increase in response rates when issuing notifications 

during periods of ‘boredom.’ A ground truth on the level of experienced boredom was achieved 

using an ESM questionnaire. 

Pejovic and Musolesi [266] considered context in analysing interruptibility and 

accompanying sentiment. Using a classifier and manual participant labelling, the authors 

identify opportune moments of interruption, while also showing that sentiment decreases as 

the number of notifications increases during the day. Interruption load is therefore an important 

factor that researchers should consider when determining the timing of ESM questionnaires. 

It is also important to highlight that incoming notifications by other applications running 

on the participants’ phone are challenging to anticipate. Still, this information could be valuable 

to determine an opportune moment for interruption. Based on the aforementioned work [266], 

it can be argued that when a participant has not received notifications for a while, willingness 

to reply increases. On the other hand, it is also reasonable to assume that when the participant 

is already responding to an incoming notification, it is less of a strain to respond to a study 

questionnaire. Surprisingly, no study has investigated the effect of participants’ own application 

notifications on ESM response rate. 

Presentation of ESM on Mobile Devices 
Consolvo and Walker [62] discuss several parameters that should be considered when designing 

a questionnaire, including question readability (e.g., font-size, contrast) and modality (e.g., text-

based, audio-based). Some researchers propose that these parameters should be configurable by 

the participant to ensure accessibility for all [108]. However, this results in a significant increase 
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in development costs, which is simply not feasible for every study. We therefore advise 

researchers to focus their questionnaire design on a single modality (most likely text-based), 

and to make one design as accessible as possible. 

Validated paper-based questionnaires can be considered as an effective basis for ESM 

questionnaires, for example the use of the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [162]. However, 

questionnaires developed for traditional media (e.g., paper, computer monitor) cannot always 

be directly transformed for presentation on mobile devices. Long sentences, (complex) text 

input, and large selection lists may become unusable on small screens [335]. Thus, the 

presentation becomes a methodological concern that researchers may have to review in light of 

the possibilities and restrictions of mobile devices. 

As an example, Meschtscherjakov et al. [232] explored the use of emoticons as a way of 

allowing for quick user input on a mobile device. Using a horizontal alignment of five 

emoticons, they propose a non-verbal question format – changing both the visual presentation 

and methodological construct. Their results indicate no bias caused by the emoticon-based 

presentation technique. 

Hektner et al. [139] propose various ESM question formats for capturing the external 
coordinates of experience; date, time of day, physical location, activities, and companions. Note 

that for several of these questions, the mobile device used by the participant can (partially) infer 

this information in the background. According to Hektner et al.; “[…] these elements paint the 
backdrop against which one’s daily experience is lived out” [139]. The thoughts and feelings of 

the participant are considered the internal coordinates of experience, and should be inferred 

through other questions. To measure these internal coordinates, researchers may consider 

questionnaires used in prior studies in order to increase inter-study comparability. 

Logic and ESM Questions 
The use of logical-based constructs (e.g., if condition x is met → ask question y) allows for the 

presentation of questions based on predetermined conditions. Froehlich et al. [108] distinguish 

between prescripts and postscripts. Prescripts are executed before a question is presented, 

allowing the question to take into account the current context. Postscripts allow researchers to 

influence the question flow based on a (set of) predetermined condition(s), such as current 

sensor readings or answers provided by the participant. This is often called question branching, 

question skipping, or answer piping. Using these logical constructs, data collection can focus on 

the exact moment(s) required by the researchers. As an example, analysing the user’s context 

can allow the software to send a questionnaire every time the user travelled for at least a certain 

specified distance or following the conversation with a colleague. 

Response Rate 
Given the possibility for researchers to collect data in real time, participant input can be 

continuously analysed to assess retention rates as the study progresses. Researchers should 

contact participants when questionnaires have remained unanswered for multiple days. This 

allows researchers to answer any question the participant might have, resolve any technical 

issues, potentially convince the participant to increase participation efforts, or otherwise discard 

the participant and recruit a new participant. In addition, providing feedback on participant 
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progress can increase retention rates [151, 319]. The consequences of participants with a low 

response rate are dependent on the studied phenomena and the context in which they are 

studied. For a study investigating a long-term condition (e.g., dietary patterns [308]), participant 

results with a low response rate would be of little value – whereas a study regarding relative 

short-context situations (e.g., speed dial [205]) could still benefit from a participant with only a 

small set of collected data points. 

Various theories exist regarding the impact of incentives or compensation on participants’ 

willingness to complete a questionnaire. Literature suggests that participants often combine a 

variation of economic, altruistic, assistive, and reciprocative (i.e., offering something in return) 

motives [219]. The literature also contains practical suggestions to entice a high response rate 

in ESM, including; visualising participant data as a feedback mechanism [151], complex 

remuneration structures [58], and enticing participant engagement to feel part of the 

study [198]. We encourage researchers to explore the possibilities to integrate such an incentive 

in their studies. Engaging with study participants (e.g., during study intake) to entice 

participants to feel part of the study is a recommended practice for all studies. This requires the 

researcher to emphasize the importance of the participants’ contribution, describe the global 

study goal, and establish a joint rapport. In our own work, we establish joint rapport through 

individual intake sessions of 10 to 15 minutes. During these sessions, we take a friendly and 

professional approach in explaining the study goal and the participants’ task(s). This involves 

taking the time to answer any questions from participants, and showing a genuine interest in 

any concerns the participant may have. We are upfront about any (personal) data collection, 

and provide details about implemented privacy measures. In addition, we make sure the 

participant understands the task(s), and that any software is successfully installed. Lastly, we 

thank participants for their participation and tell them to reach out to us (email, visit our office) 

if they have any problems or questions. 

A common incentive for participants is a monetary compensation. Interestingly, a high 

compensation may not lead to desirable results. Stone et al. [319] offered a compensation of 

$250 for participation but encountered poor data quality in their collected data. One potential 

reason for this may be the fact that participants were attracted for the wrong incentive 

(receiving money over the desire for altruistic participation). As shown in Figure 3, the use of 

micro-incentives (i.e., small (monetary) incentive per completed questionnaire) shows promise 

in achieving high response rate. While the sample is relatively small due to missing reports on 

response rate, we encourage researchers to utilise this incentive structure more frequently in 

the future. We advise against raffle-based compensation, as it leads to the lowest response rate 

in our sample. 

Data Quality 
Following the collection of participant answers, study data should be carefully prepared and 

analysed. We discuss three factors related to data quality which researchers should consider 

following data collection. 

Data cleaning is used to filter out both nonsensical information provided by participants 

and erroneous data as the result of technical problems. Examples as identified in the literature 

review include the removal of participants with atypical smartphone usage behaviour [41], and 
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discarding incomplete or incorrectly compiled responses [111, 134]. In addition, the literature 

describes the removal of responses with suspiciously fast completion times [227]. Determining 

a suitable threshold for this depends on the questions presented and the answer options 

available (binary choice buttons allow for faster answers than text fields). McCabe et al. [227] 

advise a (somewhat arbitrary) threshold of 0.5 seconds. Lastly, participants with a low response 

rate should be removed, as their data does not provide a complete picture on their daily 

experiences. Although the removal of participants with a low response rate is common practice, 

examples from the literature indicate the use of different thresholds (e.g., participants with no 

responses [240], participants who completed less than half of the assigned tasks [369]). As the 

current literature does not provide well-supported cut-off rates for either questionnaire 

completion time or response rate, we suggest researchers to compare the results of individual 

participants to that of their peers to determine outliers in their data (e.g., completion times 

shorter than twice the standard deviation). 

Lastly, the response shift phenomenon is an effect in which participants change the 

meaning they assign to response scales over the course of a study. As stated by Barta et al., “a 
study participant who rated her depressed mood as 5 on a 5-point scale might on a subsequent 
report rate the same intensity of depressed mood as 3 or 4 because she has come to realize that her 
depressed mood could be considerably more severe than the mood to which she had previously 
assigned a rating of 5” [23]. Schwartz et al. [305] apply a retrospective pretest–posttest design 

(i.e., ‘thentest’), measuring the participants’ recalibration through a pre-study assessment and a 

post-study assessment of the pre-study experience – thus calculating the response shift effect. 

We advise researchers to apply the thentest or similar methods when collecting participant data 

on reflective measures (e.g., mood, pain, quality of life). 

2.7 Inconsistencies in Reporting ESM Studies 

We highlight the inconsistencies observed in ESM study reporting, followed by practical advice 

on reporting important methodological decisions. The conducted literature review (Section 2.4) 

highlights multiple methodological decisions currently underreported. From a total of 110 

studies, 65 studies do not report response rates, 64 studies do not provide information on 

participant compensation, 11 studies do not specify whether participants were using their 

personal device or a study-specific device, and 5 studies do not report the configuration of 

notification triggers. This inconsistency in, or complete lack of, reporting results is a critical 

shortcoming in both research methodology and practice. For example, a high response rate 

provides the reader with the reassurance that the presented results can be projected to the 

chosen population sample [21]. 

Towards Consistent Reporting of Study Metrics 
The consistent reporting of all major study metrics enables scientific comparison across ESM 

studies and even across the various scientific disciplines in which this method is applied. In 

addition, it will allow for more accurate replication of study results. We identify a set of core 

ESM metrics, common to all studies, which we consider critical to be reported by researchers. 

These core metrics are: 
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• Number of participants. Both prior to and following the data cleaning process. 

• Study duration. In case of differences between participants report the average study 

duration (including SD). 

• Notification schedule. Trigger mechanism, frequency, and any excluded hours. 

• Notification expiry. Report even if notifications do not expire. 

• Inter-notification time. Report even if no inter-notification time is established. 

• Inquiry limit. Report even if no maximum number of notifications is established. 

• Device ownership. Participants’ usage of personal or study specific device. 

• Response rate. Response rate after the data has been cleaned. 

In addition, any abnormalities in the reported data should be reported. This is especially 

the case for studies with a lower response rate. Information on the distribution of responses, 

both across participants and across time, allows for the identification of any potential skewing 

in terms of participant behaviour. We are not the first to draw attention to the importance of 

consistency in reporting study metrics in self-report methodologies. We refer the interested 

reader to [321] and [53] on reporting guidelines for additional information. 

2.8 ESM Software 

A wide variety of ESM related tools exists, ranging from mobile texting services to sophisticated 

data collection frameworks. With a constantly evolving software landscape, it is worth to 

analyse the existing choices. Services disappear, become outdated, receive a large overhaul, and 

new services emerge. We base our selection of tools for evaluation on the lists of resources 

provided by Conner [59], Rough and Quigley [293], and additional applications discovered 

through our peers and online search. Following the topic of our work, this analysis dismisses 

SMS texting services, generic survey tools without a notification mechanism, (purpose made) 

PDAs (e.g., [274]), discontinued/unmaintained services, and non-English tools. Researchers 

interested in these specific categories are directed to the extensive overview by Conner [59]. By 

discontinued/unmaintained, we mean tools that have not been updated in the last three years, 

i.e., these tools can no longer serve as a reliable instrument for deployment in a user study as 

they do not work on the latest mobile software (i.e., Android, iOS). 
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Table 3. Overview of current ESM software and functionality. 

Table 3 shows wide differences in terms of functionality, pricing, and configuration 

options between the various software tools. Of 12 tools, 8 offer support for both the Android 

and iOS mobile platform, 3 are Android only, and 1 is iOS only. A total of 6 tools are offered for 

free, while the other tools are part of a commercial service (often in various tiers, sometimes 

providing a ‘free tier’ with limited capabilities). An open source license is provided for 5 of the 

analysed tools. 

While most tools support signal and interval contingent notifications, support for event 

contingent notifications is only supported by 6 tools. Out of these 6 tools with support for event 

contingent notifications, only 2 support active-sensing of all five analysed events (GPS, 

accelerometer, participants’ usage of messaging, screen state (on/off), and phone details (e.g., 
incoming-call)). This lack of support for event contingent notifications can explain the 

difference in number of studies applying this notification technique as compared to signal and 

interval contingent triggers (as seen in Table 1). In addition, the ability to collect and store sensor 

data was limited in most of the studied tools. While location tracking was supported by 11 out 

of 12 tools, other commonly used sensor types (e.g., accelerometer 5/12, and messaging 4/12) 

are missing. 
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Software Usability 
Raento et al. [276] discuss technical obstacles regarding the use of smartphones as a tool for 

carrying out research; “Thus far, smartphones have been mainly used in applied interdisciplinary 
areas like HCI and computer-supported cooperative work, mainly because of high development costs 
and the specialized skills needed for their utilization, but the technology clearly has potential 
beyond these applied settings.” [276]. A surprisingly high number of platforms allow for 

configuration through a form-based web interface, omitting the need for software development 

skills. Unfortunately, the overview suggests that this also often results in lack of support for 

more advanced functionality (e.g., sensor logging, notification triggers). Thus, the possibilities 

for a researcher are limited without performing some form of programming. One key example 

is the absence of sensor-integration in the majority of software tools that we surveyed. The few 

software tools that do include integration with sensor readings are both technically complex or 

limited to the passive recording of sensor values without considerable software development. A 

similar sentiment can be found in the literature; “a lack of programming knowledge often hinders 
researchers in creating ESM applications” [293]. In order to combat this obstacle, Rough and 

Quigley [293] introduce Jeeves, a visual programming environment that aims to make use of the 

ESM more accessible to researchers without programming experience. Jeeves allows researchers 

to construct logic conditional statements using an accessible ‘drag-and-drop’ design. 

In order for the ESM to increase its methodological value, there is a clear opportunity in 

the active reading of sensor values. Sensor values of the participants’ mobile phones are helpful 

to determine in which context the questionnaire appears, as well as selecting those questions 

which are most relevant to the identified context. This increases the consistency of ESM results 

through contextual awareness, and can further reduce cognitive bias [62]. However, the 

interpretation of such raw sensor values is a complex task. For example, to obtain useful 

information from raw accelerometer values requires not only periodic sensing, but in addition 

needs feature engineering, classifier training, classifier evaluation, and finally inference to 

recognise physical activities (e.g., running) from raw sensor values. These are highly specialised 

skills, and are out of scope for most ESM practitioners. To make smartphone sensors useful for 

researchers thus requires software tools to offer high-level inferences of sensor values, rather 

than just collecting raw data. Only when high-level inferences become available can researchers 

obtain an increased context richness of their participants, resulting in new possibilities for ESM 

studies (see Figure 1). 

Furthermore, the majority of the analysed tools offer little flexibility concerning 

customisation of study parameters. Again, those tools with more extensive parameter 

configuration possibilities require considerable technical configuration. While customizability 

of study parameters is often valuable, the currently found implementations reduce accessibility 

for a majority of researchers. What is lacking is an approach that allows for both a guided 

configuration based on best practices, and a more extensive customisation possibility. This way, 

a researcher could easily configure the essential study considerations, while allowing for further 

customization of other parameters when required. 

Lastly, most software tools support only a subsection of available questionnaire input types 

(most common input types summarised in Table 2). While it is clear that the need for a checkbox 
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is more common than the need for an affect grid, the absence of a certain input type in the 

software can act as a barrier for researchers aiming to apply the ESM in their study. A noticeable 

absent input type among the majority of analysed software tools was the recording of 

multimedia data (image, video, audio). The capture of these types of multimedia data has been 

shown to be a useful addition during data collection [370]. 

2.9 Future of Mobile Experience Sampling 

Technological developments have improved both the reliability and possibilities of the ESM. 

Going forward, mobile context awareness, in which both sensing of and reacting to a certain 

context is enabled by the mobile device itself [216], will take on a larger role in experience 

sampling. In addition, the participants’ input device will no longer be the only device used to 

construct the participants’ context, as data from external devices and networks will be 

integrated to construct a richer context of the participant. Simultaneously, new technological 

challenges and methodological decisions arise as these technologies are introduced. 

Technological challenges include inter-device communication across devices and software 

systems, strict battery optimisation techniques, and different input techniques between devices. 

Examples of methodological questions include ensuring consistent data quality across devices, 

presentation of questionnaires on different form factors, and the timing of notifications based 

on a rich contextual understanding. 

The effect of mobile ESM on scientific areas outside of computer science will be profound. 

While our review indicates that mobile sensors are actively used in the computer science 

discipline, this is not yet the case for other fields despite proven interest and 

opportunities (e.g., [28, 276]). As described in the previous section, there is a pressing need for 

accessible ESM study design tools that allow researchers outside of the computer science 

domain to configure advanced mobile instrumentation studies. These new tools will result in a 

large increase in the usage of passive and active sensor data as researchers from fields such as 

psychology and medicine embed these new possibilities in their study designs. 

User Interfaces for ESM 
Developments in mobile platforms enable new input methods for ESM questionnaires. A recent 

example is the introduction of interactive notifications. These notifications allow users to 

quickly respond to incoming requests without leaving the application they are currently using, 

thus reducing participant strain and potentially increasing response rate. These interactive 

notifications can prove useful for questionnaires, especially when answer options are limited.  

An alternative to the use of questionnaire notifications is the collection of self-reports as a 

by-product of another task. An example is the use of ‘unlock journaling’ [371], in which 

unlocking the phones’ screen is used to answer a single-item question through a sliding 

movement. The authors report an increase in frequency of answers, and reduced levels of 

experienced intrusiveness. We expect the popularity of this method to increase as new input 

types are implemented. The vast amount of daily smartphone unlocks and the short duration of 

smartphone usage sessions [344] ensures a high number of potential answers over the day. We 
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urge researchers to explore other creative input methods on mobile devices to reduce 

participant burden and open the way for longer deployment periods. 

The use of social networks as a data collection tool has not yet been explored in the context 

of ESM. Recently, several large-scale social networks introduced interactive chat-bots (e.g., 
Facebook Messenger). These chat-bots can be configured to ask questions at certain time 

intervals, and even make use of natural language interpretation to follow-up on participant 

answers. An advantage of these chat-bots is that no additional application needs to be installed, 

and multiple operating platforms can easily be supported. On the other hand, participants may 

easily be distracted by the context of the application while completing a questionnaire (e.g., 
simultaneously talking with friends), or even delay using the application altogether as to 

prevent showing their online peers that they are available to chat. A second example is the use 

of intelligent personal assistants (e.g., Siri, Alexa). As these assistants are increasingly aware of 

their user’s context, and can interact with users through multiple input modalities, a more 

intelligent and participant-friendly ESM configuration is within reach. The effect of novel user 

interfaces on participant responses will require further investigation. 

Researchers have begun to explore the use of wearable devices (e.g., smartwatches) for 

notification purposes and the completion of ESM questionnaires. Limited screen estate 

constraints the possibility of both user input and content presentation [25, 366]. 

Hernandez et al. [141] compare three different form factors (smartphone, smartwatch, and 

Google Glass) and find a significant difference in time between an incoming notification and 

initial user interaction (shortest with Google Glass, longest with smartphone), though no 

difference in total response time. Questionnaire completion times were significantly longer for 

the Google Glass compared to both the smartwatch and the smartphone. 

Context Sensing 
The collection of context-related information during ESM studies will continue to increase. 

Mobile devices will allow for the collection of new information types such as physiological data 

(e.g., heart-rate, eye tracking) and proximity-based information (e.g., local social networks 

through Wi-Fi Aware), allowing researchers to obtain new information on their participants. 

For example, physiological data can be used to assess the participant’s engagement when 

answering a questionnaire – possibly providing an indication of their response quality and 

reliability. In addition to data collected on the participants’ mobile device, the emergence of a 

multi-device environment will allow for a far more detailed construction of a participants’ 

context. Intille et al. [157] already explored the possibilities of such a multi-device environment 

in the context of experience sampling, instrumenting participants’ homes with a high number 

of sensors. As the number of sensing devices in both public and private space increases, the 

need for extensive instrumentation is reduced. In addition to increased sensing capabilities, a 

ubiquitous network can offload content presentation to different devices based on context and 

questionnaire content (e.g., proximity to participant, screen size in relation to content). 

Referring to the matrix shown in Figure 1, wearable device constraints limit the 

opportunity for a high level of survey complexity. However, a moderate level of context richness 

is attainable, thus placing wearable devices in the quadrant situated notification. The level of 

context richness can be further extended through integration with the aforementioned multi-
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device environment. Traditional pen-and-paper questionnaires allow for high survey 

complexity at a low level of context richness (repeated survey), whereas mobile devices often 

combine the opportunity for both a high level of survey complexity and context richness 

(situated inquiry). The continuous evolvement of mobile devices will allow for an ever increases 

level of context richness. However, the possibility to increase questionnaire complexity is 

largely dependent on use of a multi-device environment. Larger screen sizes or novel input 

techniques are required to display and answer questionnaires of higher complexity than 

possible today. 

2.10 Conclusion 

The wide variety of studies using the ESM shows that the methodology is well suited and 

extensively applied to study an extensive array of human related phenomena. The use of 

participant-owned smartphones to answer ESM questionnaires has become possible due to 

widespread smartphone usage and available software tooling. This has reduced the strain on 

participants, as they no longer have to worry about carrying around additional study related 

objects (e.g., pen-and-paper, study-administrated PDA). In effect, this increases the ecological 

validity of the study employing this method. Today’s mobile devices have amplified the 

possibilities and reliability of data collection, while introducing new opportunities for context 

(re)construction. 

In this survey, we discussed the historical background of the ESM and its evolution parallel 

to the rise of mobile devices and ubiquitous computing. We then discussed the methodology’s 

challenges and alternatives. We conducted a systematic literature review in the computer 

science domain and from this identified the prominent study parameters in an ESM study. 

Following this, we compare the various configurations that researchers apply in peer-reviewed 

publications. These methodological decisions were further analysed and discussed. We observe 

that the reporting of ESM study parameters and results has been largely inconsistent. Our 

analysis provides guidelines on how to address this inconsistency to allow for better comparison 

across studies. 

The combination of human input data and automated sensor data collection has proven to 

be valuable and is capable of providing previously unattainable insights. Our review shows that 

the functionality of today’s mobile devices remains underused in ESM studies in the computer 

science domain, with the literature reporting severe difficulties in other disciplines when it 

comes to the use of advanced functionalities of mobile devices – partly due to the lack of 

available software tools. This provides opportunities for the HCI discipline to bring (further) 

improvements to the application of this methodology. Going forward, we expect the possibilities 

of the ESM to continue to expand as new technological possibilities arise. Applicability and 

availability of accessible software will be a key-element to make this methodology available to 

researchers from a variety of disciplines with varying degrees of technical knowledge. With a 

continuing improvement of mobile device capabilities and an increased availability in all layers 

of society, we expect usage of this methodology to increase even more in the future. Finally, in 

Table 4 we provide researchers a checklist of methodological decisions and outcomes to report 

when conducting an ESM study on mobile devices. 
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Methodological decisions to consider and report Outcomes to report 

—Notification schedule. Trigger mechanism, frequency, 
and any excluded hours or contexts. 
—Inter-notification time. Report even if no inter-
notification time is established. 
—Notification expiry. Report even if notifications do 
not expire. 
—Inquiry limit. Report even if no maximum number of 
notifications is established. 
—Device ownership. Participants’ usage of personal or 
study specific device. 
—Participant compensation. Describe which strategy 
was followed, and how much participants were 
rewarded (even if no reward is provided). 
—ESM question type. Report the input type and any 
relevant parameters (e.g., number of points on Likert 
scale). Provide screenshots of the questions. 
— Rich media collection. Participants can collect visual 
and auditory material explicitly. This enriches the 
collected data, allowing for a richer qualitative insight 
into the daily experiences of the study participants. 
— Validated questionnaire adaptation. Report any 
validated questionnaires that were used, and describe 
how they were adapted (e.g., rephrased) for a mobile 
form factor. 
—Advanced question logic. Presented questionnaires 
can embed logical constructs. This way, questions can 
depend on previous input from the participant or the 
participant’s current context. 

—Number of participants. Both prior to 
and following the data cleaning 
process. 
—Study duration. In case of differences 
between participants report the 
average study duration (including SD). 
—Response rate. Response rate after 
the data has been cleaned. 
—Context logged. Report which 
sensors were used to collect data, at 
what frequency, and how many 
records were collected. 
—Abnormalities. Report any 
differences in collected results over 
the duration of the study, over the 
duration of an accumulated day, and 
between participants.  

Table 4. Checklist for researchers. 
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2.11 Addendum 

Mobile Experience Sampling, as compared to its ‘traditional’ analogue counterpart, brings with 

it a number of advantages with regards to the quality and quantity of participant data. These 

advantages are easily overlooked and taken for granted in the digital research landscape. For 

example, paper-based questionnaires typically allow participants to complete multiple forms at 

once in order to make up for missed questionnaire notifications. This practice, known as 

‘parking lot compliance’, reduces the ecological validity of the data while artificially increasing 

response rates [315]. Using mobile devices, notifications customarily disappear after a given 

timeframe and are not allowed to ‘stack’, preventing participants from completing multiple 

questionnaires at the same time. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4, an increasing number of 

researchers utilise the participant’s personal device for the collection of self-reports. These 

devices are frequently within proximity of the participant [76], thereby reducing the likelihood 

of participants forgetting their device as compared to an analogue questionnaire sheet [22]. In 

addition to these inherent advantages, smartphones offer a range of possibilities through which 

researchers can potentially positively affect the quality and quantity of participant responses. 

Experience Sampling is not the sole method which increasingly relies on the use of 

smartphones for data collection. There are a number of methodologies in which human 

contributions play a central role, including Mobile Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science [337]. 

As current work on the accuracy of human contributions typically fails to cross the 

methodological boundaries, findings and solutions proposed in similar methods are not 

adequately represented in Experience Sampling. This includes, inter alia, recent work on 

reducing human error through pro-active instructions in the field of Citizen Science [38] and 

increasing participant contributions through data anonymisation practices in Mobile 

Crowdsourcing [128]. Van Berkel et al. [337] therefore suggest the replication of these proposed 

solutions across different methods. Quality assessment in human contributions was the topic of 

a recent workshop, in which the workshop attendees set out to “explore novel ways in which 
human accuracy in mobile data collection can be captured, analysed, and improved in lieu of 
ground-truth data” [343]. This is indicative of an increased commitment in the HCI community 

to assess the quality of human contributions. 

Assessment and Improvement of Response Quality 
Discussion on the quality of ESM responses spans across a number of perspectives and problem 

areas. This includes reducing participant strain, measuring the accuracy of contributions, 

identifying fraudulent responses, and dealing with intrapsychic data. Furthermore, researchers 

have focused on how to best obtain responses from ‘challenging’ populations. 

One of the frequently returning recommendations is to limit participant burden as much 

as possible. Length of the questionnaire has frequently been discussed as an impacting factor 

on participant burden and consequently the quality of the collected data [62, 335]. For example, 

Väätäjä and Roto state “Attention needs to be paid to the questionnaire length, layout and structure, 
as well as to the simplicity and comprehensibility of the questions.” [335]. Similarly, Consolvo and 

Walker warn of the use of too many open-ended questions; “A good rule of thumb is to ensure 
that participants can complete the questionnaires in less than two minutes” [62]. Liono et al. [211] 
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propose to reduce participant burden by predicting which answer option(s) are most likely to 

be selected and presenting these options first. This solution aims to support use cases which 

include a large number of answer options. 

McCabe et al. [227] present a guide on data cleaning in Experience Sampling studies. In 

this guide, McCabe et al. state three main reasons for the cleaning of ESM data. First, the 

cleaning of data ensures that the study adheres to the rigorous standardisation fundamental to 

psychological research. Second, cleaning “enhances the reliability, validity, and power of the 
data” [227]. McCabe et al. state that low response rates can compromise the validity of the data. 

Third, data cleaning prevents errors from aggravating during analysis. Although McCabe et al.’s 
guide focus is on PDA-based studies, a number of insights also apply to smartphone-based ESM 

studies. Practical recommendations relevant to smartphone-based studies include the removal 

of reports from participants who provide identical answers throughout the study, removing 

reports with very short completion times, and finally the removal of participants with too few 

completed reports. Researchers have used different threshold for the removal of reports with 

short response times  (e.g., 0.5 second [227]) and for the removal of participants with too few 

responses (e.g., removal of those with less than 50 response [90], participants who completed 

less than half of the requested responses [369]). A downside to these thresholds is a lack of 

empirical verification and the arbitrary nature of the used thresholds. 

Intrapsychic Data 
Assessing the quality of intrapsychic data poses a challenge to researchers. Examples of such 

data are a person’s intentions or emotions (e.g., regret, enthusiasm). Self-assessments on topics 

such as these can suffer from a range of factors which affect data accuracy. This includes, but 

is not limited to, self-presentation (in which participants adjust their responses to be socially 

desirable), acquiescent and reactant responding (respectively agreeing and disagreeing with 

given statements), and random responding [264]. While these type of data were long considered 

as questions for which the accuracy of the answer cannot be directly confirmed, recent work 

has explored creative ways to assess such contributions. 

Berrocal and Wac [30] introduce ‘Peer-ceived Momentary Assessment’ (Peer-MA), a data 

collection method in which both the participant and a number of the participant’s peers assess 

the participant’s current state (e.g., stress level). This approach is based on a concept from 

clinical care known as ‘Observer Reported Outcomes’, in which a relative or other non-clinical 

caregiver observes the daily life of a patient.  Although the Peer-MA work is in a preliminary 

stage, comparing the assessments from participants and their peers is likely to reveal exciting 

insights in similarity and discrepancies between data contributions. The concept might prove 

fruitful in identifying inaccurate responses in intrapsychic data and subsequently increase the 

reliability of data collection. 

Challenging Populations 
A significant portion of work on the quality and reliability of data collected using the ESM and 

similar methods has focused on populations for which the reliability of responses can be called 

into question. Patients suffering from addictions such as drugs, alcohol, or smoking is one such 

demographic for which the ESM is frequently used [309]. In these studies, participants are 
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typically asked to report on their substance use in addition to other factors which are of interest 

to the researcher. ESM is an appropriate method for this type of study, as substance use is often 

an episodic behaviour. It is, therefore, useful to track both the frequency and distribution of 

usage [309]. Furthermore, researchers are typically interested in studying the context of 

substance use in situ. As participant responses are highly subjectable to social desirability bias, 

researchers typically verify participant answers by occasionally collecting biomarkers (e.g., 
urine drug tests). In a highly challenging population sample of 30 cocaine-addicted homeless 

patients, self-reported drug use was in agreement with toxicology results for 73% of 

participants [106]. 

Khor et al. [180] studied the feasibility and validity of ESM data collection among 

adolescents with high-functioning autism and Asperger’s disorder. The validity of the data, self-

reports on experienced stressors, was assessed using two metrics; response rate and comparison 

with retrospective self-report as completed by both the adolescents and their parents. Their 

results show adequate compliance to questionnaire notifications (although limited to a 

maximum of three notifications per day) and limited level of agreement with retrospective 

questionnaires. However, a limited level of agreement with the retrospective questionnaires is 

to be expected as phenomena are assessed from a different angle when compared to in situ 

assessment [311]. Furthermore, Khor et al. [180] find a substantial overlap between the types of 

stressors reported by adolescents and their parents, although the frequency of these reported 

stressors varies between self- and peer-reports. 

Finally, Dunton et al. [84] assessed the feasibility and validity of Experience Sampling 

among children (aged 9–13). Participants reported on their physical activity and sedentary 

behaviour. The researchers later compared the collected reports to the number of steps recorded 

through an accelerometer device. Significantly more steps were recorded among self-reported 

physically active activities (e.g., sports, exercise) as compared to self-reported sedentary 

activities (e.g., riding in a car, talking on the phone). Furthermore, there were no significant 

differences in accelerometer data between answered and unanswered questionnaires. Although 

the study was of limited length (4 days), the results generally support the validity of the physical 

and sedentary behaviour self-report data as collected by the children participating in the study. 

Increasing Response Quantity 
As the number of collected responses is a critical aspect of the ESM, the literature reports a 

number of approaches to ensure a sufficient response rate among participants. This includes  

increasing participant motivation through intrinsic and extrinsic motivators, offering novel and 

more efficient input techniques, and exploring intelligent questionnaire scheduling 

mechanisms. As the ESM relies on interrupting people during their day-to-day activities in 

order to collect recurrent contributions, work on smartphone interruptibility is an adjacent and 

highly relevant area of work. 

Already in the original work describing the ESM, Larson and Csikszentmihalyi note that 

the intensive nature of data collection is likely to strain participants [198]. As such, Larson and 

Csikszentmihalyi suggests researchers construct a ‘viable research alliance’ with their 

participants. This alliance is intended to ensure that participants take note of the importance of 

their contribution. Land-Zandstra et al. [196] identify and summarise four intrinsic motivators 
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in the adjacent field of Citizen Science. First, the ability to contribute to scientific research and 

to support study outcomes. Second, a genuine interest in the topic of the study. Third, the joy 

of participating in scientific research. Fourth, an interest to meet and interact with others that 

share the same interests. The effect of intrinsic motivation has not been extensively studied or 

verified in the domain of Experience Sampling. We note that the applicability of these intrinsic 

motivators is both highly dependent on the study goal and participant’s interests. It is, therefore, 

challenging to empirically validate the effect of these motivators. 

In contrast to intrinsic motivators, various researchers have aimed to quantify the effect 

of different extrinsic motivators. Musthag et al. [247] explored different strategies in applying 

micro-incentives, small monetary rewards given in return for individual contributions. 

Comparing a uniform, variable, and hidden (reward unknown to the participant) incentive 

scheme, the authors find that the hidden incentive scheme performed worst – although no 

significant differences were found. The authors did not include a ‘bulk-based’ incentive (i.e., 
single payment at the end of the study) condition. Hsieh et al. [151] incorporate a visualisation 

of participants’ response rates and achieve a 23% increase in compliance rates in comparison to 

a non-visualisation control condition. 

An alternative approach to increase response numbers is to lower the barrier of 

contribution. One of the most striking examples of this is provided in the ‘unlock journaling’ 

work by Zhang et al. [371]. Participants answer a question while unlocking their phone, 

reducing the effort required by participants to answer a question. Compared to notification-

based contributions, unlock journaling increased the number of collected responses while 

simultaneously decreasing the participant’s self-reported level of intrusiveness. Recent work 

has also begun to explore interactions beyond the smartphone. Intille et al. [156] explored the 

use of a smartwatch device. By offering short and quick-to-answer questionnaires, response 

rates increased as compared to a phone-based questionnaire presentation. Finally, Hernandez 

et al. [141] investigated response rates between head-worn, wrist-worn, and smartphone 

devices, finding no significant differences between the aforementioned device types. 

Lastly, a wide array of work has assessed ways to improve scheduling techniques in order 

to increase response rates among participants. These proposed solutions range from 

straightforward ideas to intricate solutions that take note from the extensive interruptibility 

literature. For example, Church et al. [51] reduced the intrusiveness of the method by allowing 

participants themselves to determine the timeslot and activities during which they were 

available to answer questionnaires. A potential downside and validity concern of these custom 

scheduling restrictions is the impact on the distribution of collected data. Pejovic and 

Musolesi [266] explore the use of an intelligent notification system and develop an application 

which interrupts participants based on sensor readings from the participant’s device (e.g., 
accelerometer, network connectivity). Their results show reduced notification response times 

and more favourable reception among participants. Mehrotra et al. [230] propose that such a 

system can be applied in Experience Sampling studies in order to achieve a more 

interruptibility-aware notification schedule. These works explore the possibility to predict 

participants’ ability and willingness to respond to incoming questionnaires based on 

smartphone-derived contextual factors. 
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3 Methodology 

This chapter outlines the methodological decisions taken throughout the studies described in 

this thesis. We motivate the reasoning behind these decisions, the type of data that was 

collected, data collection techniques, and finally the chosen approaches to data analysis. In this 

thesis, we focus specifically on the combination of participant contributions and mobile sensor 

data in an in situ context. This combination of active and passive sensing allows researchers to 

obtain additional insights into the context of the daily life of study participants. For specific 

information on each of the conducted studies, we refer the reader to the respective articles 

included in the subsequent chapters. Here, we describe methodological considerations that span 

across the entire thesis. 

3.1 Self-report Studies 

Studies in which participants provide data without interference from researchers are classified 

as self-report studies. Self-report is typically used for the collection of data which cannot be 

reliably or practically collected through the use of an automated collection approach. A wide 

range of methods can be employed in self-report studies, including surveys, interviews, or 

journals for self-reflection. 

While the most well-known form of self-report is a survey, other methodologies have 

emerged to increase the reliability and richness of self-reports. In this work, we focus on the 

Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [198]. Experience sampling is used to “collect information 
about both the context and content of the daily life of individuals” [139]. Contrary to earlier self-

report methodologies such as surveys, questionnaires, or the diary method, the ESM asks 

participants to report on their current experience rather than to reflect on events which have 

occurred in the past. Previous work has shown that autobiographical memory, used to reflect 

on one’s past experiences, can be unreliable due to the introduction of biases during 

reconstruction [35, 330]. By reporting on current experiences or events (as opposed to preceding 

events), the reliance on a person’s ability to accurately recall the requested information is 

reduced [311]. Through a reconstruction of the participant’s context and provided answers, 

researchers can obtain insight into the way these contexts are experienced and perceived. 

Participants answer ESM questionnaires throughout their regular day-to-day life rather than 

during observation in a laboratory environment, increasing the ecological validity of the data. 

Stone and Shiffman coined the term ‘Ecological Momentary Assessment’ (EMA) 

in 1994 [311, 322]. Whereas the original description of the ESM was limited to randomised 

scheduling of questionnaires, EMA later expanded upon this by introducing both time-based 

(e.g., bi-hourly) and event-based (e.g., following an incoming phone call) questionnaire 

schedules. Stone and Shiffman argue that EMA is not a single methodology, but rather a 

collection of methods which share the following characteristics: assess current rather than past 

phenomena, depend upon carefully considered questionnaire scheduling, typically involves 

frequently repeating assessment, and data collection takes place in the customary environment 

of the participant [322]. 
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The field of HCI has seen an increased uptake of the ESM as a method for data 

collection [338]. Consolvo and Walker [62] note the potential of the ESM for ubiquitous 

computing research. As ubiquitous computing researchers study the interaction between 

technology and humans in situ, lab-based evaluations are typically insufficient. By employing 

the ESM, researchers can obtain data on the experienced use of ubiquitous devices during actual 

use in the intended usage environment. Despite the pervasive use of this method within our 

discipline, few works have explored approaches to quantify and improve the quality of 

participant contributions. One reason for this is that the method has traditionally focused on 

subjective questions, for which it is inherently challenging to measure answer quality. As a 

result, the existing literature on the ESM has primarily focused on obtaining sufficiently high 

response rates (e.g., [58, 151, 198]). Researchers are increasingly collecting verifiable data using 

the ESM, for example in activity recognition or to populate knowledge databases. Although we 

consider the number of collected responses to be a critical element of ESM studies, reliable study 

results can only be obtained given both a sufficient quality and quantity of self-reports. 

Therefore, in order to improve this method, it is critical to identify novel opportunities for the 

measurement and improvement of both the quality and quantity of contributions. In this thesis, 

we employ the ESM to quantify and improve the quality and quantity of participant 

contributions to support future researchers applying this method. 

3.2 Smartphone Instrumentation 

We do not restrict ourselves solely the collection of human self-reports, but also instrument 

participant devices for the use of sensor data collection. Sensor data, such as the smartphone’s 

battery status or location information, can be collected autonomously and continuously without 

the interference of the participant. As the smartphone is a highly personal device, frequently 

used throughout the day [32, 344], and often carried in close proximity to the owner [76], sensor 

data from this device allows us to construct the context of the participant. Compared to 

‘traditional’ ESM studies, in which data is collected solely by study participants, contextual 

knowledge of participants provides researchers access to a whole new dimension of 

information. The widespread availability and extensive opportunities for sensor data collection 

proliferated smartphones as a promising tool for researchers [235, 276]. As put forward by 

Miller: “Individually, they will be the most powerful, versatile, and intimate tools routinely carried 
by ordinary people. Collectively, they knit together into a pervasive, unified, global, context-aware 
system for sensing, storing, sharing, and analyzing information about human behavior.” [235]. In 

our work, we explore how contextual information from our participants can be utilised to either 

infer or predict the quality and quantity of human self-reports. 

In Article II, IV, and V we make use of the AWARE framework [98] for the collection of 

smartphone sensor data. AWARE is an open-source instrumentation framework which allows 

for the collection of a wide array of smartphone sensor data. Throughout the work on this thesis, 

a number of technical contributions were made to the framework as the result of unique study 

requirements. Examples of data types which were collected include application usage and 

battery levels. The sensor data collected is dependent on study goals. For Article III, we collected 

GPS data, as motivated by the study goal of creating a location-based dictionary.  
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3.3 Data Analysis 

The data analysis in this thesis is predominantly quantitative in nature. As aforementioned, our 

analyses typically consists of a combination of participant contributions and collected sensor 

data. The studies included in this thesis have a duration of multiple weeks and all contain 

repetitive assessment (participants contribute multiple data points per day throughout the study 

period). Consequently, we collected an extensive amount of participant and sensor data.  

In addition, we used questionnaires and semi-structured interviews to collect additional 

qualitative information (Article II, III, IV, and V). The collected qualitative data was used to 

complement quantitative observations and generate additional insights. 

Quantitative Analysis 
We provide a succinct overview of the different quantitative approaches to data analysis. 

Following disciplinary conventions [201], we use a confidence level of 95% (p-value smaller or 

equal to 0.05) to quantify statistical significance and potentially reject our null hypothesis. 

In Article I, we present a systematic review of the literature. We collected a total of 110 

relevant Computer Science publications, all published since 2005, filtered using relevant 

keywords across three established digital libraries. We rely mostly on the use of descriptive 

statistics for analysis as opposed to the use of significance testing given the frequent 

occurrences of missing data as the result of incomplete reporting of methodological decisions 

or study outcomes (e.g., participant response rate). 

In Article II and III, we employ ‘traditional’ frequentist statistics, employing tests such as 

the Student’s t-test and ‘analysis of variance’ (commonly referred to as ANOVA) for statistical 

hypothesis testing. Frequentist statistics are the most widely used method of analysis 

in HCI [201] and are often employed to compare differences in an outcome variable (e.g., task 

completion time) between different conditions.  

For Article IV, we employ a Bayesian method of analysis. Bayesian methods offer an 

alternative analysis method as compared to frequentist statistics, providing a more transparent 

analysis approach with a focus on effect sizes and uncertainty [174]. The p-values produced by 

frequentist statistics are often misinterpreted by researchers and practitioners alike (e.g., 
accepting the null hypothesis after rejecting the alternative hypothesis) and fail to quantify the 

effective differences between conditions [171]. Bayes factors provide a more intuitive way of 

comparing these results, although the method is computationally more expensive and has not 

yet been extensively established within the HCI community. 

Finally, in Article V we employ statistical modelling. Statistical modelling allows us to 

identify the effect of a set of variables (predictors) on an outcome variable. These predictor 

variables consist of contextual data (e.g., smartphone sensor data), whereas the outcome variable 

is directly related to the answers provided by the participant (e.g., the accuracy of the answer). 

Qualitative Analysis 
We employ a number of qualitative analysis methods to interpret our interview results. First, 

we transcribe the collected interview data and identify relevant and repeating concepts through 

a concept known as ‘open coding’. In open coding, (interview) data is analysed and labelled, 
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allowing for further dissemination and categorisation of similar concepts. In labelling these 

data, the name of the label is taken directly from the content (i.e., interviews), a procedure called 

‘in vivo coding’ [114]. Following the completion of in vivo coding, all relevant sections of the 

transcribed interview data are annotated with either an individual word or a short label. By 

doing so, we are able to systematically identify the frequency of themes within the dataset, as 

well as contrast the qualitative results between participants. Ultimately, this provides us with a 

structured approach to identify the most critical and relevant themes as found within the 

interview transcripts. 

For Article IV and V, we expand our qualitative analysis to include a formal thematic 

analysis. We follow a reflexive approach to thematic analysis, as described by Braun et al. [36]. 

Braun et al. describe this as a six-step process; becoming familiar with the data, generating 

initial codes following the aforementioned description, searching for themes among these codes, 

reviewing the themes, defining the themes, and finally writing up the results [36]. As 

researchers play an inherent active role in this process, thereby increasing the potential for 

themes to be missed, we use multiple coders (i.e., more than one author analyses the data) to 

enhance the completeness of our qualitative analysis [29]. 

As the participant and sensor data is uploaded to our server throughout the study period, 

we were able to perform a rudimentary analysis of results by the time participants arrive for 

the end-of-study protocol. This allowed us to determine the most critical questions prior to the 

start of the semi-structured interview and ensure that we obtain insightful information from 

the participant. 

3.4 Ethical Considerations 

As smartphones are frequently used, often by our side, and are one of our primary ways to 

communicate with peers, these devices offer a unique insight into the daily life of study 

participants. Smartphones allow us to collect information from naturalistic ‘real world’ settings, 

using the personal device of the study participant to ensure a realistic reflection of the 

participant’s life. However, the collection of sensor data from participant smartphones also 

introduces several privacy and security related risks. 

We have taken multiple steps to manage these risks in our studies. First, our software never 

stores participant identification (e.g., name or demographic information) in combination with 

the collected data. Instead, a randomised string is used to identify individual devices. Neither 

the researcher nor the participant is aware which device string belongs to which participant. 

As such, even if access to the data is compromised, participants are not directly identifiable. 

Second, we store data on our own, secure servers and encrypt any traffic between the 

participant’s device and the server using SSL. Access to the data is controlled through an 

authentication mechanism, and the servers are protected using a firewall. 

Third, the participants reserve the right to withdraw from the study at any point in time. 

In addition, participants have the right to request that their data is removed, including following 

the completion of the study. 

Fourth, and perhaps most critically, we take considerable precaution to obtain informed 

consent from each participant. To do so, we organise individual intake sessions, are candid 
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about the specifics of the data that we collect, and provide participants with a plain language 

statement and detailed consent form. As our studies are typically longitudinal in nature, we 

continuously display an icon in the smartphones notification bar to remind participants that 

data collection is ongoing. 

Despite these precautions, we are aware that smartphone usage data can be used to reveal 

considerable information about a person’s identity. For example, sleeping patterns can be 

reconstructed through the phone’s screen data, and location data can be used to infer a 

participant’s home and work location. In addition, the continuous collection of sensor data can 

use a significant amount of computational resources. In the case of smartphones, the 

consumption of battery life is a considerable concern. Some sensors are more battery consuming 

than others (e.g., the collection of location data is known to have a considerable impact on 

battery life), and activating additional sensors increases battery consumption. Therefore, studies 

employing smartphone instrumentation have to carefully balance these aforementioned 

technical and ethical concerns with study requirements. For each study, we made a conscious 

decision which sensors were required to answer our research questions, rather than collecting 

data from all possible sensors. A downside of this approach is that unexpected relations between 

the study’s independent variable(s) and uncaptured sensor information cannot be identified. We 

argue that this is a sensible trade-off between participant privacy and study objectives. 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the primary methodologies used in the studies discussed in this thesis. 

Our studies can be summarised as in situ data collection using a combination of ESM and 

smartphone instrumentation. The ESM is used in a wide variety of disciplines, attesting to the 

fact that the method is well suited to study an extensive array of human-related phenomena. It 

is the aim of this thesis to quantify the effect of several methodological decisions and present 

recommendations for future ESM-based study configurations. The following chapters present 

original research articles on this topic. 
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4 Article II. A Systematic Assessment of Smartphone 
Usage Gaps 

The presented study utilised the ESM in order to increase our understanding of smartphone usage. 
Smartphones are a commonly used research instrument in ESM studies, as well as a frequently used 
tool for communication, information gathering, and entertainment among study participants. It is, 
therefore, essential to discern how these devices are used in the real world to ensure appropriate 
scheduling of questionnaires. Improved scheduling of questionnaires can benefit both response 
quality and quantity. We made use of software sensors to detect smartphone unlock events and 
immediately presented a questionnaire following smartphone unlock. Through this approach, we 
were able to collect data at the most appropriate time and prevented the introduction of recall bias 

in our dataset.2 

4.1 Abstract 

Researchers who analyse smartphone usage logs often make the assumption that users who 

lock and unlock their phone for brief periods of time (e.g., less than a minute) are continuing 

the same ‘session’ of interaction. However, this assumption is not empirically validated, and in 

fact different studies apply different arbitrary thresholds in their analysis. To validate this 

assumption, we conducted a field study where we collected user-labelled activity data through 

ESM and sensor logging. Our results indicate that for the majority of instances where users 

return to their smartphone, i.e., unlock their device, they in fact begin a new session as opposed 

to continuing a previous one. Our findings suggest that the commonly used approach of 

ignoring brief standby periods is not reliable, but optimisation is possible. We therefore propose 

various metrics related to usage sessions and evaluate various machine learning approaches to 

classify gaps in usage. 

4.2 Introduction 

Recent studies on daily user interaction with smartphones have led to an increased 

understanding of how users use these popular devices, and how manufacturers and designers 

can further improve these devices. An important element of a user’s interaction with their 

phone is the completion of a wide variety of purpose-driven objectives (e.g., call someone, 

complete an achievement in a mobile game, check e-mail). These objectives can range from brief 

tasks confined within a certain application to overarching tasks spanning multiple applications 

and services. Additionally, it is possible to group objectives into usage sessions, and one session 

can contain multiple objectives. 

The richness of functionality and interaction that smartphones offer has been increasingly 

used as a proxy to study and quantify human behaviour [32, 96, 270, 345]. For example, 

                                                   
2 This Article is published as: N. van Berkel, C. Luo, T. Anagnostopoulos, D. Ferreira, J. Goncalves, S. Hosio, and 
V. Kostakos. 2016. A Systematic Assessment of Smartphone Usage Gaps. Proceedings of the ACM Conference on 
Human Factors in Computing Systems, 4711-4721. https://doi.org/10.1145/2858036.2858348. 
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analysing which applications a person uses may be indicative of lifestyle choices. In literature, 

such an analysis considers application sessions, typically defined as a continuous period of time 

in which an application is both active and visible [44, 96, 317]. It can also be insightful to study 

people’s overall use of their phone, regardless of specific applications. Surprisingly, literature 

does not provide a clear definition for phone usage sessions, and in fact many definitions exist 

that are often ambiguous or based on assumptions [32, 44, 277]. For example, Carrascal and 

Church [44] define a usage session as a sequence of actions during which the display was not 

turned off for more than 30 seconds. This 30-second threshold is arbitrary, and as a result the 

authors note that user goals often spanned multiple sessions [44]. So far, no study has 

empirically investigated and quantified phone usage sessions, and considered whether 

researchers should ignore brief timeouts or signal the beginning of a new usage session. 

In this paper, we conduct an empirical investigation of phone usage sessions that combines 

automated data logging and user-provided labelling. We use the Experience Sampling Method 

(ESM) [198] to collect users’ labels at the start of a phone usage session (i.e., as the user unlocks 

the phone). We also unobtrusively gather interaction data (e.g., screen status, application 

launches) from our participants during a 1-week long field deployment. Besides the ESMs, we 

do not introduce other changes to participants’ everyday use of their device. From the collected 

data, we are able to empirically identify gaps in phone usage and examine heuristics that can 

help in answering the question: should researchers ignore a particular gap when considering usage 
sessions? Our paper contributes to the available corpus on everyday smartphone usage, 

specifically the analysis of usage sessions, and can provide benefits for mobile phone users, e.g., 
support intermittent application usage [19], better battery usage predictions [95], or provide 

visual cues for incomplete tasks [207]. 

4.3 Related Work 

Falaki et al.’s [92] work pioneered the analysis of how users use their smartphones in daily life, 

focusing on the number and duration of user interactions, application usage, and generated 

network traffic. The researchers identify ‘interaction intervals’ as a valuable information source 

– specifically for increasing devices’ battery life: mobile phone interactions are mainly brief, 

with a few longer exceptions throughout the day. Furthermore, the authors model several 

characteristics of smartphone usage for the whole user population – though the model 

parameters may differ between users. Relevant to our work is the timeout between interaction 

intervals, modelled according to the Weibull distribution. This model suggests that the shorter 

the timeout between the previous interaction and now, the higher the chance for the next 

interaction to occur. 

In a large-scale study, Böhmer et al. [32] report an average device usage of 59.23 minutes 

per day, with an average of 71.56 seconds spent in an application. Yan et al. [368] found that the 

time between screen unlock and subsequent screen lock is less than 30 seconds in half of the 

total instances. Pielot et al. [269] report an average of 63.5 incoming mobile notifications per 

day, mainly messages and emails. These results show that mobile phones are frequently used 

throughout the day, with a focus on short bursts of interaction. Ferreira et al. [96] describe this 

characteristic of phone usage as ‘application micro-usage’ to describe extremely brief 
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application sessions, and as the ‘checking habit’ [256] due to the repetitive inspection of 

dynamic content on the user’s smartphone. 

Others focus on categorising types of mobile phone usage: glance, review, and engage [19], 

where a glance denotes the situation where the user only looks at the homescreen or lockscreen 

of the device, a review represents a brief interaction (less than a minute) with one or more 

applications, and engage describes longer lasting interactions (i.e., for longer than one minute) 

in which the user uses one or more applications. Hintze et al. [145] distinguish between locked 

and unlocked usage sessions, as locked usage sessions offer only a limited range of 

functionalities, but more easily within reach (e.g., checking the time, battery status, taking 

picture). 

Phone Usage Sessions 
Analysis of usage sessions has also been an active research area in the field of information 

retrieval. Jansen et al. define a usage session as “a series of interactions by the user toward 
addressing a single information need” [160]. Jones and Klinker [165] propose a hierarchy of goals, 

missions, and sessions, whereby a mission can be composed of multiple goals and a session can 

in turn constitute multiple missions. In this definition, the authors describe a usage session as 

“all user activity within a fixed time window” [165], or simply a slice of the user’s time. According 

to the cited work, a session is therefore either composed of one or more user objectives, or 

constitutes a (continuous) period of time. 

Studies investigating phone usage sessions have largely adopted these definitions from the 

field of information retrieval – sometimes including modifications to account for phone-specific 

use cases. One example is the distinction between an application usage session and a smartphone 

usage session [317]. An application usage session is the time spent using an application in the 

foreground - whenever the user switches to a different application, a new application usage 

session commences. A smartphone usage session is the combination of one or more application 

usage sessions (depending on a threshold value of potential idle/standby time between these 

application usage sessions). Carrascal and Church [44] define a session as an interaction 

sequence without turning off the display for more than 30 seconds, thus following [317] but 

apply a 30-second threshold. Böhmer et al. [32] use an identical definition, but refer to this as 

an ‘application chain.’ It is worth pointing out that these definitions exclude interaction with 

the lock-screen (e.g., checking the time or glancing at notifications) [145]. 

Also common is the definition of a phone usage session based on active screen usage, 

where we consider the time between screen on and screen off (either through user action, or 

automatic idle timeout) as one session (e.g., [92, 145, 256]). Both definitions consider a user’s 

task as a set of running multiple applications, e.g., looking up the address of a point of interest 

on a website after which the user uses a navigation application to reach the location. 

Voice calls are a special case [145]: an incoming call activates the device’s screen, 

regardless of the owner’s presence or the call status (i.e., answered, unanswered); on outgoing 

calls, for the majority of phones, the screen turns off when the user raises the phone to their ear 

to prevent accidental interference. According to Hintze et al. [145], calls account for 12.7% of 

the screen state switching. 
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Lastly, external factors can also interrupt a phone usage session, for example looking up 

to avoid collision when crossing the street. Real-world interruptions can lead to the device being 

temporarily turned off or put away in the pocket, either by the user control or automatically 

after the device’s timeout margin. 

Towards Consistent Terminology and Analyses 
Our systematic literature review on the definitions of phone usage sessions and application 

sessions revealed several divergent definitions. The majority of these definitions do not always 

include common smartphone use-cases (e.g., missed incoming call, outgoing call, phone 

reboots), or are study-specific (Table 5). Furthermore, these definitions do not take into account 

the user’s tasks and goals. Instead, technical mechanics of interaction form the base of these 

definitions (e.g., turning on the screen). 

 

Scope Definition Limitation(s) Ref. 

Phone usage 
session (also 
called interaction 
session, and app 
chain) 

“Combination of one or more 
application usage sessions 
(depending on threshold value of 
idle time in between these 
application usage sessions). That is, 
a group of application sessions with 
time interval less than T.” 

Lacking non-application based 
usage (e.g., glancing at 
notifications during the 
locking state). 
 

[317] 

Active screen time (e.g., “an 
interaction is defined as the interval 
that an application is reported to be 
on the foreground” [92]). 

Various phone events may 
activate the screen without 
user intent of actual device 
usage (e.g., active phone 
ringing, OS notification or 
alarms, charging events). 

[92, 
145, 
255, 
256] 

An interaction sequence without 
the device going into standby 
mode for more than 30 seconds. 

30 second delimiter not based 
on any actual evidence. 

[32, 
44] 

A non-voice session is a series of 
consecutive screen-on time (two 
minutes or more). The authors 
designated phone calls as voice 
sessions. 

A non-voice session is a series 
of consecutive screen-on time 
(two minutes or more). The 
authors designated phone calls 
as voice sessions. 

[277] 

“[…] the duration that the LCD 
backlight was enabled less the time 
that the user was not interacting 
with the device (and resetting the 
idle time).” 

- [255] 

The set of applications that were 
used between unlocking and 
locking the phone. 

Lacking non-application based 
usage (e.g., glancing at 
notifications during the 
locking state). 

[166] 

Application 
session 

The time spent using an 
application in the foreground. 

- [317] 
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Scope Definition Limitation(s) Ref. 

“[…] when, for how long and which 
applications were active and visible 
to the user.” 

- [96] 

Micro app. usage 
session 

Application usage that lasts up to 
15 seconds. 

- [96] 

Locked / 
unlocked usage 
session 

Locked usage sessions occur when 
device interaction takes place 
while the device remains locked by 
a keyguard (such as PIN, password, 
pattern, face unlock, fingerprint, or 
swipe to unlock). 

Various phone events may 
activate the screen without 
user intent of actual device 
usage (e.g., active phone 
ringing, OS notification or 
alarms, charging events). 

[145] 

Table 5. Summary of the various definitions found in literature  

to describe smartphone and application usage. 

To overcome the inconsistency in terminology, we propose a coherent model and 

terminology for describing smartphone usage, taking also into account phones with a lock-

screen enabled. We show the set of possible smartphone states and transitions between those 

states in Figure 7, and in Figure 8 we show a visual summary of application sessions and usage 

sessions. Our model distinguishes between using the phone in locked and unlocked condition. 

A locked phone usage session consists of the user interacting with the ‘lock screen’ of their phone. 

An unlocked phone usage session consists of the user unlocking their phone and interacting with 

it. For the remainder of our work, we primarily focus on identifying phone usage sessions as 

defined in Figure 8. Previous researchers have assumed that briefly entering the locked-display-

off or the power-off state should not signal the end of a usage session, effectively ignoring these 

state changes – as long as the user returns to an active usage state within a certain time 

threshold (henceforth, T). This assumption appears to be reasonable, since previous work noted 

that a usage session may be interrupted without the actual user’s intent to end the current 

session [77, 270, 299]. Therefore, such brief interruptions should not account for a new session. 

However, in previous work there is no consensus on what the threshold T should be. 

Soikkeli et al. [317] use both T = 0 and T = 30 seconds, which lead to significantly different 

usage statistics: 20 vs 13 sessions a day with an average length of 4:23 minutes and 7:09 minutes, 

respectively. This highlights the main shortcoming of current literature, since using different 

thresholds results in drastically different findings. Both Church et al. [53] and Banovic et al. [19] 

use T = 5 seconds. Böhmer et al. [32] define a session (or ‘chain of app usage’) as “a sequence of 
apps that are used without the device being in standby mode for longer than 30 seconds.” Carrascal 

and Church [44] state “we define a session as a sequence of interactions that occur without the 
device being in standby mode, i.e. the display switching off, for longer than 30 seconds.” These 

definitions vary substantially, but more critically their characteristics are not empirically 

derived: they are simply intuitive. 
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Figure 7. State transition diagram showing how actions by different actors may trigger 

changes to the smartphone state – dashed lines indicate possibility of a new user task. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous study has attempted to empirically 

validate different values of the threshold T when quantifying and categorizing differences in 

phone usage sessions. As a result, different researchers adopt different values, leading to largely 

incomparable results across studies. Here, we attempt to empirically derive a threshold T with 

the help of combined user labelling and sensor logging technique. 

 

Figure 8. Visualisation of typical phone usage session,  

including four distinct application usage sessions. 

4.4 Experimental Setup 

We collected our data using a plugin developed for the AWARE framework [98], running 

continuously in the background of the participants’ own Android phones. We collect the 

following: 

• ESM answer: participants’ answer to the ESM question (Figure 9): Why did you start 

using your phone? (Continue previous objective / Start on a new objective).  

• ESM status: user’s choice to reply, ignore or dismiss the ESM question. 

• Phone status: various phone-related details (e.g., phone state: reboot, shutdown; screen 

state: on, off, locked, unlocked; battery state: charging, discharging, current battery 

level). 
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• Application names: application launches and any notifications they trigger. 

The plugin stored data upon a state change in the aforementioned data elements, and 

contained both a unique random ID per participant, and a timestamp. Furthermore, the plugin 

presents event-contingent ESM questions as popups as soon as participants unlock their screen. 

This allows us to collect data directly at the onset of phone usage, as opposed to allowing the 

participants to answer these questions at a later time (e.g., defer them as a notification). 

Participants without a locking mechanism on their device receive the ESM question directly 

after turning on the device’s screen (i.e., entering the ‘unlocked session’ state in Figure 7). 

Notifications are automatically dismissed when the user or OS either lock the phone or turn of 

the screen. Participants are able to dismiss the ESM message using the ‘back’ button on their 

phone. 

The participants did not receive any other ESM questions during the study. Because of the 

technical nature and ambiguity of the term ‘session,’ we decided to avoid this phrase in the 

formulation of the ESM question. After considering a large number of alternatives, we decided 

to use the term ‘objective,’ given its definition of an action of short- to mid-term duration, with 

a focus on a specific action [160, 165]. Also, we framed the ESM question to refer to the present 

unlocking action of the participant, rather than the most recent locking action (e.g., “Why did 
you lock your phone the last time you locked it?”). We thus minimise the reliance on the 

participants’ ability to recall from memory, reducing retrospection bias [62, 238]. 

 

Figure 9. Question presented upon phone unlock. 

We collected data for seven days, as recommended by Hektner et al. [139] for the ESM 

method, to gather data from both weekdays and weekends, but also to avoid data degradation 

that occurs in longer studies. Given the high amount of notifications sent to the participants 

during the study – basically every time they use the phone – we decided to not extend duration 

beyond these seven days. 

According to data collected from more than 17,300 BlackBerry users [255], half the number 

of mobile phone interactions take place within 90 seconds of each other. This rapid onset of 

successive interactions led us to decide not to set any inter-notification limit for issuing the ESM 

question. While an inter-notification limit would reduce participant strain by not asking them 

to answer the question on every single unlock, we would be unable to include those specific 

usage events in our analysis. 
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4.5 Recruitment and Experimental Procedure 

We recruited seventeen people from mailing lists of our university (13 males, 4 females; 

ages: 23-39 years old, M = 26). The only requirement for participation was for participants to 

own an Android-based smartphone. Participants had a diverse range of educational 

backgrounds (e.g., Economics, Computer Science, Linguistics, and Anthropology). 

Procedure 
To guarantee that participants understood what the ESM question asked of them, we held an 

individual training session for each participant and provided various examples of objectives 

(e.g., text a family member with event details, find a nearby Italian restaurant and start route 

finding) to provide mental hooks for participants throughout the study duration. Furthermore, 

we discussed practical situations with participants in order to reach a common understanding 

of either continuing or starting on a new objective. 

One example we provided to participants concerned the usage of a contacts application to 

add the name and contact details of a new acquaintance. This example covered several possible 

scenarios such as interruption by a third person, leading to an automatic phone lock (continuing 
objective if participant resumes task after interruption). A second practical example we 

discussed was the use of an instant messaging application while cooking dinner: participants 

resuming application usage after interruption (adding ingredients, stirring, etc.) should report 

this as continuing an objective. 

We provided additional examples to further clarify what new and continuous objectives 

were when deemed necessary. Finally, to reduce ambiguous scenarios in which participants 

might believe to be ‘multitasking’ multiple objectives, we introduced the rule that only directly 

preceding objectives could be continued and that a user could only have one primary objective 

at a time. We offered participants the opportunity to ask any questions they might have about 

the described task. 

Following this training session, we explained the functionality and data logging 

capabilities of the application, after which we installed the application on the participant’s 

personal device. The deployment lasted for seven days and concluded with a one-on-one 

debriefing session. During the debriefing, we inquired about any potential problems the 

participants might have encountered, and requested participants to complete a short 

questionnaire. Finally, we removed the study software from the participants’ phones, and 

participants received a compensation for their efforts (a cinema ticket). 

4.6 Analysis 

We first coded the interaction data into usage sessions as defined in Figure 8. The analysis 

begins by considering uninterrupted usage sessions (i.e., T = 0), because for each such session 

we had an ESM label provided by participants. Participants’ labels where used to characterise 

each usage session either as a continuous session or as a new session. The following features 

were associated with each session: 
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• Application pattern: the set of applications used within the session. 
• Categories pattern: the set of categories of applications used in that particular session, 

as obtained from Google Play and categorized according to [44]. 

• Day: the day of the week in which the session occurred. 
• Hour: the hour of the day in which the session occurred. 
• Gap: the time (in milliseconds) between the end of the previous usage session and the 

beginning of the current usage session. 

• Label: the label that the participant gave to this session via ESM. The value could be 0 

(continuous) or 1 (new). 

Session Classification Models 
Previous work has adopted the use of a threshold T for deciding whether researchers should 

ignore a gap between two usage sessions and thus assume that the second session is a continuous 
session. This approach is conceptually identical to using a Constant Classifier, and thus follows 

the current common practice of using an arbitrary fixed threshold. We therefore built a 

Constant Classifier that takes as input a constant threshold T (in milliseconds) and classifies a 

usage session as a continuous session if the time attribute is less than T, or as a new session 

otherwise. 

An alternative approach is to adopt a Similar Sets Classifier, which assesses the dynamics 

between two subsequent sessions. This approach assumes that there is a higher similarity 

between the attributes of two consecutive sessions if the second session is a continuous session. 

We measured similarity by means of a set similarity distance metric based on how many 

categories of applications the sessions share. We computed the distribution of the distance 

metric for new-continuous session pairs and for new-new session pairs. If for an arbitrary pair of 

sessions their similarity distance metric is close to the continuous distance distribution, we 

classify the session pair as new-continuous, otherwise as new-new. This classifier requires 

information from both the preceding and following session, therefore being offline in nature. 

Lastly, we also tested the use of the One Rule Classifier in WEKA [131], as proposed by 

Holte [147]. This classifier resulted in the highest accuracy of all potential WEKA classifiers. 

The One Rule Classifier selects the minimum-error attribute and uses this attribute for 

classification. In the collected dataset, the minimum-error attribute is the hour attribute (the 
hour of the day in which the session occurred). 

4.7 Results 

During the study, the software triggered 5,397 ESM notifications, of which the participants 

answered 4,569 (average response rate of 83.78%, SD = 10.78), yielding a high response rate. The 

ESMs are also answered quickly (median 2 seconds, mean of 2.70 seconds and SD of 1.84 seconds 

after removal of outliers), suggesting a low burden to our participants. 
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Figure 10. Overview of all ESM responses, plotted by time of day. 

Of all the ESM responses, 67.13% claimed to start a new objective and 32.90% to continue 

a previous objective. Due to Android’s fragmentation and device-specific incompatibilities, 

seven participants had intermittent application name data. This has no impact on our data 

analysis however, since we successfully captured every time they lock and unlock their devices 

and their ESM answers regarding starting a new, or continuing a previous objective. We observe 

that participants start a new session much more often than a continuous session (Table 6). We 

found no significant correlation between the number of phone unlocks (i.e., total number of 

ESMs issued) and the ratio of the provided user answers (r = -0.21, p = 0.41), indicating that it is 

unlikely that our results are methodologically biased. Figure 10 shows an overview of the timing 

of participants’ answer over the course of the entire week, plotted by time of day. As expected, 

we observe that most participants respond across working hours, and late night / early morning 

hours are less active. This plot also demonstrates the temporal granularity and breadth of the 

collected the ESM responses. 

 

ID Response rate Answered ESMs Continuous / New 

1 95.18% 434 0.46 / 0.54 

2 79.08% 155 0.26 / 0.74 

3 67.31% 416 0.55 / 0.45 

4 88.33% 227 0.24 / 0.76 

5 94.23% 196 0.20 / 0.80 

6 87.87% 507 0.27 / 0.73 

7 96.86% 339 0.56 / 0.44 

8 93.18% 328 0.39 / 0.61 

9 71.13% 170 0.42 / 0.58 

10 91.28% 136 0.68 / 0.32 

11 84.24% 155 0.42 / 0.59 

12 75.96% 139 0.45 / 0.55 

13 85.88% 657 0.10 / 0.90 
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ID Response rate Answered ESMs Continuous / New 

14 97.25% 318 0.23 / 0.77 

15 78.54% 161 0.22 / 0.78 

16 61.90% 91 0.07 / 0.93 

17 76.09% 140 0.11 / 0.89 

Avg. 83.78% 269 0.33 / 0.67 

Table 6. Overview of participant responses to ESM. 

 

Figure 11. Probability of standby time prior to a usage session. 

Vertical lines indicate mean values. 

Figure 11 shows a density plot of the gap duration before a continuous (red) or new (blue) 

usage session. Mean gap duration prior to phone unlock is 15:26 minutes for continuous sessions, 

and 35:06 minutes for new sessions. We observe that both follow a Poisson distribution with 

varied skewness and kurtosis. 

 

Figure 12. Probability of phone usage duration for interaction segments. 

Vertical lines indicate mean values. 
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Figure 12 shows a density plot of the duration of sessions, which also follow a similar 

Poisson distribution. Recorded mean usage duration is 2:46 minutes for new sessions and 3:11 

minutes for continuous sessions. We mark (in vertical lines) the mean combined duration of 

these consecutive sessions. Across all instances of use (which combines a new session with any 

number of subsequent continuous sessions) the average duration of use is 4:43 minutes. Note 

that participants sometimes labelled multiple consecutive usage sessions as break sessions. In 

Figure 13, we show how often participants labelled two or more consecutive sessions as 

continuous sessions. 

As phone notifications potentially prompt users to unlock their phones, we further analyse 

participants’ delay until they unlock their phone following a received notification. Table 7 

shows the percentage of phone unlocks which occurred within different time frames following 

a received notification. We observe sharp differences between participants. For example, 

participant P5 generally responds quickly to notifications, i.e., unlocking their phone shortly 

after receiving a notification. In contrast, the arrival of notifications did not affect the behaviour 

of other participants (e.g., participants P6, P7). However, we did not find a significant effect 

between participants’ tendency to respond quickly to an incoming notification and their ratio 

of continuous vs new sessions (r = -0.32, p = 0.23 for the 0-120 seconds bin). In other words, 

receiving more notifications leads to neither more continuous nor new sessions. 

 

Figure 13. Histogram showing how often participants labelled two or more consecutive usage 

sessions as continuous sessions. Bar values indicate average duration (minutes) for each bin. 

 

 

Figure 14. For each value of threshold T (x-axis, in seconds), we show the classification 

accuracy in determining whether a session is a continuous session or new session. 
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 Time between receiving a notification and unlocking the phone 

ID 0-15 s 0-30 s 0-60 s 0-90 s 0-120 s 

1 5.60% 9.80% 13.45% 16.81% 17.93% 

2 3.38% 5.91% 8.44% 10.97% 11.81% 

3 2.86% 4.29% 4.76% 4.76% 5.24% 

4 6.96% 6.96% 6.96% 6.96% 6.96% 

5 28.46% 29.64% 30.04% 30.56% 30.83% 

6 0.72% 2.16% 2.16% 2.16% 2.16% 

7 0.93% 0.93% 0.93% 0.93% 0.93% 

8 1.21% 2.42% 2.42% 2.42% 2.42% 

9 15.63% 18.30% 24.70% 27.98% 30.06% 

10 2.28% 3.13% 3.13% 3.42% 3.42% 

11 5.19% 5.84% 8.44% 8.44% 8.44% 

12 14.40% 14.40% 16.00% 16.00% 16.80% 

13 12.50% 12.50% 14.02% 14.77% 15.15% 

14 11.96% 15.64% 21.47% 23.31% 26.38% 

16 8.32% 9.81% 11.59% 12.48% 14.12% 

17 4.40% 6.50% 7.97% 8.60% 8.81% 

Table 7. For each participant we calculate the percent of received notifications that led to a 

phone unlock event within the specified time period (Participant 15 misses notification data). 

Classifier Evaluation 
Figure 14 shows the prediction accuracy for the Constant Classifier. We tested a range of values 

for threshold T, and we observe that for values below 30 seconds and above 120 seconds, the 

prediction accuracy degrades. The Constant Classifier performs best when the threshold is set 

to 45 seconds (accuracy = 68%). For values of T at 5, 30, or 60 seconds, the classifier performs 

worse. The Similar Sets Classifier accuracy is 64.21%, while the One Rule classifier accuracy 

is 62.11%. We noted that the variability across participants is narrower in the Similar Sets 

classifier (min: 48.81%, max: 77.16%). The mean value of the similarity distance distribution for 

continuous sessions is 0.46076, and for new sessions is 0.76785. In some cases, the One Rule 

Classifier achieves better accuracy than the other classifiers (e.g., for participants P1, P2, P5, and 

P6), but on average the One Rule Classifier performed the worst. 

We trained the three classifiers using user-labelled data – using a total of 10 out of 17 

collected datasets to validate the classifiers using 10-fold cross validation. These datasets 

contain the collected data for each participant, seven datasets did not have sufficient data for 

validation. McNemar’s chi-square statistic indicates a significant difference compared to the 

ground truth for all three classifiers with p < 0.01. Table 8 shows the performance values for the 

three classifiers. 
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4.8 Discussion 

Previous work heavily relies on the use of phone standby time analysis to distinguish between 

continuous and new usage sessions (Table 5). We found that this technique alone is unable to 

make this distinction. We can only speculate that researchers have adopted this approach 

because intuitively, they assume that if a user is going to continue a task, then they are likely 

to do it after a brief gap in time. However, the assumption is a fallacy of the converse: our 

experiment shows that brief gaps in usage are very frequently a prelude to new sessions as well, 

and therefore a brief gap is not necessarily followed by a continuous session. 

 

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall 

Constant 68.0% 70.6% 95.6% 

Similar Sets 64.2% 66.7% 93.1% 

One Rule 62.1% 64.5% 90.1% 

Table 8. Classifier performance. 

With our analysis of the usage sessions of participants, and by collecting participant labels, 

we are able to reliably establish a ground truth distinction between continuous and new usage 

sessions that is time independent. Specifically, Figure 11 shows that there is a considerable 

overlap in the duration of gaps preceding continuous and new phone usage sessions, making 

them effectively indistinguishable when considering time alone. 

For instance, adopting a T = 30 seconds threshold, as used in [32] and [44], actually only 

captures 30.37% of all true continuous sessions in our dataset. Additionally, our results show 

that 50.85% of gaps shorter than 30 seconds actually lead to a new session instead of a 

continuous session. This means that even when the phone is briefly on standby, users still 

frequently start a new objective after unlocking it. As one participant mentioned in the 

debriefing, “Sometimes I just check my phone shortly and sometimes I use it for longer periods 
(Facebook etc.).” (P12). Consequently, classifying phone usage sessions through a threshold 

delimiter results in many false positives. 

Given our findings, we believe that solely relying on the use of phone standby time analysis 

to classify smartphone usage gaps is not reliable. However, if a researcher insists on using a 

constant arbitrary threshold, we encourage fellow researchers to consider using a T = 45 

seconds threshold (Figure 14) when analysing smartphone usage data. This threshold value 

minimises the error based on our analysis. However, it still performs rather poorly in absolute 

terms (68% accuracy) and, given the relative low number of 17 participants, is not generalizable. 

Constant Classifiers do not generalise well; therefore, we should expect a low accuracy in this 

context. Constant Classifiers use only one feature for classification, which results in a high bias. 

On the contrary, Similar Sets and One Rule Classifiers can potentially generalize because they 

use more data for classification in order to infer whether the class is a continuous session or a 

new session. However, in the context of our study they performed poorly as well. This means 

that using a T threshold is actually preferable for classification. In addition, individual user 
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modelling would enable further improvements to the model. As visible from Table 6, large 

differences exist between users on the ratio of continuous versus new usage sessions. 

Modelling Intermittent Smartphone Use 
Our findings form a basis for revisiting the revisitation analysis method [55] in the context of 

smartphone usage in general. Recent work has conducted revisitation analysis of individual 

smartphone application use [166], mirroring earlier studies that looked at revisitation patterns 

for web browsing on desktops [6] and smartphones [328]. While researchers use most of this 

work to characterise smartphone applications and websites, some researchers have used similar 

methods to profile desktop users [275] or smartphone users [166]. The majority of prior work 

employing revisitation analysis has relied on post-hoc usage traces and has not included 

participant-labelled data. Revisitation analysis has yet to consider the motives and intents of 

users. These can be very relevant, as one participant noted: “Sometimes I check my phone really 
frequently and sometimes I forget it somewhere and only check it in the end of the day.” (P02). Here 

we demonstrate that, in the context of smartphone usage sessions, the exponential binning 

time-threshold values used in revisitation analysis [166] is not adequate to characterise the 

purpose of a revisit (i.e., returning to use smartphone). 

However, to address this limitation, one can slightly adjust the bins used in revisitation 

analysis by considering the results shown in Figure 13, i.e., the number of consecutive 

continuous sessions according to participants’ labelled data. We found that the majority of 

phone usage sessions that contain a gap (i.e., phone went to standby mode) consist of only one 

additional continuous session. The frequency of instances with a higher number of cumulative 

continuous sessions quickly declines as the number of continuous sessions rises. By also 

considering the overall ratio between new and continuous sessions, we can conclude that in 

most cases a person will complete their objective within a single usage session, or within two 

consecutive sessions. Thus, a revisitation analysis of smartphone usage can leverage binning 

time values by adopting our T threshold value for the first bin (45 seconds). This can more 

accurately profile users based on their intermittency of use, since we show that users do not get 

that often interrupted on their smartphone and tend to complete their objectives in one or two 

‘visits’ to their device. 

Understanding Gaps to Improve Smartphone Interaction 
Our work studies the gaps in smartphone interaction, and through user-labelling we are able to 

study whether they are interruptions to users’ objectives. Previous research has typically made 

assumptions/speculations about the meanings of gaps, mostly because researchers have 

primarily focused on the application aspect of analysis. For example, by understanding how 

people use their phone in a sporadic manner it is possible to design interfaces and technology 

that supports intermittent application usage [19, 96] or provide visual cues for incomplete tasks 

[96, 207]. Furthermore, with the increasing prevalence of smartwatches and other wearable 

devices, it is increasingly interesting to understand intermittent application use across such 

devices [12, 366]. 
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Similarly, Pielot et al. [269] have shown that phone users check most notifications within 

a short period after arrival, even if phones are in silent mode. However, these results lack 

information about whether users unlock their phone after notifications emerge. The results 

shown in Table 7 indicate that user habits are highly divergent. Our interviews also confirm 

this divergence. Some participants may have reacted to notifications as described when asked 

about their phone usage habits: “When I received notifications and when I need to use the phone 
(like search).” (P8), while others seem to have a checking schedule: “I take short peeks at it every 
half an hour. Duolingo once per day, [for] about 10-15 mins.” (P07). A number of participants 

tended to passively wait for a notification before they unlock their phones. Thus, a threshold 

value for T may not help to determine whether this type of user start a new usage session or not. 

To enable researchers to consistently report their findings, we need consistent definitions 

and metrics that are comparable across studies, experiments, and devices [53]. We argue that 

consistency is lacking in the definitions found in literature, leading to widely differing results. 

For instance, reports from mean session length range from 65 seconds [255] to 4:42 minutes 

(unlocked device usage) [145]. In our study, we report the mean duration of usage sessions to 

be 4:43 minutes, placing our findings at the upper bound of prior results. 

There are three factors that can help explain this discrepancy. First, our calculation is 

unique in the sense that it considers the user-labelled data. This allows us to employ the 

definition of a usage session focused on the actual completion of objectives suggested in [160], 

as opposed to the observation of a usage session as a fixed time window. With user-labelled 

data, we calculate the duration of a phone usage session from a task-completion perspective, 

and thus consider continuous sessions to extend their predecessor. As a result, we obtain a 

longer mean session time of almost 5 minutes in length. 

Second, some researchers do not incorporate ‘idle usage’ and device timeout values and 

subtract these from their recorded phone usage session. We did not perform such subtractions 

in our calculations, as they are an integral part of mobile phone usage. Third, since participants 

have to respond to our ESM question every time they unlocked their phone, the duration of the 

usage session was slightly increased – we required our participants to answer a question prior 

to their actual phone usage. However, this extension is short, and is typically in the range of a 

few seconds (median of 2 seconds). 

It is also interesting to note that during the debriefing, most participants felt that the 

experiment was unobtrusive, and therefore did not substantially change their behaviour or use 

of the phone. One participant likened the ESM to a screen lock: “No, it did not affect my regular 
phone usage. It was just normal. Similar to a screen lock.” (P05). Another participant mentioned 

that he only felt a small change during the first day until he got used to it: “Not really, during 
the day 1 I was a bit slower at answering my phone.” (P06). 

Lessons Learned 
Our analysis shows that the prediction accuracy achieved in our classification of smartphone 

usage gaps is relatively low. However, for the data in our sample, still results in a higher 

accuracy than methods currently applied in the literature (e.g., arbitrary threshold of 30 

seconds). This low accuracy does not only demonstrate a weakness in the current literature, but 
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also limits the potential of this work to contribute to the design of future services and 

applications for mobile device users. 

A more reliable identification of smartphone usage gaps has the potential to improve the 

user experience for end-users through smarter applications and services. For example, the 

content provided to the user upon unlocking a device can depend on the results of the classifier. 

Devices could achieve this by showing the user information previously interacted with, or 

returning to an overview of available applications or services. Furthermore, this allows the 

operating system to infer what information to retain in working memory, thereby decreasing 

required system resources. We also consider knowledge on usage gaps to be valuable for the 

design of more proactive services that inform the user based on the users’ context. 

Limitations 
The work presented in this paper has several limitations. Because of the study’s reliance on 

user-labelled ESM data on phone unlock, it is not possible to collect data of phone sessions 

where the screen is active but locked (state ‘Locked session’ in Figure 7). This can, for example, 

include the glancing of time and notifications, as discussed in [145], or access to certain 

functionality through the notification drawer (e.g., music controls). However, these issues did 

not surface during post-study interviews and we therefore expect them to have only a marginal 

effect on the study results. 

In addition, we realise that a user can in fact pursue multiple objectives during a phone 

usage session, or indeed during a single application session [19]. Hence, the concept of session 

does not precisely align with objectives. However, our analysis only considered whether 

objectives could span multiple usage session, and to this end, our analysis serves its 

purpose well. 

4.9 Conclusion 

Our work has provided a systematic model of smartphone usage along with definitions of what 

phenomena and behaviour researchers can study. We subsequently investigate an important 

assumption present in literature: that researchers should ignore brief gaps in interaction. 

Previous work has used a range of arbitrary time thresholds for identifying ‘brief’ gaps, which 

has resulted in incomparable findings across studies. Our work shows that the use of such a 

threshold is problematic and leads to error in general. However, researchers can minimise the 

error by setting the threshold to 45 seconds as opposed to an arbitrary value. We also find that, 

perhaps surprisingly, classifiers are not able to outperform the use of constant thresholds. Other 

researchers can readily adopt our findings to inform their work. Future work could expand this 

work by actively predicting the time gap between two sessions.  
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5 Article III. Gamification of Mobile Experience 
Sampling Improves Data Quality and Quantity 

In this study, we investigate the effect of gamification (i.e., the introduction of game elements) on 
both the quality and quantity of participant data. Participants were asked to describe their location 
upon receiving a questionnaire. In order to assess the quality of contributions, we utilise a 
crowdsourcing structure in which participants rate peer contributions originating from the same 
location. This article shows the feasibility of using peers to reliably assess the quality of participant 
contributions. Furthermore, our results indicate that gamification results in a higher quality of 
participant contributions as compared to the results of the non-gamified condition. In addition, 
participants in the gamified condition provided more contributions as compared to their peers. This 
study showcases the benefit of gamification for future self-report studies and successfully utilises 

crowdsourcing to quantify the quality of participant contributions.3 

5.1 Abstract 

The Experience Sampling Method is used to capture high-quality in situ data from study 

participants. This method has become popular in studies involving smartphones, where it is 

often adapted to motivate participation through the use of gamification techniques. However, 

no work to date has evaluated whether gamification actually affects the quality and quantity of 

data collected through Experience Sampling. Our study systematically investigates the effect of 

gamification on the quantity and quality of experience sampling responses on smartphones. In 

a field study, we combine event contingent and interval contingent triggers to ask participants 

to describe their location. Subsequently, participants rate the quality of these entries by playing 

a game with a purpose. Our results indicate that participants using the gamified version of our 

ESM software provided significantly higher quality responses, slightly increased their response 

rate, and provided significantly more data on their own accord. Our findings suggest that 

gamifying experience sampling can improve data collection and quality in mobile settings. 

5.2 Introduction 

The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) is used for human sensing and across many disciplines. 

Typically, the ESM aims to measure behaviour, thoughts, and feelings of participants in situ, 

thus providing detailed insights about both the participants’ daily life as well as on the topic 

being studied as experienced by the participant [198]. This is achieved through repeated 

observations, allowing for phenomena to be assessed as they occur [322]. ESM study findings 

rely on both the quality and quantity of input, and thus motivating and incentivising 

participants is a crucial component of ESM studies [219]. The Ecological Momentary 

Assessment (EMA) is methodologically similar to the ESM, originating from the field of 

                                                   
3 This Article is published as: N. van Berkel, J. Goncalves, S. Hosio, and V. Kostakos. 2017. Gamification of Mobile 
Experience Sampling Improves Data Quality and Quantity. Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, Mobile, 
Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies, 1 (3). 1-21. https://doi.org/10.1145/3130972. 
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behavioural medicine, and the terms are now often used interchangeably [307]. In this paper, 

we refer to the term ESM. 

While the ESM was originally intended to collect personal observations (e.g., one of the 

first ESM studies analysed adolescent activity and experience [69]), it is increasingly adapted 

for other contexts. For instance, Connelly et al. [57] have used the ESM to explore knowledge 

hiding in organisations, and Van Berkel et al. [344] to quantify smartphone usage behaviour. 

More broadly, Burke et al. [40] suggested that user input in combination with sensor readings 

enables researchers to “gather vital information about the built and natural environment that was 
previously unobservable” [40]. At the same time, the use of sensor readings now allows 

researchers to ‘gamify’ [74] the collection of data on smartphones, in hopes of increasing the 

quality and response rate of participants using smartphones. This gives rise to an important 

methodological question for researchers: should gamification be used in smartphone ESM 

studies, and if so, what is the effect on the collected data? 

Determining the quality of human provided ESM data on smartphones is challenging. 

Crowdsourcing has been proposed as a way to rate the quality of human contributions, and is 

especially useful when the data concerns a publicly observable phenomenon. For instance, 

Hosio et al. [150] involve members of the crowd to approve the work of other crowd workers. 

Similarly, previous research has shown that crowdsourcing on public displays can be used to 

evaluate the quality of keywords that describe those locations through a majority voting 

scheme [116]. 

In our study, we developed two versions of the same ESM application: one with strong 

gamification elements [74], and one without. In a nutshell, our application asks participants to 

describe the environment around them. Because our study requires us to evaluate these ESM 

responses, we employ a mobile game with a purpose [351] to assess the quality of ESM entries. 

Therefore, our application allows participants to complete a task whereby they rate the 

contributions of other participants as either relevant or irrelevant. This enables us to calculate 

a ‘score’ for each contribution, measuring quality. To the best of our knowledge, our work is 

the first study to systematically investigate gamification as an incentive mechanism in mobile 

ESM studies. 

5.3 Related Work 

ESM Response Quantity and Quality 
Experience sampling is used to “collect information about both the context and content of the daily 
life of individuals” [139]. This is achieved by asking participants to answer a small set of 

questions at various moments over a period of time. By reconstructing the participant’s context 

and provided answers, researchers can gain insight into the way these activities and contexts 

are experienced and perceived. Given the reliance of the ESM on participant responses, both the 

quantity and quality of these participant responses are important factors. These two factors 

ensure that the collected results are ecologically valid and capture “the occurrence and 
distribution of stimulus variables in the natural or customary habitat of an individual” [148]. 
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Surprisingly, literature reports a wide range of participant response rates in ESM studies. 

Consolvo and Walker [62] asked their participants to complete 70 questionnaires on their 

mobile phone, resulting in an average of 56 completed questionnaires. Van Berkel et al. [344] 

presented a question at each phone unlock, resulting in an average response rate of 83.78%, 

ranging from 61.90% to 97.25% across participants. Yue et al. [370] investigated participants’ 

willingness to voluntarily submit photographs when completing an ESM questionnaire: 30.80% 

of participants submitted at least one photo, with the total number of questionnaires completed 

with a photo attached was 3.50% and participatory levels being highest on the first day. 

Yue et al. [370] counted the number of words and characters in the collected ESM responses 

as a measurement of the quality of the response, finding that questionnaires which had a photo 

attached correlated with higher data quality. Hicks et al. [143] show that ‘participation quality’ 

(defined as number of interactions) decreases as the battery level of the person’s mobile device 

drops below a certain value. Furthermore, they categorise participants as ‘power users’ (using 

the device beyond study participation) or ‘survey only users’. Participants using their personal 

device result in higher quality data when compared to those using study-specific hardware. 

These studies indicate that the response rate significantly varies across contexts and means of 

presenting the questionnaire. In our study, we set to investigate if the rate can be improved 

through gamifying the ESM procedure. This is important because it would make such studies 

more efficient: more data is gathered in shorter time, leading into potentially more insights from 

participants. 

Incentivising Participation 
In experimental settings, incentives are a commonly used mechanism to entice participation, 

uphold retention rate, and ensure sufficient data quality [50, 247]. Most ESM studies offer a form 

of monetary compensation to incentivise participants to submit more responses. Consolvo and 

Walker [62] offered $1 for each provided response, Yue et al. [370] offered participants $150 for 

3 days of completed responses and $200 for 5 days of completed responses. More complex 

compensation structures are also applied, with Conner Christensen et al. [58] offering 

participants a flat fee for their efforts (approximately $20 for a week of participation), a physical 

remuneration for their efforts on a weekly basis (e.g., movie ticket), weekly drawings for smaller 

prices, and a final ‘grand prize’ at the end of the study. Lynn [219] shows that monetary 

incentives significantly improve participant compliance, with the strongest effect measured in 

diary completion (methodologically closely related to the ESM). Hosio et al. [150] introduced a 

market model, in which completed tasks are awarded a monetary compensation in accordance 

with the current market value. The manipulation of completed task rewards through price-

setting proved efficient in steering participants to a specific task. Finally, a sufficient diversity 

in the available tasks ensured a sustained crowdsourcing market. 

However, monetary incentives can also have inadvertently negative effects. For instance, 

an incentive of $250 for participation resulted in a low quality of collected data [319]. According 

to Stone et al. [319] this was the result of a participant base not intrinsically motivated to 

participate (solely participating for the financial reward). An alternative approach to motivating 

participants suggested by Larson and Csikszentmihalyi [198] is to form a “viable research 
alliance” between participant and researcher. Stone et al. [319] add that participants should be 
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specifically encouraged to refrain from dropping out of a study, even if they forget to input data 

for one or two days. Khan et al. [179] combine the ESM with the Day Reconstruction Method 

in an attempt to improve quality of the collected responses and reduce data loss. Hsieh et al. 
[151] show that providing participants with a visualisation of their own data increases 

compliance rates. A different approach is described by Musthag et al. [247], concerning the use 

of micro-incentives to compensate participants throughout the study for completing a small 

task, as opposed to receiving a bulk-payment at the end of the study. Literature suggests three 

types of participant commitment in an online community [191]: 

• Affective commitment: Following an emotional connection to the organisation or 

community. 

• Normative commitment: A moral obligation to contribute, it is the righteous thing to do. 

• Continuance commitment: Commitment originating from a certain incentive (either on 

individual or group level) that may be lost when leaving the community. 

Lui et al. [217] classify community contributions into two factors: individual factors, 

consisting of both extrinsic motivation (e.g., rewards) and intrinsic motivation (e.g., reputation), 

and interpersonal factors (e.g., liking or affiliation). Extending this, various incentive systems 

have been developed to encourage user participation. Farzan et al. [94] consider the following 

incentive systems; incentivising with rewards, incentivising by explaining community benefit, 

incentivising by goal-setting, incentivising by reputation, and incentivising by providing self-

benefit. Morschheuser et al. [242] investigate the effect of gamification on crowdsourcing and 

report positive effects (e.g., increased engagement, quality). 

Goncalves et al. [117] empirically validate a number of motivational approaches in a 

ubiquitous crowdsourcing setting. Their results show participant motivation can be influenced 

to elicit higher quality contributions and increase voluntary participation. Altruistic motivation 

alone is typically not sufficient of a motivator to convince people to contribute. Manipulations 

such as psychological empowerment [119], location cues [118], and increased enjoyment [173] 

all helped to increase participation - while simultaneously offering additional benefits (e.g., 
increased quality of tasks, increased sense of urgency). Hence, literature suggests that 

contextual capabilities of ubiquitous devices can be used to increase participation and attitude. 

Gamification and ESM 
Deterding et al. define gamification as “the use of game design elements in non-game 
contexts” [74]. Gamification has been explored in the context of mobile applications. Fitz-Walter 

et al. [104] developed a gamified application for university students to be used during their 

orientation. Parts of the application relied on user input to complete certain quiz items. The 

researchers report some participants applying a ‘trial and error’ approach to finish these quiz 

items (i.e., loss of data quality). Furthermore, one of the obtainable achievements asked students 

to ‘check-in’ to a number of events. The majority of participants stopped using this feature after 

the achievement had been unlocked.  

Investigation of gamification aimed to support ESM or EMA collected data is scarce. 

Machnik et al. [220] present Crowdpinion, a tool that allows researchers to setup gamified ESM 
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studies. In their approach, participants become a partner in the research study (as suggested in 

[198]) and can gradually unlock information about the ongoing study results as they submit 

data and even contribute questions to the study based on personal interest. This raises concerns 

on data integrity and quality, as highlighted by the authors. Gamification in Crowdpinion is 

limited to triggering the participants’ curiosity, and does not include other (potentially) 

motivational elements. 

Gamification as an element of motivation has been applied more extensively in 

applications aimed at medical intervention or health behaviour change [70]. While gamified 

intervention applications have been shown to work in the short run (e.g., over a 6-week 

period [164]), other literature indicates that this effect declined in the long run (e.g., after one 

year [81]). Additionally, the practise of gamification has also been criticised. For instance, a 

challenge of gamification is that the introduction of extrinsic motivations (e.g., badges, points) 

may crowd out any prior intrinsic motivation (e.g., altruistic effort, interest) [182]. Similarly, 

gamification may lead to a lack of understanding of the broader context in which the application 

is used [285]. A literature review from Hamari et al. [132] indicates that gamification does have 

a positive effect on motivational affordances and behavioural outcomes, but also notes it is 

challenging to reliably compare results between studies. 

5.4 Study Design 

We investigate how gamifying an ESM study influences the quantity and quality of participant 

responses. To measure the quantity of responses, our ESM software asks participants to describe 

their current environment. To measure the quality of ESM responses, we created a game with a 
purpose that requires participants to rate the quality of words that describe their current 

location. Each ESM questionnaire therefore consists of two tasks; 1) submit a word that 

describes the participant’s current surrounding, and 2) rate words submitted by others. In both 

cases, participants are asked to reflect on their personal observation of the current physical 

location. We therefore consider both the task of word submission and word rating to be part of 

an experience sampling ‘survey’. Our participants were required to install our GeoOulu 

application on their personal Android phones. To assess the impact of gamification on the 

participants’ ESM responses, we developed two versions of the application that only differ in 

their gamification elements. 

Our experimental design is between subjects, with two experimental conditions: gamified 

software, and non-gamified software. The outcome variables include: ESM response rate, ESM 

response quality, and number of ESM responses. 

GeoOulu 
Our Android application GeoOulu consists of four screens, as shown in Figure 15. There are 

numerous differences between the gamified and non-gamified versions of our game, as 

summarised in Table 9. 
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Figure 15. (1) Application start screen, including leaderboard. (2) Submission of new word. 

(3) Rating of words. (4) Feedback (+ score) and option to return to the start screen. 

• The start screen of the application welcomes the participant to the application and also 

allows the participant to choose a nickname upon initial launch of the app. The gamified 

version includes a scoreboard in this screen. 

• The second screen asks participants to enter a keyword that describes their current 

location. The participant’s location coordinates are recorded simultaneously (GPS + Wi-

Fi localisation on Android).  

• The third screen is the game’s main screen. Here, participants are shown words 

previously submitted by other participants in the current location, and are asked to rate 

them as relevant or irrelevant. One game round consists of at most ten words that the 

participant needs to rate. The gamified version imposes time restrictions on completing 

the task.  

• The final screen gives the option to return to the start screen and provides participants 

with feedback that the round was finished. In addition, the gamified version shows 

participants the score achieved in that round. 

The purpose of the game is to rate each word as relevant or irrelevant to the current 

physical location of the participant. In the gamified version of the application, the words move 

from the bottom of the screen towards the top, and participants have 5 seconds to make a choice. 

If the participant does not rate the word before it has reached the top of the screen, it is 

automatically dismissed (and will not be shown to this participant again). In the non-gamified 

version, words appear centred on the screen without either animation or time restriction. 

At the end of each game round, the data is submitted to the database and a score is 

calculated. Scores are based on the number of votes already cast on the selected word by other 

participants at that point in time. We apply a majority voting scheme [116], where agreement 

with the majority results in +10 points, disagreement with the majority results in -10 points, 

and in the case of an equal number of votes (including the 1st vote on a word) +5 points will be 

awarded. This majority voting scheme is scalable as it does not require a predetermined 
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‘ground truth’. The accumulated score of each participant is calculated and stored in the 

database for both experimental conditions. 

 

Element level Gamified Non-gamified 

Game interface 
design patterns 

Words to be ranked will animate from 
bottom to top of the screen. 

Words to be ranked are fixed to the 
centre of the screen. 

A leaderboard is presented at the start 
of the game, showing the username 
and accumulated score of the five 
leading players. 

No leaderboard is presented, and 
participants are unaware of their 
‘rank’ to other participants of the 
game. 

Game model Following completion of a game 
round, the players is presented with 
the score achieved in that specific 
round. 

Following completion of a game 
round, no score is presented to the 
participant. However, the metric is 
calculated and stored for further 
analysis. 

Game design 
patterns and 
mechanics 

A challenge of time is introduced, 
animating the words from bottom to 
top. Once the word reaches the top, 
the word will disappear and no vote is 
cast. 

Words will remain stationary and 
will not disappear over time. 
Participant is free to take as much 
time as they want to rank each word. 

Table 9. Design of gamification elements between the two conditions as classified by game 

element level [74]. 

Zones and Bootstrapping 
Prior to the study we interviewed locals, who all had lived in Oulu for more than ten years, to 

determine a set of city landmarks as predetermined zones. The six zones are: the main shopping 

street, a railway station, a popular meetup park downtown, the main market square, the city 

library, and the university. The areas are widely known among locals, and we hypothesised 

they feature several distinctive characteristics. Besides the six predetermined zones, we defined 

a zone called ‘Other’, which covers all areas outside the predetermined zones. 

To bootstrap the initial keywords used in the game, we recruited eight local volunteers 

(different from those involved in determining the zones) to submit keywords. Our volunteers 

had extensive knowledge of the area having lived in Oulu an average of 20.5 years, and thus 

being familiar with the locations. The volunteers submitted 466 words describing those zones. 

Then, the authors categorized the words and phrases using emergent coding [133], 

independently classifying all submissions into mutually exclusive themes, and then comparing 

notes until an agreement was reached on the keywords. The 10 most frequently occurring 

keywords from the volunteer submissions were used to bootstrap a word dictionary for each 

zone. In addition, we generated 10 random keywords per zone as a control condition, selected 

randomly from a language dictionary. Thus, each zone was bootstrapped with 20 words (10 

from volunteers + 10 random). The ‘Other’ zone was bootstrapped with 20 random words. 
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Choice of Words 
The main task of our game requires participants to rate the relevancy of words in regard to their 

current location. During our bootstrapping, the locations of our initial volunteer keywords were 

manually assigned to their respective zones. Our application uses an elaborate mechanism to 

choose the words that are shown to participants in any given game round: 

• First, the system identifies words that were submitted in locations that are physically 

near the participant’s current location. To overcome bootstrapping issues, words across 

the whole city were shown if necessary. For instance, unpopular locations may not have 

many words submitted nearby, so our system uses words that were submitted elsewhere 

in the city. Similarly, if a participant played multiple games in the same location, the 

system would eventually present words that were submitted at far away locations (over 

500 m). 

• Second, the system did not show to a participant a word that they had themselves 

submitted or rated previously at that location. This removed the potential bias of 

participants towards their own words. A word can, however, appear in a different 
location if someone else has submitted it there. 

• Third, we carefully defined six specific ‘zones’ within the city. Within these zones, the 

distance of words did not matter and the whole zone is treated as a single conceptual 

location. This decision made it easy to avoid participants labelling the same word twice 

at the same location. 

• Finally, for any game round we apply the rule that if five or less suitable words (i.e., not 

submitted or previously ranked there by the participant) are found, the participant is 

unable to play the game. The user is presented with the following message; “You have 
run out of playable words for this location. Please try a different location or come back 
later!”. 

The criteria we define above achieve a number of goals. First, we ensure that all words 

eventually receive an approximately equal number of ratings, and avoid situations where a 

handful of words receive most of participant ratings. Second, our mechanism allows for 

spreading of words that are relevant to broad areas (e.g., a beach covering a 2-km area). Our 

decision to show words from far away locations allowed for this possibility given the right 

keyword. Finally, we improve the quality and consistency of data since participants did not rate 

their own words, and participants did not play games that had too few words in them. 

ESM Notification Scheduling 
Notifications were used to prompt participants to complete the ESM questionnaire (i.e., launch 

the app). A notification is sent to a participant when entering one of the six defined zones (i.e., 
event contingent notification) using Android geofences, or when it has been two hours since 

the participant has last opened the application (i.e., interval contingent notification). The 

Android geofence ‘enter’ event was chosen over ‘dwell’ to best match the ESM’s philosophy of 

measuring events as they occur [322]. Using a ‘dwell’ timer to trigger notifications would result 

in the participant’s most common locations being repeatedly triggered throughout the study 
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(e.g., home, work, university). Notifications are shown in the default Android notification menu, 

and interval contingent notifications are only generated between 08:00 and 22:00. The outcome 

of a notification may be: 

• The participant accepts the notification. 

• The participant explicitly dismisses the notification. 

• The notification expires automatically within 15 minutes, or if the participant has left 

the zone. 

Recruitment and Experimental Procedure 
We recruited 24 participants using mailing lists of our university (16 males, 8 females; ages: 21-

38 years old, mean = 27.00). Participants were required to have lived in Oulu for at least six 

months and to own an Android-based smartphone. On average our participants had lived in 

Oulu for 5.58 years (SD = 7.88), suggesting that they should have already amassed knowledge 

of the town and the zones we defined. In addition, our participants had a diverse range of 

educational backgrounds (e.g., Accounting, Education, Plant Ecology, Wireless 

Communication). 

We employed a between-subjects design in which half of the participants were assigned 

to the gamified condition and the other half to the non-gamified condition. Assigned conditions 

did not change during the study. In addition, we asked participants to complete a pre-study 

questionnaire, focusing on demographic information and mobile phone usage. One of the 

questions asked participants whether they use their mobile phone to play games (with the 

possible answers of ‘never’, ‘sometimes’, and ‘regularly’). We controlled for this variable by 

balancing participants across the two experimental conditions based on their response. This 

resulted in 2 participants who ‘regularly’ play games on their mobile phone (1 in the gamified 

condition), 15 participants who ‘sometimes’ play games on their mobile phone (7 in the gamified 

condition), and 7 participants who reported to ‘never’ play games on their mobile phone (4 in 

the gamified condition). Participants in the gamified condition had an average age of 26.50 

(SD = 2.32), compared to an average age of 27.50 (SD = 4.64) in the non-gamified condition. A 

Welch's unequal variances t-test indicated no significant difference between conditions 

(t = 0.67, df = 16.16, p = 0.51). As for their duration of stay in Oulu, participants in the gamified 

condition reported an average of 4.63 (SD = 6.41) years compared to 6.54 (SD = 9.31) years for 

participants in the non-gamified condition. A Welch's unequal variances t-test indicated no 

significant difference between conditions (t = 0.59, df = 19.52, p = 0.56). 

To minimise learning effects, we held individual intake training sessions. During these 

sessions, we installed the application and guided participants through all screens of the 

application (Figure 15). While doing so, we provided several examples of both ‘good’ and ‘bad’ 

keywords for the location of the intake session (University). For example, the keyword 

‘knowledge’ was provided as a good example of a word that described the university location. 

The keyword ‘couch’ was given as an example of a bad keyword, since it is restricted only to 

that specific room. We encouraged participants to take a broad view when submitting and 

ranking words, considering not only their current isovist view (e.g., the current room) but also 

the setting they are in. In order to keep the explanation offered to participants as similar as 
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possible between the two conditions, we did not discuss the implementation of the scoring 

mechanism (only visible in the gamified application). Participants in the non-gamified condition 

were therefore never aware of any score being calculated, as this information was never 

presented to them in the application. Although participants in the gamified condition were 

aware that a score was being kept, we did not explain how this score was calculated and whether 

it was based on their own submission or on their rating of words submitted by others. During 

the data collection phase, participants could freely launch and use our application at any time, 

and in addition received notifications according to our scheduling criteria. 

After the data collection phase ended, we invited participants for a one-on-one debriefing 

session with a researcher. During this debriefing, participants were asked to complete an exit 

questionnaire, which contained, inter alia, questions regarding notifications, gamification 

elements, and potential problems the participants might have experienced. As a compensation 

for their participation, each participant received two cinema vouchers. 

5.5 Results 

Data collection was limited to a three-week period, as the quality of ESM responses is known 

to deteriorate after a period of 2-4 weeks [319]. During the study, 811 game rounds were 

completed, a total of 1197 words were submitted, along with 7902 word ratings. The number of 

game rounds completed is limited by the availability of new words for people to play – 

explaining the difference between the number of word submissions and total rounds of rating 

words. Most rounds were completed in the ‘Other’ zone (623), followed by the market 

square (41), downtown (41), university (40). The least popular location was the railway 

station (13). Figure 16 shows a) the total number of completed game rounds, b) participants’ 

average score per round, and c) the total number of submitted words, broken down by study 

condition and study day. 

 

Figure 16. A: Number of completed game rounds. B: Average game score. C: Number of 

submitted words. 

All values shown over the duration of the study per condition. 
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Quantity of Responses 
Participants in the gamified condition completed 516 game rounds and submitted 877 words, 

versus 291 rounds and 320 words in the non-gamified condition respectively. The total number 

of game rounds completed per week did not change considerably over the duration of the study, 

with 298, 238, and 271 number of game rounds completed for week one, two, and three 

respectively. No statistically significant difference was found between the participants’ 

tendency to play mobile games on their phone and their final participant score, as determined 

by a one-way ANOVA (F(2,21) = 0.06, p = 0.94). We provide a boxplot of a) the total number of 

completed game rounds, b) participant’s average score per round, and c) the total number of 

submitted words in Figure 17 to visualise the distribution between conditions. 

Of the 1197 words submitted, 610 words were unique submissions. A Kruskal-Wallis test 

on the number of words submitted (per day) per condition shows a statistically significant 

difference between the gamified and non-gamified condition (H(1) = 12.98, p < 0.01), with a 

respective submission mean of 5.38 and 2.89 per day. The majority of submitted words was 

unique across the study, i.e. they were inserted only once (N = 490). However, 120 words were 

inserted more than once, implying participant agreement on certain characteristics of the zone. 

Figure 18 depicts the breakdown of reoccurrences, i.e. how many times a word was inserted again 

by other participants after its initial entry to the dictionary. 

 

Figure 17. Boxplot showing distribution between gamified and non-gamified participants. 

 

Figure 18. Number of reappearing word submissions. 
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Quantity and Location 
Figure 19 shows the number of game rounds completed in each of the six zones in our study, 

split per condition. Participants in the gamified condition completed more game 

rounds (126 vs. 58 when considering the aggregate sum). A two-factor ANOVA shows a 

statistically significant interaction effect between the experimental condition and the zone on 

the number of completed game rounds (F(1, 176) = 5.55, p < 0.01). 

The number of game rounds completed per day averaged 5.38 and 3.03 for the gamified 

and non-gamified conditions respectively. The effect of study condition on number of game 

rounds completed was statistically significant (F(7, 176) = 13.34, p < 0.01), as was the effect of 

location (F(7, 176) = 89.71, p < 0.01). A post-hoc Tukey HSD on the different locations shows a 

statistically significant difference between the ‘Other’ zone and all predefined zones (p < 0.01) 

for all combinations, with the ‘Other’ zone having a higher number of completed game rounds 

compared to all other zones. There was no significant difference between any combination of 

predefined zones. Finally, as shown in the map presented in Figure 20, the gamified condition 

led to an increased density of contributions, though no considerable difference in geographic 

coverage can be detected between conditions. 

 

Figure 19. Completed game rounds per predefined zone. 

 

Figure 20. Location of completed submissions. 
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Application Entry and Notifications 
We compare the various ways in which participants could launch the game and contribute:  

• Clicking on the application icon to launch it. 

• Accept a notification triggered by 2-hour interval rule. 

• Accept a notification triggered by entering a zone. 

• ‘Replay game’ after completing a game round. 

Table 10 provides a distribution of these frequencies. A chi-square test shows a statistically 

significant difference between entry and study condition (χ2 = 11.98, df = 2, p < 0.01). For this 

test, we do not consider the ‘Replay game’ entry as it always follows one of the other categories. 

Note that for both conditions it is possible that incoming notifications primed participants to 

open the application directly from the homescreen rather than by opening a notification. In our 

data, this would register as launching the application through the application icon. 

 

Entry % Gamified Non-gamified 

Application icon 42.87% 235 111 

Notification (time) 25.65% 111 96 

Notification (loc.) 10.53% 49 36 

Replay game 20.94% 121 
(0.31 replay ratio) 

48 
(0.20 replay ratio) 

Table 10. Distribution of application entries, leading to completion of a game round. 

Table 11 shows a breakdown of all 1908 notifications sent during the study, grouped by 

condition. The difference in the number of notifications between the study conditions is the 

result of multiple factors including participants’ mobility, daily routines, and motivation to 

travel. We note that these notifications did not all lead to completed game rounds (e.g., ignoring 

notification), explaining the lower total number of notifications reported in Table 10. A chi-

square test shows a statistically significant difference between study condition and notification 

interaction (χ2 = 44.96, df = 3, p < 0.01). Pearson residuals show an overrepresentation of 

dismissing notifications and expiring (loc.) notifications for the non-gamified condition 

(respectively 3.94 and 2.53). 

 

ESM Notif. Gamified Non-gamified Total 

Answered 302   (28.33%) 204 (24.23%) 506   (26.52%) 

Dismissed 71     (6.66%) 121 (14.37%) 192   (10.06%) 

Expired (time) 680   (63.79%) 487 (57.84%) 1167 (61.16%) 

Expired (loc.) 13     (1.22%) 30   (3.56%) 43     (2.25%) 

Total 1066 (100%) 842 (100%) 1908 (100%) 

Table 11. Overview of notification interaction. 
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Participants responded to a total of 506 notifications, giving a response rate of 26.52%. 

Overall, 10.06% of total notifications were actively dismissed by participants. The majority of 

notifications (61.16%) was dismissed due to expiration of the notification timeout (15 minutes), 

and 2.25% of notifications were dismissed due to the participant leaving one of the 

predetermined areas. 

Quality of Responses 
While most game rounds were completed in the ‘Other’ zone, we exclude it from the analysis 

of quality of the submissions. This is because the study, by design, yields heterogeneous words 

in this zone, as participants were free to roam anywhere. For the same reason words submitted 

in this zone ranked considerably differently from words submitted in the six pre-defined zones 

(mean score of 42.34 for ‘Other’, whereas all other zones have a mean score ~ 80, see Figure 23). 

In addition, our volunteer submissions did not cover the ‘Other’ zone due to the fact that this 

area was not limited to a specific location. It was therefore not possible to provide a set of 

location-specific descriptive words. This lack of volunteer words potentially skews the results, 

as participants did not have ‘example’ words. 

To measure the quality of submitted words, we rely on the ratings obtained through our 

game (crowd-rating). Participants classified words to be either relevant or irrelevant, with a 

participant unable to classify a word they have submitted themselves. Each word’s score is 

calculated by dividing the number of relevant votes by the total number of votes for that word. 

We distinguish between words submitted by our volunteers (bootstrap), the random words 

(bootstrap), words submitted by participants in the ‘gamified’ condition, and words submitted 

by participants in the ‘non-gamified’ condition. 

 

Figure 21. Density plot of word score ratio of submitted words. Average score per human word 
source indicated by vertical lines. 

As expected, the ‘random’ words have the lowest average score ratio (3.49). Figure 21 

shows a density plot of the three different human word sources and their respective relevance 

ratio (volunteers, ‘gamified participants’, ‘non-gamified participants’). A Kruskal-Wallis test 

revealed a statistically significant difference between the word sources (even when excluding 

the ‘random’ source), (H(2) = 8.05, p = 0.02), with the mean acceptance ratios shown in Table 4. 

A post-hoc test using Mann-Whitney tests with Bonferroni correction showed a significant 
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difference between gamified and non-gamified word source (p < 0.05). The boxplot in Figure 22 

shows the distribution of participants’ mean word scores between conditions. 

 

Figure 22. Boxplot showing distribution between gamified and non-gamified participants. 

 
 

Mean score ratio St. Dev. 

Random dictionary words 3.49 9.02 

Volunteers 79.16 22.58 

Gamified 85.31 21.62 

Non-gamified 76.28 28.52 

Table 12. Word score ratio per submitted word source. 

Quality and Location 
We also compare the quality of the submitted words (the crowdsourced relevance ratio) per 

zone, as shown in Figure 23. A Kruskal-Wallis test shows a statistically significant difference in 

relevance ratio between the different zones, χ2(6) = 384.39, p < 0.01. A pairwise comparison with 

Bonferroni correction shows a statistically significant difference between all pre-assigned zones 

and the ‘Other’ zone – no statistically significant difference was found between the remaining 

zones. 

Participant Game Scores 
Average scores per completed game for the gamified and non-gamified conditions were 53.10 

and 60.26 respectively. A Kruskal-Wallis test on the achieved score (per day) per condition 

shows no statistically significant difference between the two conditions (χ2(1) = 1.14, p = 0.29). 

Average total score at the end of the study for gamified and non-gamified participants 

was 557.50 (SD = 409.84) and 291.25 (SD = 329.10) respectively. This discrepancy between the 

slightly lower average score per game round and the much higher total score for participants 

in the gamified condition can be explained by the higher number of completed game rounds 
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(see Table 10). Lowest and highest participant scores were 0 and 1460 respectively. Of the eight 

best performing participants, six were in the gamified condition. Of the eight participants with 

the lowest score, two were in the gamified condition. 

 

 

Figure 23. Density plot of word score ratio of submitted words. 

Average score per location indicated by vertical lines. 

Application Entry and Quality 
Table 5 shows the quality of submissions (word quality score ratio and participant score) per 

entry type. The ‘Replay game’ entry can follow any of the other entry types. Quality of word 

submissions remains roughly equal across entry types. The mean scores per completed ranking 

show a considerable lower score for entries that originate from a time notification. Low number 

of time notifications is due to the study design, in which a location notification was sent when 

entering one of the predefined zones. Table 5 shows that notifications are responsible for 

enticing most interactions – this as opposed to Table 10 (which includes the ‘Other’ zone), 

where the application icon resulted in most interactions. 

 
 

Word quality 
(mean) 

Game score  
(mean) n gamified n non-gamified 

Application icon 90.55 50.70 33 24 

Notification (time) 93.23 32.78 7 2 

Notification (location) 89.05 54.19 41 27 

Replay game 89.41 66.30 45 5 

Table 13. Word quality and game round score following different application entry categories. 

5.6 Discussion 

ESM studies rely on human participants providing high-quality responses. While the 

importance of both the quantity and quality of these responses has been investigated 

previously [198], surprisingly little work examines motivators other than financial stimuli 
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(studied for example in [62, 150]). One could even argue research has regarded participating in 

ESM studies as an annoyance that can be potentially reduced through intelligent notification 

techniques [101]. Our results indicate that gamification of the ESM increased participation 

motivation and led to a considerable higher number of pro-active data contributions. We now 

discuss both the quantity and quality of contributions and the gamification elements we used. 

Gamification Improves Quantity of Contributions 
Participants in the gamified condition submitted significantly more words (+174%) and 

completed a significantly higher amount of game rounds (+77%) when compared to participants 

in the non-gamified condition. When considering the number of completed game rounds over 

the predefined zones (Figure 19), we found that participants did not only complete more rounds 

in all zones, but were more willing to travel to zones not part of their daily routine (i.e., the 

park, library, and railway station) – this observation was also reflected in participant interviews. 

We note that the difference between conditions could be even larger, but that the 

restriction on only rating words once per location has deterred participants from starting the 

application altogether and thus not submit any new words. One of the participants notes “if the 
app didn't restrict me [on the] number of plays for the location, I would keep playing more” (P21). 

This is supported in the collected data, whereby non-gamified participants submitted only 29 

more words than completed game rounds (additional 10%), versus 361 more words than 

completed game rounds (additional 70%) for participants in the gamified condition. All these 

submitted words could have resulted in completed game rounds, were it not for the 

aforementioned restriction. 

The stark difference in number of completed rounds in the ‘Other’ zone versus all 

predefined zones is the result of a positive feedback loop. In the ‘Other’ zone, a sufficient 

number of words was often available, resulting in a continuous flow of new contributions. The 

predefined zones were unable to create or sustain such a critical mass, leading to exhaustion of 

the available words. This effect can be observed as an (unintended) extra gamification element, 

in which the number of available games (and thus available points) were limited – requiring 

more active effort from participants to be able to complete game rounds. 

As shown in Table 5, the gamified condition did not lead to considerable higher response 

rates on incoming notifications. Participants in the gamified condition were, however, more 

willing to both proactively launch the application themselves, and to provide multiple rounds 

of input in succession. This latter finding supports the findings by Jung et al. [167], who show 

that providing feedback results in a higher number of contributions – especially in the case of 

contributions using pseudonyms (as opposed to anonymised contributions). In addition, 

participants from the non-gamified condition were more likely to actively dismiss incoming 

application notifications, indicating a lower level of interest or commitment to the application. 

Following the terminology from Chang et al. [48], we consider a participant proactively 

opening the application to be engaged in participatory sensing – whereas reacting to 

notifications is considered context-triggered in situ sensing. Literature suggests that the number 

of participatory sensing contributions can be increased through gamification [333]. These 

results are supported by our findings. 
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With an average response rate of 26.52% to notifications, the study’s response rate appears 

relatively low compared to other studies (e.g., [57] with 65%, and [283] with 52%). The current 

study contained a total of 1908 notifications, an average of 79.5 notifications per participant 

over the duration of the study, or an average of 3.79 notifications per day. The aforementioned 

studies have very different study designs (1 daily survey over five successive working days [57], 

10 tasks per day over a four-week period [283]), making it difficult to compare and discuss 

response rates between studies. Multiple factors explain the relatively low average response 

rate. The application automatically dismissed notifications after a timeout of 15 minutes, as well 

as when leaving the premise of one of the predetermined locations. Therefore, a total of 63.41% 

of notifications were automatically discarded by the system, while participants actively 

dismissed only 10.06% of notifications. Therefore, the apparently low response rate can be 

explained by our strict expiry mechanisms (time and location) while participants only dismissed 

a relatively low percentage of ESM notifications. 

Furthermore, the number of tasks required to be completed was relatively large in 

comparison to other ESM studies. The acceptability of a certain number of notifications is highly 

dependent on the time and effort required to complete each questionnaire [62]. In comparison 

to a previous study [344] for example, where participants were immediately presented with a 

single question on screen unlock, our study required considerable more effort from participants. 

Lastly, the nature of the application could have deterred participants from replying to some 

notifications; “[I] didn't feel the need to answer about the same place as I have done just 
before.” (P07). Therefore, we conclude that the design of the ESM’s contingency, in which a 

participant’s change in location would result in a new notification (event contingent), has led 

to an overflow of irrelevant notifications. Future studies should embed more intelligence in their 

event driven notifications, for example by inferring whether a participant recently answered a 

question related to the triggered event. 

The number of completed game rounds are not equally distributed over the duration of the 

study (Figure 16-A). Given the fact that this effect is observable in both the gamified and non-

gamified condition we believe this is the result of the game design (participants are only allowed 

to rate each word once) rather than participants increased interest when their position on the 

leaderboard is endangered. Other external factors such as the weather could also have 

influenced the participant’s willingness to contribute. 

Gamification Improves Quality of Contributions 
The quality of the words submitted by gamified participants was significantly higher than those 

of the non-gamified participants. Word quality of gamified participants was higher than that of 

our bootstrapping volunteers, albeit not statistically significant, this difference is remarkable as 

our volunteers are local experts. A possible explanation for this might be the that our 

bootstrapping volunteers did not provide their contributions in situ, although this needs further 

exploration. Contributions made by participants in the non-gamified condition had on average 

a slightly lower score than words given by our volunteers. Since we did not explain how scores 

were calculated, those in the gamified condition might have been under the impression that the 

quality of their submission influenced their score – increasing their motivation to provide high 

quality submissions. 
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Despite participants in the gamified condition submitting words of higher quality, they 

were unable to achieve a higher average game score. In fact, their average game score per 

submission round was lower than those in the non-gamified condition (although not 

statistically significantly). The gamification element of time restriction, in which participants in 

the gamified condition were given a maximum of 5 seconds per word to decide on the 

classification of a word, might have influenced this result. Although the log data shows that a 

participant’s word timed out during gameplay just once in one of the predetermined zones, the 

added pressure of the time constraint might have influenced the participants’ judgement. 

Cechanowicz et al. [47] include a timer as gamification element in an online questionnaire, and 

note how it might have led to shorter answers on free form text input. They therefore consider 

time-based game elements a fundamental trade-off between data quality and the effect of 

gamification. It can also be considered that participants in the gamified condition were aiming 

for a high final score, but did not so much aim for a high score in individual game rounds; “I 
tried to use up all the words the app provided from the places I visited, to gain maximum 
points.” (P09). 

We highlight the difference in scores obtained by our participants following their entry 

into the application. Although only including a limited number of samples, Table 5 shows a 

lower mean score for those participants who opened the application following a time 

notification. This effect is not present for those opening the application through a location 

notification. Mehrotra et al. [230] suggest that ill-timed notifications might result in dismissed 

or hastily completed questionnaires, reducing quality of collected user data. A sensor based 

technique is proposed that predicts user’s receptivity to answer incoming ESM notifications. 

Although our data does not allow for conclusive findings on this matter, it provides further 

indication of the importance of interruptibility-related work on manual data collection (e.g., 
Visuri et al. [349]). 

Lastly, we compare the quality of submitted words with the study presented in [116], 

which features a similar majority voting scheme and contained various gamification elements. 

Converting the obtained overall participant score from that study to our ratio results in an 

average word ratio of 66. This word ratio is lower than that obtained by both our non-

gamified (76.28) and gamified (85.31) participants. The system used by Goncalves et al. [116] to 

collect these words ran on a public display, and was unable to keep a personal record of word 

submissions. Since contributions were not linked to an individual, participants might have felt 

less enticed to submit quality contributions. 

Perceptions of Gamification Elements 
Analysing the exit questionnaire, we identify the leaderboard as a crucial element in fostering 

competition and encouraging participants to submit data. “I'm more competitive because of the 
leaderboard.” (P19), and “I tried to use up all the words the app provided from the places I visited, 
to gain maximum points” (P09) indicate how participants in the gamified condition experienced 

the leaderboard. At the same time, some of the participants indicated that the leaderboard 

functionality did not influence their application usage. This is in line with earlier findings on 

gamification [73]. Standard deviation of the number of game rounds completed daily is 

considerably higher for the gamified condition (3.45 vs 2.47 respectively). This might indicate 
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that gamification motivates a set of the participants, while it might have no direct effect (or 

even act as a deterrent) for others. 

Participants’ motivation, or rather the lack of it, has been mentioned as one of the 

challenges for the ESM [307], influencing whether someone will successfully complete an ESM 

study. Our data shows that the use of gamification elements had a positive effect on participants’ 

number of contributions, and the exit questionnaire results confirm the effect on motivation; 

“[...] when someone was before me [in the leaderboard], I was more motivated to gain points and 
beat the other players” (P21). Although gamification proved beneficial in increasing the number 

of submissions in this case study, the technique is not suitable for all studies. This puts 

gamification of the ESM in line with other methods focused on increasing participant 

contribution suggested in the literature. Some examples are: reducing the number of 

questions [307], engaging participants to feel part of the study [198], complex remuneration 

structures [58], offering feedback visualisations [151], or simply extending the duration of the 

study [58]. It is up to the researcher to determine which method is suitable to be applied in the 

concerning study. 

When asked what could motivate participants to submit more data, responses were 

diverse. Two of our non-gamified participants suggested gamification elements without primer: 

“point system in an interconnected network of users” (P13) and “there could be some kind of 
‘reward’ or points based system” (P18). Others believed the timing of questionnaires to be of 

importance: “the phone can give notification to remind, when I am trying to relax” (P05). 

While the application showed a feedback screen following the completion of a round to all 

participants (Figure 15-4), those in the gamified condition received more direct feedback on 

their performance in the form of an obtained score – something naturally not included in the 

non-gamified condition. The inclusion of additional feedback could have resulted in an 

increased participant engagement, as for example observed in [258] where an automated 

voicemail system used to deliver responses occasionally changed its utterances. Since 

participants never rated the same word in the same zone and were not made aware of which 

words were labelled correct or incorrect, we believe that the display of the score did not result 

in any learning effect to these participants. 

While we were unable to directly compare the effect of the four different gamification 

elements (Table 9), participant answers from the post-study questionnaire indicate that 

gamification (leaderboard) and, to a lesser degree, individual score, were considered to be main 

influencers: “I was somehow motivated in being in the top position. That's why I've started many 
times the application, even more than once in two hours.” (P19). The challenge introduced to our 

gamified participants through the use of a timer has likely introduced unintended pressure, 

resulting in a lower average score per round. Although this cannot be concluded with certainty, 

other studies indicate a similar risk in time-pressure operations [47]. 

Motivation in Experience Sampling 
As suggested by the related work on experience sampling, monetary incentives are the most 

commonly used motivators to both attract study participants and entice continuous data 

submissions (e.g., minimum number of data submissions to obtain a study reward, micro-

payments per submission). While Lynn [219] shows that these monetary incentives do have a 
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positive effect on participant compliance, there are also reports on the negative effects of 

momentary incentives such as a low quality of submitted data [319]. While other motivational 

methods have been discussed in the literature (e.g., constructing a ‘research alliance’ [198], 

checking on the participants’ contributions from time to time), the effect of these methods have 

not been empirically studied. The work of Hsieh et al. [151] on visualisation as a method to 

improve response rate is an exception to this. The study design of that work is similar to our 

own, where a control group is introduced and provided with the exact same notification 

schedule and questionnaire configuration – only removing the tested motivational stimuli. 

Compared to the current literature in ESM motivation, our work provides a new way for 

researchers to motivate their study participants. While the concept of gamification in itself has 

been widely tested in other methodologies, the nature of experience sampling – in which both 

quantity and quality of user submissions are challenging factors – does require for gamification 

to be applied in a coherent manner. As our results show, ‘gamified’ participants outperformed 

those in the non-gamified condition on both submission quantity and quality, but achieved a 

lower average score per game round. We believe this is the inadvertent result of a game 

mechanism, in which participants experienced (time-)pressure to answer the presented 

questions. Researchers should take note of this in their own study designs, avoiding game 

mechanics that can adversely affect submission quality (e.g., time pressure, distracting visuals / 

noises, and sensory information overload). 

Limitations 
First, while our study allows for obtaining insight on the quality of user contributions, we 

acknowledge that such assessment is not always feasible for ESM studies that aim for collecting 

individual accounts, and not for aggregating opinions like ours. Thus, our method for 

determining response quality does not generalise to all ESM studies. Second, our participant 

population consisted mostly of tech-savvy and relatively young individuals who all had 

experience in using smartphones and responding to phone notifications. We have yet to 

investigate how gamification would in practice affect if the respondents were for example 

elderly people, or if the study was run in entirely different cultural or geographical contexts. 

However, our methodology can be directly replicated for those contexts. In addition, we did not 

explicitly indicate which ratings were ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ as this information was irrelevant 

for the purpose of our data collection. However, including such feedback could affect ESM 

responses. Lastly, our study is limited to a set of four gamification elements (Table 9), as such, 

other gamification elements were not explored. We for example did not include any (gameplay) 

sounds as it is common for smartphone users to mute their device during daily usage. 

5.7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we systematically investigate the effect of gamification on ESM responses through 

a user-study with 24 participants. We use a location-based game with a purpose to collect and 

rate submissions. This game with a purpose asked participants to submit and subsequently rate 

labels describing their current location. Through a majority voting scheme, this type of collected 

‘location dictionary’ can prove useful for a variety of purposes including city planning, 
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commercial activities by local shop owners, and localised search engines. Our results indicate 

that gamification enticed participants to provide 174% more word submissions and rate 77% 

more submissions of other participants. Given the nature of the ESM, this is an important 

finding since a higher number of submissions allows for a more complete overview of the 

participant’s daily experiences, and behaviour. This increase in contributions was primarily the 

result of user initiated activity. Finally, the submissions from participants in the gamified 

condition received significantly higher ratings than those in the non-gamified condition. Given 

the limited sample of 24 participants, our results offer the starting point for a plausible 

discussion on this matter within the community interested in this subject. 

The use of a leaderboard and score as gamification elements proved to be the most effective 

in motivating participants. Our use of a ‘time challenge’ as a gamification element however may 

have had a negative effect, as those participants in the gamified condition had a lower average 

score per completed game round. Although gamification is not suitable for all ESM studies, our 

results show that it does entice participants to provide more information throughout their day-

to-day activities. A combination with other sources of participant motivation (e.g., visualising 

contributions [151]) could be considered useful. The downsides associated with motivating ESM 

participation (solely) through monetary incentives [319] call for the investigation of other 

potential incentives. This paper shows the potential for gamification in an experience sampling 

study, describing both its effect on response quantity and quality. Given that these motivators 

have been shown to work, researchers can apply this incentive in their own studies, or extend 

and improve the work by investigating other potential incentives. 
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6 Article IV. Effect of Experience Sampling Schedules 
on Response Rate and Recall Accuracy of Objective 
Self-Reports 

The ESM has traditionally considered three categories of sampling strategies; ‘signal contingent’, 
‘interval contingent’, and ‘event contingent’. The study presented in this Article quantifies the effect 
of these three distinct questionnaire schedules in relation to both the quality (operationalised as 
recall accuracy) and quantity of participant responses in the context of recall questionnaires. We 
rely on smartphone sensing to establish a ground truth against which we compare the participants’ 
answers. We find that by presenting questionnaires based on the event of smartphone unlock, a 
commonly occurring event, we reduce recall time and improve participant accuracy in answering 
recall questions. Furthermore, our results show that our event contingent configuration resulted in 
fewer questionnaire requests, as participants did not unlock their smartphones in all designated 
time-frames, but a higher number of completed responses as compared to the two remaining 
sampling strategies. The results of this study can be used to improve the quality of participant 

responses in recall-based questionnaires, as well as increase the number of collected responses.4 

6.1 Abstract 

The Experience Sampling Method is widely used to collect human labelled data in the wild. 

Using this methodology, study participants repeatedly answer a set of questions, constructing 

a rich overview of the studied phenomena. One of the methodological decisions faced by 

researchers is deciding on the question scheduling. The literature defines three distinct schedule 

types: randomised, interval-based, or event-based (in our case, smartphone unlock). However, 

little evidence exists regarding the side-effects of these schedules on response rate and recall 

accuracy, and how they may bias study findings. We evaluate the effect of these three 

contingency configurations in a 3-week within-subjects study (N = 20). Participants answered 

various objective questions regarding their phone usage, while we simultaneously establish a 

ground-truth through smartphone instrumentation. We find that scheduling questions on 

phone unlock yields a higher response rate and accuracy. Our study provides empirical evidence 

for the effects of notification scheduling on participant responses, and informs researchers who 

conduct experience sampling studies on smartphones. 

6.2 Introduction 

To collect data on human behaviour ‘in the wild’, researchers have adopted the use of in situ 

data collection methods. One popular method is the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [198], 

also known as Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA). In an ESM study, participants are 

                                                   
4 This Article is published as: N. van Berkel, J. Goncalves, L. Lovén, D. Ferreira, S. Hosio, and V. Kostakos. 2018. 
Effect of Experience Sampling Schedules on Response Rate and Recall Accuracy of Objective Self-Reports. 
International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, 125. 118-128. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhcs.2018.12.002. 
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repeatedly asked a set of questions during their daily lives. Typically, data collection occurs 

multiple times per day over a period of several days or weeks, allowing for a detailed analysis 

of the phenomena under investigation [198]. An important mechanism in experience sampling 

is the adoption of notifications, used to inform participants when a questionnaire should be 

answered. This stands in contrast with the diary study, in which participants are traditionally 

not actively informed to provide data. Participants in an ESM study can either comply with 

these requests for information, dismiss, or ignore it (deliberately or unwittingly). Study 

notifications – i.e., prompts to answer a questionnaire – can be triggered by a variety of schedule 

configuration alternatives, categorised into three contingency categories [22, 361]: randomly 

distributed (signal contingent), following a time interval (interval contingent), or triggered by a 

specific event (event contingent). 

In ESM studies, it is crucial that the response rate is high, otherwise the data may be 

considered unreliable. Similarly, researchers strive to ensure participant input is as accurate as 

possible to ensure reliability of data analysis and results. Yet, it remains challenging to compare 

the effect of the three scheduling types on participants’ responses due to the effect of other 

methodological parameters. For example, participants’ response rate has been said to depend 

on participants’ attachment to the study results [198], number of notifications [62], 

communicating response rates to participants [22], effort required to complete a questionnaire 

[62], and notification expiry time. Surprisingly, few of these have been evaluated systematically, 

and researchers are limited to using their intuition about their effects when designing studies. 

Furthermore, the specific event responsible for triggering notifications in an event contingent-

based schedule can be virtually anything – increasing the complexity of comparing these 

different contingencies. In this work, we therefore opt to choose an event which is actively used 

in HCI studies: unlocking of the participant’s smartphone (see e.g., [134, 254, 344]). 

In this study, we compare three ESM contingency types to assess whether they affect 

participants’ response rate and accuracy. Measurement of ESM response accuracy is notoriously 

challenging because self-report data often lacks absolute ground truth data (e.g., emotional 

state). Because our study investigates quantifiable and objective aspects of smartphone usage 

(e.g., usage duration), we are able to compare participants’ reports of their personal smartphone 

usage against ground truth data of their actual usage. Our findings help researchers overcome 

the intrinsic challenges of collecting participant data using the ESM on smartphones. While the 

choice for a certain notification contingency configuration sometimes follows from the study 

design and not vice versa, our results quantify the effects of these methodological decisions on 

participants’ response rate and recall accuracy. 

6.3 Related Work 

The methods to study human behaviour takes many forms, ranging from lab interviews to 

ethnographic fieldwork. A common way of collecting intrinsic data such as human emotions or 

thoughts, is to intermittently ask study participants to answer a set of questions during their 

daily activities. This repetition leads to a more complete overview of the participants’ daily life 

if compared to a single one-time questionnaire, as “little experiences of everyday life fill most of 
our waking time and occupy the vast majority of our conscious attention” [361]. For such repeated 
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inquiries, the Experience Sampling Method [198] is a popular choice. Three key characteristics 

of the ESM are highlighted in Larson’s seminal publication; “it obtains information about the 
private as well as the public parts of people’s lives, it secures data about both behavioural and 
intrapsychic aspects of daily activity, and it obtains reports about people’s experience as it occurs, 
thereby minimizing the effects of reliance on memory and reconstruction” [198]. Since its 

introduction, the methodology has been used to study a wide range of topics (e.g., substance 

usage [309], educational practices [248], evaluation of ubicomp technology [154]) and has seen 

increased uptake in the HCI community [338], indicating the method’s wide applicability. 

ESM Study Configuration 
A core element of the ESM is to notify participants when to complete a certain questionnaire. 

Albeit the ESM in its original form only describes the use of randomly triggered notifications, 

the current consensus is to distinguish three main ESM notification trigger types [22, 338, 361]: 

• Signal contingent, in which the timing of notifications is randomised over a predefined 

duration; 

• Interval contingent, in which timing of notifications follows a predefined time schedule; 

• Event contingent, in which specific (measurable) events result in the presentation of a 

notification. These events can be related to the usage of the device (e.g., unlocking the 

device [344]), or following a change in readings from a device sensor (e.g., the 

microphone [200]). 

Literature highlights various concerns for each of these respective notification trigger 

types. Signal contingent notifications are unlikely to capture relatively rare events (e.g., 
interactions with friends or partners [361]), therefore requiring a longer study duration to 

collect a usable quantity of data. Interval contingent notifications are likely to be distant in time 

from the event being recorded, introducing retrospection bias [361]. In addition, the consistent 

repetition might result in participants being able to predict the occurrence of the next 

notification, possibly introducing cognitive bias [62]. Event contingent notifications rely solely 

on the event that is being observed, and in the case of an uncommon event only a few 

notifications will be sent to study participants. Event contingent notifications can also be prone 

to design bias as the result of contextual dissonance [200] — the choice of event triggering the 

notification directly influences the number of notifications. In addition, the ability to anticipate 

incoming alerts may result in behavioural reactivity [148]. 

In addition to these trigger-specific concerns, the literature also describes two concerns 

related to the general experience sampling methodology [301, 336]. By continuously asking 

participants to focus on one aspect of their lives, the method may not only measure but also 

influence the participant’s behaviour. This may have a positive outcome for the study 

participant (e.g., by acting as an intervention technique for mental health patients [336]), 

however it can also negatively affect the reliability of study results – this phenomenon is called 

measurement reactivity. Furthermore, response fatigue describes the notion that both the number 

and quality of participant responses decreases over time due to a decreasing interest in 

contributing to the study. We discuss both these concerns in more detail below. 
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Response Rate 
A study’s response rate (i.e., compliance rate) is the ratio of successfully answered questionnaire 

notifications over the received notifications. Many factors can potentially influence a 

participant’s response rate. Typically, a higher response rate reflects a more accurate 

observation of the participant’s experience, as a larger portion of the studied phenomenon is 

captured. Factors that have been identified to influence participants’ response rate include: 

participant attachment [198], study fatigue [319], technical difficulties (e.g., failure in 

transmission, crashes) [62], motivational elements (e.g., gamification) [339], as well as study 

design choices such as notification expiry time (allowing more time to answer a questionnaire 

before it expires). 

Various studies have investigated ways of increasing response rate in experience sampling 

studies. Litt et al. [212] describe the use of ‘booster’ telephone calls, in which participants 

received phone calls to encourage compliance. Naughton et al. [250] increase response rate by 

an average of 16% by sending a follow-up reminder after 24-hours, with little benefit reported 

on extending reminders to 48 hours. Kapoor and Horvitz [170] test four different sampling 

strategies, ranging in sophistication from randomly timed notifications to the use of a predictive 

interruptibility model. Employed on a desktop computer, the system identifies usage behaviour 

(e.g., typing) as well as external signals (e.g., calendar events). Interestingly, the different 

probing mechanisms led to a high difference in average number of notifications (4.65 

notifications for ‘decision-theoretic dynamic probing’, 21.35 notifications for random probing). 

In 73.08% of random notifications, participants indicated they were too busy to respond to the 

probe, whereas participants in the decision-theoretic dynamic probing condition indicated to 

be too busy in 46.63% of cases. Although participants indicated to be less busy in this model, the 

high difference in notifications highlights a potential pitfall of a dynamic notification scheme. 

Lathia et al. [200] compare the effect of four different sensor-based notification triggers 

(following a ‘social event’ (text message or phone call), change in location, microphone 

detecting silence, and microphone detecting noise). Their results show that these event-based 

sampling techniques do not collect responses distributed evenly over the course of day, 

introducing bias into the data collection. In addition, there are significant differences in the level 

of self-reported affect between these sensor-based schedules. While not further dissecting these 

differences, the authors note that “our design parameters influence the outcome, and any 
inferences made on such data should take into account that design will influence the view that 
researchers will build of their participants” [200]. Our study builds upon this work by collecting 

self-reports for which ground-truth data is available, allowing for the measurement of 

participant accuracy. 

Response Fatigue 
The gradual decline of response rate over the duration of the study is a well-documented 

phenomenon (e.g., [250, 319]). Hsieh et al. [151] were one of the first to study this behaviour, 

and improved participant compliance over time by providing visual feedback to the participant 

through a comparative study (visual feedback vs no feedback).  

Fuller-Tyszkiewicz et al. [110] investigate response fatigue and find that “demands of ESM 
protocol undermine quantity more so than quality of obtained data” [110]. Although the sample 
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size of the study was considerable (N = 105), the study duration was limited to 7 days – with 

many ESM studies being of longer duration. Reynolds et al. [284] report on a study on parent-

child relationships, using the methodologically related diary method over a period of 56 days. 

Participants were requested to complete one diary entry per day (as opposed to multiple daily 

entries in an ESM study). As the study progressed, participants completed less diary entries on 

weekdays, with no change on weekends. As child and parent separately reported on the same 

events, the authors analysed the change in agreement over time and found that the agreement 

between parent and child slightly declined as the study progressed. As such, response fatigue 

did not only affect response rate, but also the quality of the participant response [284]. 

Participant Response Accuracy 
The ESM is specifically designed to increase participant response accuracy by reducing reliance 

on participants’ long term memory to reconstruct past events [198]. Participant reflection on 

past events through long term memory has been shown to be unreliable, reducing the validity 

of collected research data [155]. However, the accuracy of ESM responses itself remains 

understudied [337], despite being referred to as the gold standard in measurement of affective 

experience of daily life and is used as a benchmark against other methods [192]. As affective 

experience is inherently personal, establishing a baseline to measure accuracy is challenging. In 

their analysis of reliability and validity of experience sampling for children with autism 

spectrum disorders, Chen et al. [49] ran a 7-day long study in which participants answered 

questions concerning their activity, experience, and emotion. Through a split-week analysis 

(comparing data from the start of the week to data from the end of the week), the authors find 

no significant difference between quality of experiences and associated emotions, suggesting a 

high internal reliability. 

6.4 Experimental Design 

We designed an experiment where participants use their smartphones to answer a set of 

questions regarding their perceived smartphone usage. In addition, we collected ground truth 

data by logging actual smartphone usage in the background. ESM notifications were presented 

according to one of the following experimental conditions: 

• Condition A - Signal contingent (random). The presentation of notifications is 

randomised (using a uniform randomisation scheme) over the duration of the day. We 

enforce a set limit of six notifications per day, without regards for the fact whether the 

notification is unanswered. The time-window within which the timing of the 

notifications is randomised ranges between 10:00 to 20:00 to avoid night-time alerts. 

• Condition B - Interval contingent (bi-hourly). Notifications are scheduled to occur 

every two hours between 10:00 and 20:00 (i.e., at 10:00, 12:00, […], 20:00). This results in 

a total of six notifications presented to our participants over the course of the day. 

• Condition C – Smartphone unlock (i.e., following an unlock event). Notifications 

are presented when the participant unlocks the mobile phone, considering pre-

configured time sets. Identical to Conditions A and B, we send a maximum of six 
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notifications per day. A time constraint is added to ensure notifications are spread over 

the duration of the day, consisting of 6 time-bins of equal duration (e.g., 10:00 to 11:40, 

11:40 to 13:20, […], 18:20 to 20:00). In case the phone has already been unlocked in the 

current time-bin, no new notification is shown — regardless of whether the notification 

was answered. If the phone of the participant is not unlocked in a given time-bin, no 

notification is shown. We chose the unlock event in our notification configuration 

because this event is widely used in the literature (e.g., [101, 134, 344, 371]) and acts as 

a precedent to many other smartphone interactions. As such, the design of our study 

does not aim to encompass all notification events or generalise to all possible event 

contingent configurations. 

All conditions have a maximum of six notifications per day. We applied a notification 

expiry time of 15 minutes after which the notifications were dismissed and no longer shown to 

the participant. In addition, we logged whether notifications expired or actively dismissed by 

the participant. Finally, participants were not able to initiate data submissions themselves. 

Study Parameters 
We use a balanced Latin Square to distribute our participants over the three conditions, reducing 

the risk of order effects (e.g., fatigue, loss of interest, learning) on our data. As we have an odd 

number of conditions in our study, we apply a double Latin Squares design (i.e., second square 

is a mirror of the first) in the distribution of our participants. For example, some participants 

begun our study in Condition C for a week, then switched to B for a week, and finally to A for 

another week. We balanced participants equally over each ‘square’ in the double Latin Square 

design. Our 21-day long deployment is in line with recommendations from Stone et al. [319] — 

data quality deteriorates after a period of 2-4 weeks. Each condition is applied for seven full 

days before a new condition is introduced, resembling an authentic study configuration as 

opposed to randomly distributing the conditions over the entire duration of this study. 

ESM Questionnaire 
All the ESM questions are identical in all conditions. The questionnaire consists of three 

questions regarding recent smartphone usage, one question on the level of interruption of the 

notification, and one self-assessment of the response accuracy. The questions on smartphone 

usage include the number of unique applications used (shown to be context dependent [79], 

thus changing throughout the day), duration of smartphone usage (both diverse across 

users [92] and challenging for users to estimate accurately [9]), and number of times the phone 

was turned on (challenging for users to accurately estimate [9]). We explicitly instructed 

participants to include the number of locked screen-glances (e.g., checking notifications, time) 

in their answers. We base our questions regarding the level of interruption of notification timing 

on work by Fischer et al. [101]. 

We phrase our question to specifically mention the amount of time since the last 

notification was presented, regardless of the fact whether this notification was answered by the 

participant. This also makes it clear for the participant as to what exactly is being asked. For 

example: “How many unique applications have you used since 12:00?”. For the first notification of 
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each day, we ask participants to answer the question for the timespan following 08:00 up to the 

current time. The question set consists of five questions in total. As aforementioned, three of 

those questions target smartphone usage (number of unique applications, duration of phone 

usage in minutes, and number of times the screen of the phone was turned on), presenting the 

participant with a numeric input field. The final two questions focus on the questionnaire itself 

(“How confident are you in your answers?” and “Was this an appropriate time to interrupt you with 
these questions?”). These last two questions present the participant with a 5-point Likert-scale 

ranging from [not at all confident / very inappropriate] to [very confident / very appropriate]. 

Finally, participants completed an exit questionnaire online after the study ended to collect 

information on general smartphone usage, notification-interaction habits, and the participants’ 

perception in answering the ESM questions. 

Data Collection 
Data was collected using a custom-made application that was installed through the Google Play 

Store (private beta release). The application was running continuously in the background of the 

participants’ personal device. Using this application, based on the AWARE mobile 

instrumentation framework [98], we collect not only the participants’ responses but also log, 

inter alia, the following data: phone usage, application usage, ESM answer, and ESM question 

status (i.e., expired, answered, dismissed). The application is also responsible for sending 

notifications to participants. Notifications appeared as regular notifications on the participants 

phone, with the questionnaire opening when the notification is touched. 

6.5 Method 

Recruitment 
A total of 24 participants participated in this study. We omit contributions from 4 participants 

who encountered miscellaneous device incompatibility issues leading to partial data loss, 

leaving 20 participants in total (average age 26.4 (± 4.6) years old, 5 women, 15 men). As a result, 

our Latin Square design (Section 3.1) is no longer complete. We report the final distribution of 

participants over conditions in Table 14. Participants were recruited from our university campus 

using mailing lists and had a diverse educational background. To minimise the novelty effect 

and ensure proper device operation, participants used their personal device. 

Procedure 
We invited all participants for an individual training session in our lab. During this session, we 

explained our interest in the way they use their smartphone in daily life. We did not inform 

them of the different contingency types that would be evaluated. To set expectations on the 

level of participant strain, we explained that we would send a maximum of six notifications per 

day between 10:00 and 20:00. In addition, we explained each of the five ESM questions one-by-

one to ensure participants understood the questions we asked them to answer. Following the 

explanation of the ESM questions, we informed participants about the data logging capabilities 

of our application and installed the necessary software on the participant’s phone. We explained 

to our participants how we interpret ‘smartphone usage’ for the purpose of this study: any 
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moment at which the smartphone screen is turned on. Participants were given practical 

examples to ensure their reports are in line with our expectations (e.g., listening to music with 

the screen turned off is not considered as usage). Due to technical limitations of Android OS, 

we are unable to distinguish between ‘real’ smartphone usage and the user putting away their 

phone after usage without turning off the screen (i.e., resulting in a timeout). We explicitly 

instructed participants to include the number of locked screen-glances (e.g., checking 

notifications, time) in their answers. All deployments lasted for 21 days, and were followed by 

an exit questionnaire. Participants received two movie vouchers as compensation. 

 

 A - Signal B - Interval C - Unlock 

Week 1 6 7 7 

Week 2 7 8 5 

Week 3 7 5 8 

Table 14. Final distribution of participants across conditions over study period. 

Data Analysis 
We aim to provide Bayesian statistics as currently discussed in the broader HCI community. 

This brings forward a focus on effect size and uncertainty in an attempt to “convey uncertainty 
more faithfully” [174] and provide a more useful presentation of our results for both academics 

and practitioners. To this end, we use Bayes factors over p-values for hypothesis testing and 

credible intervals (using highest posterior density) over confidence intervals. The use of p-

values has faced increased scrutiny (e.g., [171, 352]), mainly due to the incorrect interpretation 

and application by researchers.  

Bayes factors provide an intuitive way of comparing hypotheses by quantifying the 

likelihood of competing hypotheses as a ratio. This enables a direct comparison between models. 

For example, a Bayes factor of 15 indicates that the collected data is 15 times more probable if 

H1 were true than if the null hypothesis H0 were true. In formula form this becomes: 𝐵𝐹#$ 	=
'()|+#)
'()|+$)

, with D denoting data observed in the study. Throughout our analysis we use the 

BayesFactor package [241] for R. Given our within-subjects design, our analysis consists mainly 

of ‘Bayesian ANOVA’, as described in [292]. The BayesFactor provides default priors for 

common research designs. In our models, we consistently treat participants as a random factor 

as per the study’s design. Using posterior estimation, we compare the study conditions through 

credible intervals. Credible intervals are calculated using the 95% Highest Posterior Density 

interval (HPD) through the bayesboot package [16]. We adopt the interpretation of Bayes 

factors’ significance as put forward by Jeffreys [161] and refined by Lee and 

Wagenmakers [204]. 
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6.6 Results 

A theoretical maximum of 2520 notifications (840 per condition) could be sent during the study 

(6 notifications per day, 20 participants, 21 days). A total number of 2313 notifications were 

issued during the study. This difference is due to the phone running out of power, the phone 

being turned off, or the participant not using the device during a given timeslot (Condition C) 

– occurrences which are beyond our control. Our results highlight a considerable effect of 

condition on response rate, two out of three accuracy measures, and self-reported confidence 

levels. Study condition did not affect perceived level of interruption. We discuss the detailed 

results of each dependent variable below. 

Response Rate 
A total of 2313 ESM notifications were triggered over the duration of the study, with each 

notification consisting of 5 questions. The average response rate over all conditions was 59.7%. 

Many unanswered ESM questionnaires were the result of notification expiration (39.3% of total), 

with only 1.0% being actively dismissed by a participant. We sent a total of 814 randomly timed 

notifications in Condition A, and 806 scheduled notifications were sent for Condition B. For 

Condition C, a total of 693 notifications were sent upon phone unlock (out of a total of 4190 

unlock events between 10:00 and 20:00 for days on which Condition C was active, 16.5%). Table 

15 presents an overview of response rate results as split per condition. 

 

 A - Signal B - Interval C - Unlock 

Notifications sent 814 806 693 

Response rate 51.6% 51.6% 76.8% 

Notifications answered 420 416 532 

95% HPD [47.14, 56.89] [47.18, 56.73] [72.70, 81.83] 

Expired 46.5% 47.8% 22.1% 

Dismissed 1.9% 0.6% 1.1% 

Table 15. Notification behaviour and response rate. 

We compute the effect of condition on response rate. A JZS Bayes factor within-subjects 

ANOVA with default prior (non-informative Jeffreys prior) revealed a Bayes factor 

of 1.37 x 1020, providing extreme evidence for the existence of an effect of condition on response 

rate. We calculate a 95% HPD per condition and report these in Figure 24 and Table 15. 
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Figure 24. Posterior distribution of response rate. 

 

Figure 24 shows the overall effect of the three conditions on the participants’ response 

rate. As can been seen from Figure 25, Condition C results in the highest response rate for 17 

out of 20 participants. This shows that the effect is consistent across participants, even for those 

that have an overall lower tendency to respond to ESMs. 

 

 

Figure 25. Average response rate per participant and condition means (Condition A and B 

overlap). 

 
Effect of Day and Time on Response Rate 
Our study lasted 21 days, with the ESM response rate remaining fairly constant throughout the 

study. In Figure 26, a ‘wave’ effect is visible, indicating minor variance among participant 

clusters (study condition changed every 7 days). We compute the effect of relative study day on 

response rate, regardless of study condition. A JZS Bayes factor within-subjects ANOVA with 

default prior revealed a Bayes factor of 0.08, providing moderate evidence for the lack of effect 

of study day on response rate. The response rate changes over time of day, as visible in Figure 

26. Condition B display a sharp drop in response rate in the morning hours when compared to 

the other conditions. 
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Figure 26. Response rate over study day and time of day. 

Recall Accuracy 
We measure the recall accuracy of participants by comparing participants’ answers against the 

actual data as logged passively on participants’ phones. For the three questions focused on recall 

accuracy, we calculate both the mean average error (MAE) and the root-mean-square error 

(RMSE). MAE and RMSE are traditionally used to measure accuracy of a model’s prediction. 

Lower scores indicate higher accuracy. 

Usage Duration 
We asked participants to report the duration of their smartphone usages in minutes. We 

calculate the sum duration of phone usage activities for the time period as asked by each specific 

question. This is measured by calculating the time difference between the screen of the device 

being unlocked and the screen of the device being turned off. See Table 16 for an overview of 

these results. 

 

 A - Signal B - Interval C - Unlock 

Observed mean (SD) 24.55 (± 28.47) 27.36 (± 29.05) 17.10 (± 24.97) 

Self-reported mean (SD) 15.32 (± 16.38) 17.34 (± 16.93) 10.17 (± 18.45) 

Mean error ratio 0.32 (± 1.04) 0.33 (± 0.96) 0.37 (± 1.15) 

95% HPD [0.21, 0.42] [0.24, 0.43] [0.27, 0.47] 

MAE 14.99 16.66 12.81 

RMSE 24.98 26.56 25.31 

Table 16. Observed and reported screen usage duration (in minutes), including MAE and 

RMSE. 

For each answer provided by the participant we calculate the accompanying error ratio 

and apply a logarithmic function to normalise the data from the scale [0, Inf] to the scale [-Inf, 

Inf]. We then compute the effect of condition on this calculated error ratio. A JZS Bayes factor 

for a within-subjects ANOVA model with default prior revealed a Bayes factor of 0.02, providing 

very strong evidence for no effect of condition on the participants’ error. The posterior 
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distribution is shown in Figure 27, and highlights the overlap between conditions. We calculate 

the 95% HPD per condition and report these numbers in Table 16. Running the same test for 

effect of relative study day on the error value shows a Bayes factor of 0.01, providing very strong 

evidence that the participants’ answers were not affected by the longevity of the study. 

 

Figure 27. Posterior distribution of error ratio for self-reported usage duration. 

Figure 28 shows a scatterplot of self-reports on screen usage against the recorded 

observations (in minutes). To visualise the distribution of these two variables, we add marginal 

histograms to both axes. The value of self-reported observations is strongly clustered near 

‘round’ numbers (e.g., 5 min., 10 min., etc.), with a high number of usage durations reported in 

between the 0 and 5-minute mark. We find evidence that participants underestimate their 

smartphone usage duration. 

 

Figure 28. Recorded vs self-reported screen usage duration (in minutes). 

Number of Unique Applications 
Similar to the calculation of smartphone usage duration, we calculate the number of unique 

applications used by our participants in the specified time window. We first eliminate system 

applications (e.g., launchers, lockscreens) from out data as recommended in literature [166]. 
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Then we compare the observed number of unique application with the participant reports and 

calculate the corresponding MAE and RMSE per condition (Table 17). 

 

 

 

 A - Signal B - Interval C - Unlock 

Observed mean (SD) 5.17 (± 3.30) 5.43 (± 2.88) 3.51 (± 2.58) 

Self-reported mean (SD) 3.29 (± 2.95) 3.40 (± 2.57) 2.45 (± 1.72) 

Mean error ratio 0.37 (± 0.55) 0.39 (± 0.48) 0.24 (± 0.55) 

95% HPD [0.31, 0.43] [0.34, 0.44] [0.18, 0.30] 

MAE 2.67 2.58 1.80 

RMSE 4.06 3.63 2.65 

Table 17. Observed and reported unique applications used, including MAE and RMSE. 

 

Figure 29. Posterior distribution of error ratio for self-reported number of unique apps. 

The mean MAE was lowest in Condition C. First, we calculate the error ratio and again 

apply a logarithmic function to normalise the data to the scale [-Inf, Inf]. We compute the effect 

of condition on the error ratio in the reports submitted by our participants. A JZS Bayes factor 

for a within-subjects ANOVA model with default prior revealed a Bayes factor of 25.9, providing 

strong evidence for the effect of condition. We calculate the 95% HPD per condition and report 

these in Figure 29 and Table 17. We also calculate the effect of relative study day on error ratio 

and find a Bayes factor of 0.001, providing extreme evidence for a lack of effect of study day on 

error ratio. 
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Figure 30. Recorded vs self-reported number of apps. 

The scatterplot in Figure 30 shows the self-reported observations against recorded 

observations with regards to unique applications used. For the majority of measurement 

periods, participants used a low number of unique applications (less than 5). The scatterplot 

indicates that participants are underestimating their application usage when they use a larger 

number of applications. 

Screen-On Frequency 
Once again, we compare the answers as provided by our study participants with the collected 

ground truth data. We sum the number of times the screen was turned on in the time windows 

as specified in the questions. Then, we calculate the corresponding MAE and RMSE per 

condition. These results are presented in Table 18. 

 

 A - Signal B - Interval C - Unlock 

Observed mean (SD) 10.67 (± 11.49) 10.44 (± 7.49) 4.99 (± 6.58) 

Self-reported mean (SD) 6.08 (± 6.15) 6.63 (± 4.89) 4.10 (±4.32) 

Mean error ratio 0.43 (± 0.67) 0.38 (± 0.67) 0.12 (± 0.74) 

95% HPD [0.36, 0.50] [0.31, 0.44] [0.06, 0.19] 

MAE 5.93 5.70 3.65 

RMSE 10.36 8.25 6.99 

Table 18. Observed and reported number of times screen turned on, including MAE and RMSE. 
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Figure 31. Posterior distribution of error ratio for self-reported times screen on. 

The mean MAE was lowest in Condition C. We calculate the error ratio and apply a 

logarithmic function to normalise the data, and the compute the effect of condition on the error 

ratio. A JZS Bayes factor within-subjects ANOVA with default prior revealed a Bayes factor 

of  6.34 x 109, providing extreme evidence for an effect of condition on participant error. We 

calculate the 95% HPD per condition and report these numbers in Figure 31 and Table 18. 

Additionally, a within-subjects ANOVA indicated extreme evidence for the lack of effect of 

study day on error rate (Bayes factor = 0.004). 

 

Figure 32. Recorded vs self-reported screen on frequency. 

The scatterplot in Figure 32 shows the frequency of screen turn on events, as collected 

from participant self-reports and collected ground truth. We see that especially for higher 

frequencies in screen on events, participants underestimate these events. The histogram of self-

reported observations shows a less visible version of the trend shown in Figure 5, where self-

reports are clustered around ‘round’ numbers. 

Confidence 
Each ESM questionnaire asked participants to rate their confidence in the accuracy of their 

answers. Mean confidence scores are 3.28 (± 0.97), 3.20 (± 1.01), and 3.54 (± 0.99) for Conditions 
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A, B, and C respectively. We compute the effect of condition on the reported confidence. A JZS 

Bayes factor within-subjects ANOVA with default prior revealed a Bayes factor of 5.10 x 105, 

providing extreme evidence for an effect of condition on reported confidence. We calculate 

the 95% HPD per condition: [3.19, 3.38], [3.10, 3.29], and [3.46, 3.62] for Conditions A, B, and C 

respectively. Figure 33 shows the distribution of the posterior. In addition, we compute the 

effect of relative study day on participant’s confidence level. This results in a Bayes factor 

of < 0.001, providing extreme evidence for the lack of an effect of study day on reported 

confidence. 

 

Figure 33. Posterior distribution for self-reported confidence levels. 

Level of Interruption 
Final question of each questionnaire asked participants to rate the level of interruption. Mean 

scores for each condition are 3.78 (± 1.20), 3.81 (± 1.24), and 3.78 (± 1.27) for Condition A, B, and 

C respectively. We compute the effect of condition on the perceived level of interruption for 

each questionnaire. A JZS Bayes factor within-subjects ANOVA with default prior revealed a 

Bayes factor of 0.11, providing moderate evidence for a lack of effect of condition on perceived 

interruption. We calculate the 95% HPD per condition: [3.67, 3.90], [3.69, 3.92], and [3.67, 3.89] 

for Conditions A, B, and C respectively (see Figure 34). We also compute the effect of relative 

study day on the perceived level of interruption, and find a Bayes factor of 0.005, providing 

extreme evidence for the lack of an effect of study day on perceived interruption. 

 

 

Figure 34. Posterior distribution for self-reported level of interruption. 
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Notification Trigger 
The time of notification trigger has a direct effect on the elapsed time since ‘asked upon time’ 

(time as displayed in the questions; e.g., “[...] used since [xx.xx]?”). Elapsed time thus indicates 

the timespan for which participants must answer a question. The notification trigger is 

randomised in Condition A, thus resulting in a wide range of elapsed time durations. 

Condition B presents a notification every 2 hours, providing a constant elapsed time of 120 

minutes. In Condition C, notifications are triggered depending on when participants use their 

phone. Condition C is therefore the only condition in which notification presentation is not 

controlled by a system designed schedule. 

We visualise the effect of condition on this elapsed time using a density plot (Figure 35). 

Condition B is omitted from the plot as it is centred at the 120-minute mark, and including it 

reduces the readability of the graph. Condition A has an average elapsed time of 113 minutes, 

Condition B an average of 122 minutes, and Condition C results in the shortest elapsed time of 

87 minutes. The density of Condition C shows a strong tendency for a shorter elapsed time 

when compared with Condition A. This difference can be accounted for by the frequent (but 

brief duration) of smartphone usage, as has been reported in the literature [32, 96]. By 

multiplying the average elapsed time with the number of daily notifications and the condition’s 

respective response rate, we find the average daily time covered by the answered ESM 

questions; 349.85 minutes for Condition A, 377.71 minutes for Condition B, and 400.90 minutes 

for Condition C. 

 

 

Figure 35. Condition differences in asked upon time and notification presentation. Vertical 

lines indicate condition means. Condition B omitted for visibility. 

6.7 Discussion 

Previous work has identified various factors that influence participant responses in experience 

sampling (e.g., motivation [198], feedback visualisations [151], gamification [339]). Here, we 

systematically investigate the effect of a notification schedule (i.e., contingency) on response 

rate, recall accuracy, and participants’ perception (interruption and confidence). Based on the 

literature indicating that various personal factors influence response rate (e.g., participant 

attachment [198], study fatigue [319]), we use a within-subjects design to minimise the effect 

of individual motivation. Our results show a consistently higher response rate when using the 
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smartphone unlock event strategy versus a signal or interval configuration. Furthermore, our 

results indicate that recall accuracy is higher in the unlock-based condition for two out of three 

recall metrics. To assist researchers in both their study design and data analysis, we highlight 

insights on the effect of different contingency configurations on response rate and 

recall accuracy. 

We use Bayesian analysis instead of a frequentist approach. While the latter is more 

common within the HCI-community, the former has certain key advantages. Using frequentist 

statistics (and accompanying p-values) often leads to misinterpretation by researchers [171] and 

to a focus on the existence of an effect rather than the size of the effect. In addition, Bayesian 

statistics have been hailed as better-suited for the HCI community – in which relatively small 

sample sizes are typical [42]. Using a Bayesian approach, researchers can more precisely 

compare novel conditions (e.g., a more complex event contingent notification schedule) against 

known conditions (our unlock event based configuration) [175]. 

Response Rate 
Our results show a considerable difference in the response rate between conditions, with a 

response rate of 51.6% for both Condition A and B, and a response rate of 76.8% for Condition C. 

As a result of the contingency configuration as driven by the participants’ smartphone usage, 

Condition C also resulted in the fewest notifications send out: 693 notifications versus 814 

and 806 in Conditions A and B respectively. Despite the overall lower number of notifications, 

the higher response rate in Condition C eventually results in 27% more answered questionnaires 

when compared to Conditions A and B: 532 questionnaires for Condition C, 420 for Condition A, 

and 416 for Condition B. 

The increase in response rate in Condition C highlights the relevancy of work on user 

interruptibility for experience sampling studies. There is a plethora of ways in which an event 

contingent notification scheme can be configured, including phone usage (e.g., screen 

unlock [344]), sensor readings (e.g., location [109]), and events external to the device (e.g., 
experiencing a headache [181]). While the smartphone unlock is only one possible event 

contingent study protocol, its premise is straightforward; we only notify a participant when we 

know the smartphone is actively used. As a result, we rely on participants to actively use their 

smartphones throughout the day. Our results show the advantage of this strategy for both 

researchers (higher response rate and more completed responses) and study participants 

(decrease in total number of notifications). 

Zhang et al. [371] examined unlock journaling as a diary entry technique and compared it 

to notification reminders and presenting no reminders at all (participants created diary entries 

on their own). While the diary method is distinct from ESM, the results are in line with our 

findings. Unlock journaling allows participants to input data while unlocking their phone, as 

opposed to opening a notification or separate application. This input ‘field’ was displayed every 

time the participants started using their phone, and resulted in a higher response rate than the 

other (aforementioned) conditions, as well as a reducing experienced intrusiveness. Our results 

also show an increased response rate when presenting an alert as soon as the participant starts 

using their phone. While Zhang et al. [371] offered the possibility to answer a question on each 

phone unlock, we limited our study to a maximum of six notifications per day. This design 
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choice helps to keep the study unobtrusive and ensures that the topic at hands is not 

continuously brought to the attention of the participant – a potential source of measurement 

reactivity [284, 336]. 

Participant response rate, although not always reported by researchers [338], can differ 

considerably between participants. This is problematic, as the general interpretation of collected 

ESM answers will be skewed towards those participants that did actively contribute. As a result, 

researchers are sometimes forced to remove from the analysis participants with a low number 

of contributions (e.g., [90]). Figure 25 shows the response rate per participant in our study, 

including the mean response rate over all participants per condition. Just like in related work, 

the response rates in our study differ considerably between participants. However, Figure 25 

shows that for 17/20 participants, Condition C outperforms both Conditions A and B. This 

shows that Condition C’s notification configuration works across a wide range of participants, 

including both active contributors as well as those with an overall lower response rate. 

Context is an important aspect to consider when conducting ESM studies. As the context 

of a participant regularly changes throughout the day, it is common practice for ESM 

questionnaires to disappear after a given amount of time – better known as notification expiry 

time [338]. In this study, a 15-minute expiry time was used. Given that notifications were 

therefore disappearing in 15 minutes, it is likely that participants in Condition A and B have 

simply missed some of these notifications altogether (rather than actively ignoring them) – 

contributing to the lower response rates in these conditions. However, keeping these 

notifications alive for longer durations of time goes against the in situ nature of Experience 

Sampling. This approach therefore aligns with current practice of researchers utilising the ESM. 

Summarised, a study’s contingency configuration can significantly affect response rates. 

In our study, delivering notification when participants unlocked their smartphones achieved 

the highest response rates. This contingency resulted in fewer sent notifications (compared to 

the other conditions), and a higher number of answered notifications. Remarks from study 

participants highlight how a participant’s typical smartphone behaviour may affect response 

rates, and why many ESM notifications typically go unanswered; “I usually don't notice 
notifications when I am away from home/work, because I used to keep my phone in the bag and 
check it only when I need it.” (P12), and “I keep my phone in silence all the time, to not get distracted 
by the notifications too often.” (P19). A participant with Condition C scheduled for the last week 

remarks; “By the end, the notifications were appearing right when I was free and could easily 
answer the question.” (P02). Based on these participant comments, presentation of notifications 

following phone unlock has a positive effect on both availability and visibility (i.e., participants 

are aware that a notification was received and are available and willing to answer it). We assume 

that in Condition C, participants noticed all notifications (visibility of 100%), and that those 

questionnaires that went unanswered are primarily the result of being interrupted in an 

ongoing activity (76.8% availability). For Conditions A and B, which feature almost identical 

response rates, almost half of the notifications either went by unnoticed or arrived at a time at 

which the participant was unable or unwilling to answer. 
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Day and Time 
Studies employing ESM typically run for a relatively short amount of time, following the 

observation that data quality decreases after a period of two to four weeks [319]. As shown in 

Figure 26, a small reduction in overall response rate (across study conditions) is visible across 

the total duration of the study. Dividing the study in 1-week bins shows a response rate of 62.3%, 

58.3%, and 56.6% for study week 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Figure 26 shows participants’ response 

rate over the duration of the day. Condition B, in which questionnaires are presented every 

other hour (10:00, 12:00, [...]), shows a very low response rate in the morning, which increases 

in the afternoon (even surpassing Condition C), before dropping slightly in the evening. 

Poppinga et al. [271] investigate receptivity of smartphone notifications, and their results also 

indicate a low response rate in morning hours, surpassed only by a lower response rate during 

the night. However, this does not explain the stark difference between conditions for these 

hours. Condition B is the only condition in which participants could precisely anticipate 

notifications, potentially causing a lower response rate as participants did not want to be 

interrupted at the start of their day by an (expected) ESM questionnaire. 

The exit questionnaire answers also highlight a difference between participants. Several 

participants commented that their willingness to answer diminished during the study – “First 
week was ok, later my willingness to answer was decreasing fast. I was happy when it ended.” (P12) 

and “Last couple of days I had to motivate myself by remembering the goal and that it's about a 
real study.” (P10). Others mentioned that their willingness to respond remained the same; “I 
think I had good motivation throughout the study.” (P13) and “My willingness to answer 
notifications didn't change during the study.” (P03). Unsurprisingly, none of the participants 

commented that their response rate increased over time. 

Recall Accuracy 
Recall accuracy reflects participants’ ability to accurately reflect on their mobile phone usage. 

Previous work shows the inherent difficulty of reflecting on one’s own mobile phone usage [9]. 

As shown in Figure 35, Condition C resulted in the shortest time elapsed between notification 

onset and the time as presented in the question. Revisitation of phone usage often occurs in 

short time intervals [166, 344], and frequently throughout the day [32, 96]. As a direct result of 

this participant behaviour, Condition C resulted in participants reflecting on a shorter period of 

time. This naturally affects their recall accuracy, as a shorter time period allows for easier 

reconstruction. Researchers requiring a certain minimum time period to be covered in ESM 

questionnaires can impose a minimum time difference between notifications. 

Comparing between the study conditions, the results indicate that the Condition C resulted 

in the most accurate data on two of the three metrics (‘unique applications used’, ‘number of 

screen on events’, but not for ‘usage duration’). For the ‘usage duration’ metric, no differences 

exist between conditions. Furthermore, although participants’ self-reported confidence scores 

are relatively similar between conditions (3.28, 3.20, and 3.54 for Conditions A, B, and C 

respectively), our results indicate that these self-reported confidence scores do provide an 

indication of the accuracy of the participants’ answers.  

Our results show that participants’ recall accuracy was significantly affected by the 

notification schedule. Because the event contingent schedule is driven by the behaviour of our 
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study participants, the time window over which they were asked to reflect on their notifications 

differed between conditions (Figure 35). A potential drawback of this result is that each 

individual data point provides a shorter area of duration when compared to the other conditions. 

However, given the considerable difference in response rate between these conditions, 

Condition C still resulted in the most complete average daily coverage. Participants provided a 

variety of comments when asked about the accuracy of their answers. Several participants 

suspect that their accuracy decreased over time; “I believe that the accuracy might have decreased 
with time.” (P10), “I guess first week I was more motivated, it was something new and I wanted to 
provide high quality results” (P12), whereas others indicated belief that their accuracy increased 

over time due to the learning effect; “It became easier to answer questions accurately after one 
week” (P18). 

Recall accuracy, or more generally ‘answer quality’, has received less (methodological) 

attention in the ESM literature compared to response rate – most likely given the challenge in 

assessing the quality of answers. Literature describes that, participants that feel valued, believe 

the study is of importance, are not highly burdened by the study, and feel responsible to the 

researcher produce the highest data quality [60, 198]. Conner and Lehman [60] state that fixed 

schedules (i.e., interval contingent) result in the least burden to participants, while variable 

sampling (i.e., signal contingent) introduces a high risk for participant burden. Our results 

quantify the experienced level of interruption through self-reports, and do not show a difference 

in experienced level of interruption between conditions. These self-reports are, however, limited 

to moments at which the participant completed a questionnaire. The event contingent 

configuration notified participants when they unlocked their phone, with a set maximum of 

notifications equally distributed over the day – as such, this schedule was both fixed and 

variable. Even though questionnaire notifications arrived at moments in which participants 

were about to use their phone, this did not lead to a decrease in self-reported level of 

interruption. 

The analysis of recall accuracy in this study is limited to objective data (smartphone usage). 

It is not clear whether or how different notification schedules would influence more subjective 

data such as emotions or thoughts. Usage of smartphones has been shown to be far from an 

emotionally neutral activity (e.g., smartphone overuse [206]), especially when it concerns the 

use of social media networks [8]. Using an unlock-based trigger to show an ESM questionnaire 

could therefore result in undesired side effects. As participants were able to provide an 

indication on the accuracy of their answers, researchers could consider asking participants to 

report their confidence after completing a questionnaire. This self-reported accuracy label can 

be used as a parameter in assessing the accuracy of participant answers when missing ground 

truth data. 

Numerical Bias 
As can be seen in Figure 28, participants favoured numeric responses ending in 0 and 5. This 

preference for ‘round’ numbers has been previously identified in literature (e.g., preference for 

round numbers in a guessing task [291]). The effect is less pronounced in Figure 30, and not 

visible in Figure 32 – intuitively this is the result of the larger scale among which participants 

make their estimation. This is in line with results from Baird et al. [18]. Upon reflection in the 
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exit questionnaire, some of the participants were aware of their ‘numerical bias’, leaving 

comments as “I tried to be accurate but especially with bigger numbers I had to estimate nearest 5 
mins.” (P07) The literature discusses various sources of potential bias in different configurations 

of experience sampling (e.g., contextual dissonance for sensor triggered notifications 

Lathia et al. [200]). To the best of our knowledge, the effect of numerical bias has not been 

previously studied in the context of ESM. Researchers should be aware of their participants’ 

bias towards round numbers, especially with a large answer range. 

Interval-Informed Event Contingency 
Although resulting in the highest response rate in our study, a smartphone-unlock trigger may 

not translate well to other studies. First, the phenomenon under investigation may simply 

require a different type of sensing, for instance by relying on the microphone or accelerometer. 

Second, participants may anticipate incoming alerts, potentially resulting in behavioural 

reactivity [148]. However, this depends highly on the chosen sensor. Previous work shows both 

a high daily frequency [32, 96] and revisitation habit [344] of smartphone usage. In our case, 

while study participants may realise that unlocking a device could lead to an incoming 

notification, the number of notifications is typically only a small subset of the total number of 

smartphone unlocks during the day (16.5% in our study, considering only unlocks inside the 

time bin). Third, as discussed by Lathia et al. [200], event contingent triggers may lead to design 

bias as the result of contextual dissonance. We partially offset this problem by not requiring 

participant input on every unlock but instead offer a schedule which limits and distributes the 

event contingent triggers over the duration of the day. Future work should explore how other 

methodological parameters such as questionnaire length, complexity of the task, or number of 

daily notifications affect the widely-used unlock event. For example, as smartphone usage 

sessions are usually short in duration [344], participants might be willing to answer a short 

questionnaire upon unlocking their phone. However, as the length of the questionnaire 

increases – the increased response rate as established in this study may disappear. As 

smartphone usage is diverse in nature, changing usage styles may also play an important role 

in answering ESM requests. For example, usage sessions driven by proactive usage (i.e., the 

participant decided to use the phone without any trigger) rather than notification-driven usage 

may indicate that the participant has time available to answer a questionnaire. 

As shown in Figure 26, our results show that the smartphone-unlock trigger was able to 

obtain a high response rate across the duration of the day and thus cover the entire selected 

time period. These results are limited to only one event (phone unlock) and do not necessarily 

generalise to all possible configurations of an event contingent schedule. We highlight the 

opportunity for researchers to combine different contingency types in the design of their study. 

As in our study, a time schedule can be orthogonal to the event contingency — in our case to 

both prevent ESM notifications each time the phone was unlocked and to balance ESMs over 

the duration of the day. We term this specific event contingent configuration interval-informed 
event contingency. This type of configuration has proven useful before (e.g., [178]), as it allows 

for sampling at the occurrence of a given event with reassurance that participants are not 

overburdened and questions are spread over duration of the day. Logically, researchers can 

randomise the presentation of notifications following an event. While this does not guarantee 
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the presentation of notifications over the duration of the day, it does eliminate the possibility 

for participants to infer the next ESM notification. We term this notification strategy signal-
informed event contingency. Both of these two contingency combinations ensure that 

predictability of an incoming questionnaire is considerably reduced or even removed, while still 

ensuring that participants receive the notification following the specified event. In the case of a 

smartphone unlock event, as was tested in this study, this results in an increased visibility to 

the participant. 

Limitations 
We recognize several limiting issues in the work. Our participant sample consisted solely of 

university students, while commonly used among researchers, this population’s smartphone 

usage behaviour may be atypical. Second, the experience sampling methodology is also applied 

to ask participants to reflect on their emotional state. In this study, we measured an objective 

metric, smartphone usage, to answer our research questions on recall accuracy. Validation is 

required to support our findings in the context of quantifying emotions. Due to technical 

limitations, we were unable to distinguish between actual smartphone usage and the state of 

the smartphone screen. As a result, participants who did not turn off the screen of their phone 

but instead waited for the screen to turn itself off (i.e., timeout time) may have underestimated 

their recorded smartphone usage. We obviated this problem by providing clear instructions to 

our participants during individual intake sessions. Furthermore, due to the within-subjects 

design any atypical smartphone behaviour of individual participants did not affect the 

comparison between conditions. Third, due to the design and duration of our study, we are 

unable to make any conclusions on the long-term effects of the tested notification schedules. 

Finally, the results of our event contingent condition only apply to the chosen event (i.e., 
smartphone unlock) and cannot be generalised to other events. The event of smartphone unlock 

was chosen as it represents a commonly used event, rather than a representation of all possible 

event triggers. We expect that the use of an event that is less indicative of the participant’s 

availability to using their phone (e.g., a change in location) would result in a different outcome. 

6.8 Conclusion 

In this paper, we systematically compared three established ESM contingency strategies. We 

conducted a 21-day field study with 20 participants, combining mobile instrumentation and 

experience sampling to measure the response rate and recall accuracy of participants in 

answering questions about their smartphone usage. Our results show that smartphone-unlock 
triggering leads to an increased response rate. Albeit sending less notifications, and thus 

reducing participant strain, a higher absolute number of questionnaires was completed than in 

the other two conditions. The recall accuracy of our participants was considerably higher in the 

smartphone-unlock condition as well. We observe a reduced recall time for this condition as the 

result of frequent mobile usage sessions throughout the day. These results align with the 

premise of experience sampling, in which participants’ accuracy suffers less from recall bias 

when compared to other methods due to a shorter ‘reflection period’. 
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Our findings on response rate and recall accuracy quantify the effects of this 

methodological configuration for experience sampling studies. We show that the different 

scheduling configurations do effect participants’ response rate and recall accuracy. This is an 

important observation for researchers utilising this method. The questions presented to our 

participants focused on objective and measurable information on their smartphone usage rather 

than for example the participant’s emotional states, allowing us to obtain highly reliable ground 

truth data. Using a notification scheme based on the participants’ smartphone usage, our results 

indicate that researchers can considerably increase both response rate and recall accuracy of 

their ESM studies while lowering participant burden. In future work, we aim to predict the 

accuracy and response rate of participants. This would allow researchers to either prime 

participants at the most opportune moment or take expected accuracy into account during data 

analysis. 
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7 Article V. Context-Informed Scheduling and 
Analysis: Improving Accuracy of Mobile Self-Reports 

The presented study investigates the effect of contextual factors on response accuracy in ESM 
studies. We collect participant accuracy across three distinct questions: a cognitive test, a recall 
question, and an arithmetic task. Through a mixed-effects model-based approach informed by 
previous literature, we identify contextual factors such as current smartphone usage and long 
completion time as an indicator of a low response accuracy. Researchers can use our findings both 
to assess the quality of participant responses as well as to inform the scheduling of future ESM 
questionnaires in order to improve response accuracy. We offer actionable recommendations for 

future ESM studies to optimise the accuracy of participant responses.5 

7.1 Abstract 

Mobile self-reports are a popular technique to collect participant labelled data in the wild. While 

literature has focused on increasing participant compliance to self-report questionnaires, 

relatively little work has assessed response accuracy. In this paper, we investigate how 

participant context can affect response accuracy and help identify strategies to improve the 

accuracy of mobile self-report data. In a 3-week study we collect over 2,500 questionnaires 

containing both verifiable and non-verifiable questions. We find that response accuracy is 

higher for questionnaires that arrive when the phone is not in ongoing or very recent use. 

Furthermore, our results show that long completion times are an indicator of a lower accuracy. 

Using contextual mechanisms readily available on smartphones, we are able to explain up 

to 13% of the variance in participant accuracy. We offer actionable recommendations to assist 

researchers in their future deployments of mobile self-report studies. 

7.2 Introduction 

The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [199], also known as Ecological Momentary 

Assessment [311, 338], is widely used to obtain in situ data on a variety of research topics, 

including affective state [302], activities [69], and technology usage [62, 281]. Participants in 

ESM studies answer a set of questions, i.e. self-reports, throughout the day, typically for 1-3 

weeks [68]. As researchers rely on the input of study participants rather than direct observation, 

attaining a sufficient level of accuracy and frequency of completed self-reports is crucial. 

Previous literature has focused on answer frequency, for example by timing questionnaires 

based on participant context [290] or by increasing motivation [151, 339]. However, assessing 

the accuracy of ESM responses has received little attention in the literature, despite the 

considerable implications for study results. Researchers tend to assume that all ESM responses 

                                                   
5 This Article is published as: N. van Berkel, J. Goncalves, P. Koval, S. Hosio, T. Dingler, D. Ferreira, and 
V. Kostakos. 2019. Context-Informed Scheduling and Analysis: Improving Accuracy of Mobile Self-Reports. 
Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, 51:01-51:12. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3290605.3300281. 
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are accurate, without further validating this assumption. For this reason, self-reports of low 

accuracy can be detrimental in biasing or contaminating study data. With an increased uptake 

of the ESM in both HCI and the wider scientific community [338], enhancing the accuracy of 

participant-labelled data is increasingly important. 

While it is well-known that cognitive performance differs across individuals [66], human 

cognition also varies from moment-to-moment. Previous work shows that a person's context 

can influence cognitive performance [304], including time of day [304, 359], mental state [27, 

65], and smartphone usage [152, 193]. In addition, literature on designing ESM studies warns 

that the study's methodological configuration, e.g., number of daily questionnaires [62], study 

duration [319, 338], can affect participant motivation. However, the effect of such (contextual) 

factors on the accuracy of self-reports has not been previously quantified. 

In this paper, we systematically investigate the contextual factors that influence response 

accuracy in ESM studies. We asked participants to answer objective and verifiable questions in 
situ. Our verifiable questions consisted of a working memory, a recall, and an arithmetic task. 

In addition, we asked participants to report on their affective state – a common question type 

in ESM studies [302]. Furthermore, we unobtrusively gathered data on participant interaction 

with their mobile devices. From these data, we are able to empirically identify the effect of 

mobile context on ESM response accuracy. Our results show that participant accuracy is higher 

when the number of recent phone interactions is limited and the phone is not in active use. We 

also show that accuracy degrades after two weeks of study duration, and that long question 

completion times are an indicator of reduced accuracy. Based on these results, we offer 

actionable recommendations that allow researchers to assess and improve the quality of 

ESM data. 

7.3 Related Work 

The ESM was originally introduced by Csikszentmihalyi and Larson in the late 1970s [68]. In 

Experience Sampling, participants are actively reminded to complete a questionnaire - often 

multiple times throughout the day. Use of this methodology has seen an increased uptake in the 

HCI community as well as related disciplines, such as Psychology and Behavioural 

Medicine [338]. Response rate, defined as the number of completed questionnaires divided by 

number of presented questionnaires [338], has long been used as an important indicator of the 

completeness of the measured phenomenon. As such, a variety of previous work has explored 

ways to increase participant response rate [62, 151, 290, 339]. In this study, however, we aim to 

gain insights into the accuracy of participant responses in ESM studies. 

Participant Accuracy in Experience Sampling 
Klasnja et al. [188] studied participants' ability to accurately recall the duration of two physical 

routine activities (sitting and walking) across six different scheduling strategies (including 

variations on a randomised, time-based, and journal-based (i.e., proactive self-reports) 

schedule). Recall error reduced as the number of daily questionnaires increased (and 

participants thus reported on shorter time spans). Klasnja et al. conclude that a fixed schedule 
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(interval-contingent) leads to the highest accuracy in participant recall, and advise 5 to 8 

notifications per day as an optimal balance between accuracy and annoyance [188]. 

However, the use of fixed schedules has also been criticised. When using a fixed schedule, 

participants can anticipate the next questionnaire and potentially adjust their behaviour 

accordingly [307]. Furthermore, an interval-contingent configuration is likely to repeatedly 

assess the same event (e.g., start of a lecture) [361]. Investigating an alternative input technique 

for ESM questionnaires, Truong et al. [331] present a mechanism to answer questions during 

device unlock. Participants answered, inter alia, math questions as a ground-truth task, with 

81% of these questions answered correctly. However, the authors did not report on any 

inferences made on the effect of different contexts on participant accuracy. 

A popular and straightforward technique to identify and subsequently remove low-

accuracy responses is the removal of responses with suspiciously fast completion times, as for 

example suggested by McCabe et al. [227] (0.5 seconds) or Van Berkel et al. [338] (two standard 

deviations below the mean). However, these suggestions are arbitrary in nature and have not 

been empirically verified. Other studies have suggested the removal of participants with an 

overall low response rate, as the collected data paints an incomplete picture of the collected 

parameters. This is again, however, an arbitrary practice, with different cut-off values being 

used in different studies (e.g., less than 50% of tasks completed [369]). 

Working Memory 
The ESM seeks to reduce reliance on human memory by asking participants to reflect on a short 

period of time [155]. By reflecting on current or recent events rather than on an entire day, 

ecological validity is retained and accuracy is less reliant on the participant's ability to 

accurately reconstruct past events [69, 155]. Although this effectively reduces reliance on 

participant's long term memory, working memory remains an important factor in answering 

ESM questionnaires. Working memory is described as “a brain system that provides temporary 
storage and manipulation of the information necessary for such complex cognitive tasks as 
language comprehension, learning, and reasoning.” [17]. As such, working memory is a crucial 

component in the completion of ongoing tasks: “cognitive tasks can be completed only with 
sufficient ability to hold information as it is processed.” [65]. 

Furthermore, working memory capacity has been shown to fluctuate within-persons at a 

range of timescales. At the micro timescale of seconds, working memory capacity may be 

reduced when experiencing acute stress [27]. At a meso timescale of hours, working memory 

capacity has been shown to vary according to circadian processes, with the highest performance 

at times of peak alertness (i.e., morning for older adults and evening for younger adults [304, 

359]). Finally, at the macro level of days, working memory performance gradually increases 

from Monday to Wednesday after which performance declines and stabilises from Thursday to 

Sunday [195]. 

Recent work utilising the ESM has seen an increase in task complexity [62, 281, 339] and 

requiring different cognitive abilities. Thus, in the current study we examine how moment-to-

moment fluctuations in working memory relate to ESM response accuracy. 
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ESM Study Parameters 
The maximum number of daily questionnaire notifications is defined as the study's ‘inquiry 

limit’. Although a higher number of answered questionnaires leads to a more complete overview 

of the participant’s day, a higher inquiry limit increases participant burden. The literature 

describes several ways to reduce participant burden. These include minimising the use of open-

ended questions [62], setting a sensible inquiry limit [62], and reducing questionnaire items 

(e.g., remove items based on current context [338]). 

The scheduling of ESM triggers can be grouped into three categories: signal-, interval-, and 

event-contingent [361]. Each scheduling type can introduce a certain bias; time-based triggers 

favour frequently occurring contexts, whereas sensor-based triggers “generate a different view 
of behaviour than more a complete sampling would provide” [200]. Wheeler and Reiss recommend 

a signal-contingent schedule when the goal is to minimise recall bias [361]. Recent 

developments explore the use of more intelligent scheduling techniques. For example, 

Rosenthal et al. [290] establish a participant’s level of interruptibility based on context. Iqbal 

and Bailey [158] demonstrate that optimising interruption mid-task reduces resumption lag. 

Finally, Ho and Intille [146] demonstrate that messages delivered when participants transition 

to a new activity are better received. In our study, we aim to provide new insights into the 

accuracy of collected ESM responses. We systematically investigate the effect of participant 

context and study design through a questionnaire containing verifiable questions. This study 

aims to support a more informed ESM scheduling in relation to the accuracy of self-reports. 

 

Figure 36. Questions as presented to participants.  

A) Affect. B) Working memory. C) Recall. D) Addition. 

7.4 Methodology 

To systematically investigate how the accuracy of participants’ answers varies as the result of 

their (mobile) context, we collected human input data through our questionnaire (detailed 

below) as well as a range of contextual sensor information on the phone. We conducted a study 

by collecting data via a custom-build smartphone application. Once installed on a participant’s 

phone, the application continuously collected contextual data and presented questionnaires in 

accordance with the questionnaire schedule (detailed below). Participants were not informed 

about the correctness of their answers at any point throughout the study. 
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 Non-verifiable: 
Affect 

Verifiable: 
Digit span 

 
Phone usage 

 
Arithmetic 

Construct Affective state Working memory Recall ability Participant effort 

Motivation Traditionally 
frequently used 
measurement 
construct in self-
report studies. 

Good representation 
of participant’s ability 
to complete higher 
order cognitive tasks, 
accuracy fluctuates 
over time. 

Recall of 
experiences is 
frequently used in 
ESM studies and 
has a long history, 
starting with initial 
ESM studies. 

Use of explicitly 
verifiable 
questions has 
been used to 
filter fraudulent 
contributors and 
increase effort 
by participants. 

Relevant 
studies 

Wide array of 
studies on 
subjective well-
being [302]. 

Studies featuring 
higher order cognitive 
tasks (e.g., [57, 281, 
339]). 

Most ESM studies 
on time or 
frequency of 
activities (e.g., [69, 
365]). 

Used in [331], 
extensive use of 
verifiable 
questions in 
crowdsourcing. 

Table 19. Summary of questions included in study questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Items 
We describe the individual questionnaire items in detail, and offer an overview in Table 19. Our 

question selection focuses on verifiable questions given the increased usage of the ESM in 

studies with a focus on non-intrapsychic participant observations (i.e., participant answers can 

be verified or compared with one another [281, 339]) and the ability to measure participant 

accuracy as based on the available ground-truth data. 

Affect self-assessment 
The first question consists of two Likert-scales in which participants quantify their current 

affective state (Figure 36-A). Participants were asked to report their current level of arousal and 

valence, following Russell’s circumplex model of affect [294]. Self-assessment of affective state 

is widely used in the ESM [302]. As we are unable to assess the accuracy of participants’ 

reported affect, we will consider affect as a contextual variable in our analysis of participant 

accuracy. The three remaining questions are presented in random order as to diminish order 

effects. We chose to present the self-assessment of current affect prior to the remaining 

questions to ensure that participants’ affect is not modulated by their performance on the other 

questions. 

Working memory - Digit span 
The working memory task is based on a widely used task in experimental psychology, known 

as the forward digit-span test (Figure 36-B). Following the display of a sequence of numerical 

digits, participants are asked to recall the order of these numbers in chronological order. Span 

tasks have been found to strongly correlate with human performance in problem-solving among 

other higher order thinking skills [89, 334]. As such, its relation to the ESM is found in studies 

in which responses are obtained through a combination of a participant’s observation and 

cognitive reasoning. For example, Reeder et al. [281] asked participants to reflect on browser 
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warnings (observation) and their immediate response in browsing behaviour (cognitive 

reasoning). This type of ESM data collection has seen an increased popularity in our community 

(e.g., [57, 281, 339]). In this question, each digit is presented for exactly 1 second (following 

[183]), after which the digit fades away in 0.4 seconds. Digits are randomly sampled without 

replacement and list length is constant at 7 digits. We chose a length of 7 as a challenging but 

not impossible, and thereby demoralising, number sequence [183, 364]. Furthermore, 

Miller [236] established 7 (± 2) items as the upper boundary of working memory. 

Recall - Phone usage 
The questionnaire includes a recall task, asking participants to recall for how long they have 

used their phone since the time of last notification (Figure 36-C). Recalled duration of activities 

has long been used in the ESM, starting with one of the first ESM studies by 

Csikszentmihalyi et al. [69], in which adolescents reported their daily activities and experience. 

Recall questions are still common in ESM studies (e.g., [233, 365]). Previous literature shows that 

the duration of smartphone usage is diverse across users [92], and is challenging to estimate 

accurately [9]. As our application records the smartphone use of our participants in the 

background, we are able to compare participants’ answers against ground truth. Distribution of 

complexity is achieved by varying the number of daily notifications (a high number of daily 

notifications results in a shorter recall period). 

Arithmetic - Verifiable question 
Finally, our questionnaire included an addition task in which the two numbers are randomly 

selected between 10 and 99 (Figure 36-D). This is an explicitly verifiable question [187], a 

concept borrowed from the crowdsourcing literature [86, 187]. Explicitly verifiable questions 

have been shown to improve answer quality, as participants are aware their answers are 

verifiable and can thus be used to identify those providing fraudulent input [187]. 

Questionnaire Schedule 
We collected data for a total of 21 consecutive days, thus including both weekdays and 

weekends. This is in line with both recent ESM studies [338] and the 2-4 weeks duration as 

recommended by Stone et al. [319]. Time of questionnaire presentation is randomised over the 

course of the day, with no questions being asked before 09:00 or after 21:00 to avoid unnecessary 

participant strain [62, 338]. Upon receiving the notification, participants had 20 minutes to open 

the notification before it disappears and is marked as ‘expired’. 

Literature on questionnaire frequency suggests varying practices (e.g., 5-8 per day [188], 

10 per day [62], or 8-12 per day [282]), as well as specifying frequency following questionnaire 

complexity or study duration [319, 338]. Given the lack of consensus on the ideal number of 

notifications, and the fact that the effect of questionnaire frequency on response accuracy has 

not been empirically studied, we opted for a varying number of 5-17 of daily notifications. We 

randomised the distribution of questionnaire across the day, imposing a minimum of 20 minutes 

between each individual questionnaire. 
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Statistical Model Construction 
We first calculate 10 contextual predictors based on the collected smartphone sensor data, 

participant smartphone interaction, and other contextual variables. Selection of these variables 

is informed by previous literature on variance in cognitive performance. Predictors are 

measured at the time of answering the questionnaire unless otherwise stated. We describe these 

predictors in detail below: 

• Hour of day: Following previous work which indicates an effect of time of day on 

cognitive skills, effect differs based on a person’s age [304, 359]. 

• Screen state: Screen turned on or off upon questionnaire arrival. Previous work points 

to inattention during smartphone usage [152]. 

• Network type: ‘Wi-Fi’ or ‘Mobile’, proxy for mobility behaviour (i.e., mobile on-the-

go, increased likelihood of Wi-Fi when in a location for a prolonged period). Previous 

work indicates that a person’s environment significantly affects cognitive and affective 

state [273]. 

• Recent notifications. Number of notifications received in the preceding 15 minutes. An 

increase in smartphone notifications increases inattention [193]. 

• Recent phone interactions. Number of times phone was turned on in the preceding 
15 minutes, following work on inattention during smartphone usage [152]. 

• Study day: Participant’s day of study (1 to 21). Literature on ESM studies points to a 

decrease in both the number and quality of responses over time [319]. 

• Completion time: Time to complete per individual question. Previous work warns of 

very short completion times as an indicator of low quality [227]. 

• Accuracy arithmetic: Participant’s accuracy in the arithmetic question, used as a 

verifiable question [187]. 

• Arousal: Self-report, 1 (sleepy) to 5 (aroused). 

• Valence: Self-report, 1 (miserable) to 5 (happy). Arousal and valence have been shown 

to affect attention and decision making processes [202]. 

Recruitment and Procedure 
Following ethics approval from our University’s ethics committee, we recruited 25 participants 

using mailing lists of our University (13 female, 12 male, 18-52 years old, M = 26.8, SD = 7.4). 

Participants were required to have an Android-based smartphone and were recruited from a 

diverse range of departments (e.g., Arts, Economics, Law) over a 2-week period (rolling 

enrolment). Our sample consisted of 7 undergraduates, 11 postgraduates, and 7 staff members. 

We invited participants to our lab for individual intake sessions. During these sessions, we 

explained the research goal, obtained consent for the collection of mobile usage data, and went 

through all questionnaire items. At the end of the study, we conducted another individual 

debriefing session. During these sessions we carried out semi-structured exit interviews which 

were directly transcribed by the interviewer, focusing on the participants’ self-perceived 

(changes in) accuracy. Participants received a $15 voucher for their efforts, irrespective of 

accuracy or number of answers provided. 
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7.5 Results 

Following a three-week data collection period, a total of 2,539 questionnaires were completed. 

Participants fully completed an average of 100.8 questionnaires (SD = 37.4). The overall response 

rate was 50.2%, with 4.2% of notifications actively dismissed by participants. The 

remaining 45.6% of notifications were automatically dismissed after 20 minutes. This relatively 

low response rate is most likely the result of a combination of a high number of notifications, a 

relatively short expiry time, and reimbursements not being linked to the number of completed 

responses. We now detail how we calculate response accuracy. Following this, we describe the 

construction of both general and personalised models. Finally, we analyse significant predictors 

in more detail. 

We used the R package lme4 [24] to perform a linear mixed effects analysis of the 

relationship between the aforementioned predictors and participant working memory and recall 

accuracy (i.e., we compute two models). The use of generalised linear mixed-effect models allow 

us to identify the effect of a set of predictors on an outcome variable (accuracy) while following 

an arbitrary (i.e., possibly non-normal) distribution. Further, mixed-effect models allow for the 

analysis of nested data (i.e., questionnaires nested within participants) by modelling variability 

across upper-level units using random effects. We specify participant as a random effect as to 

allow for individual differences in our models. For each participant we also construct two 

individual models, using the same set of predictors but without participant as a random factor. 

For each individual model we calculate the R2 value and significance compared to the intercept. 

Through visual inspection of residual plots we did not find any noteworthy deviations from 

homoscedasticity or normality. 

Response Accuracy 
For each response, we calculated accuracy on a scale from 0 to 1. For the working memory task, 

we compared the participants’ answer to the correct number set using the Damerau-

Levenshtein distance metric [72]. This metric calculates the minimum edit distance between 

two sequences, using the operations of insertion, deletion, substitution of a single character, or 

transposition of two adjacent characters. For this task, the maximum Damerau-Levenshtein 

distance is 7, and the minimum (completely correct) is 0. We scale the Damerau-Levenshtein 

distance to the range of 0 to 1 (i.e., a distance of 7 results in an accuracy of 0). Participants 

obtained an average accuracy of 94.8% (SD = 13.5%). 

For the recall task, we calculate accuracy as; 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 1 −

(|5677859:;<=87>?@A8;:;<=87|
5677859:;<=87

). Therefore, answers which are more than one magnitude away 

from the correct answer are assigned an accuracy value of zero, with the accuracy increasing 

as the answer approaches the correct value. Using this technique, we account for the differences 

in scale between the measured values. To avoid overly stringent evaluation on small numbers, 

we assigned a value of 1 minute to all participant answers and measured values which were 

below 3 minutes. Average accuracy was 44.7% (SD = 38.2%). 

For the arithmetic task, the answer is either correct (1) or incorrect (0), with an average 

accuracy of 96.6% (SD = 18.2%). 
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Working Memory Task 
We now report on model construction for the working memory task. Following model selection, 

a total of four variables remain (Table 20). We perform a likelihood ratio test with the null 

model [34] and find that our model is statistically significant (𝜒2(4) = 196.15, p~<0.001) and 

explains 13.2% of the variance in accuracy (R = 0.363, R2 = 0.132). This means that by using the 

independent variables listed in Table 20, we can explain 13.2% of fluctuation in participant 

accuracy for the working memory task. From these variables, completion time and study day 

have the largest effect on participant accuracy. Both variables affect accuracy in a negative 

direction; an increase in completion time or a later study day result in a lower accuracy. For the 

personalised models, the mean adjusted R2 value is 0.176 (values ranged from 0.008 to 0.607, 

±0.167). The R2 values of the individual models are not significantly higher than the general 

model, as shown by a two-tailed one-sample t-test, t(24) = 1.237, p = 0.229. 

 

 Estimate SE t value Pr(>|t|) 

(Intercept) 1.193 0.020 61.09 < 0.001*** 

Study day -0.001 0.001 -2.66 0.008 ** 

Completion time -0.014 0.001 -14.14 < 0.001*** 

Screen state – On -0.021 0.014 -1.47 0.156 

Network – Wi-Fi 0.034 0.014 2.34 0.029* 

Table 20. Effect of predictors on working memory task accuracy. 

Recall Task 
The final prediction model contained four predictors (Table 21). The model is statistically 

significant (𝜒2(4) = 34.576, p < 0.001) and explained 7.7% of variance in recall accuracy (R = 0.227, 

R2 = 0.077). As such, we can explain 7.7% of the variation in participant accuracy for the recall 

task using the independent variables listed in Table 21. Similar to the working memory model, 

study day and completion time are the two variables with the largest effect on participant 

accuracy. For the personalised models, the mean adjusted R2 value is 0.060 (values ranged from 

0.010 to 0.166, ±0.042). The R2 values of the individual models do not significantly differ from 

the general model, as shown by a two-tailed one-sample t-test, t(24) = 1.742, p = 0.097. 

 

 Estimate SE t value Pr(>|t|) 

(Intercept) 0.578 0.030 19.37 < 0.001*** 

Study day -0.005 0.001 -4.42 < 0.001*** 

Completion time -0.007 0.002 -3.63 < 0.001*** 

Screen state – On -0.088 0.046 -1.91 0.069 

Recent interac. -0.007 0.004 -1.69 0.091 

Table 21. Effect of predictors on recall task accuracy. 
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Feature Description 
Following model construction, we present a more detailed look at the significant features. 

Study day 
For both working memory (small estimate) and recall accuracy, study day is a significant 

predictor. A later study day resulted in a decrease in recall accuracy. Table 22 lists the average 

accuracy per week for both tasks. While participant accuracy for the working memory remains 

stable across the three-week period, mean accuracy for the recall question drops considerably 

in the third week of study. 

 

 Working memory Recall 

Week 1 94.8% 46.9% 

Week 2 94.3% 46.2% 

Week 3 95.3% 39.7% 

Table 22. Mean accuracy values per week. 

Completion time 
Time taken to complete a question is a significant predictor in both general models. Completion 

times were 16.46 (±2.80, includes display of numbers) and 5.72 (±3.95) seconds for the working 

memory and recall questions respectively. Figure 37 shows the completion time for correct and 

incorrect questions, indicating shorter completion times for correct answers. In contrast with 

these results, previous literature has focused on short completion times as an indicator of low-

quality, and suggest removing answers with a completion time below 0.5 seconds [227]. None 

of our questions were completed within 0.5 seconds, or even within 1 second. We investigated 

the effect of extremely short completion times and calculated the average accuracy for the 

quickest 5% of answers (avg. accuracy in brackets): working memory 98.7% (94.8%), recall 60.2% 

(44.7%). We then calculated the average accuracy per standard deviation from the mean 

completion time (Table 23). Both questions show a consistent decrease of accuracy as 

completion time increases. 

 

Figure 37. Completion time for correct and incorrect answers. 
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 ∞-2σ 2-1σ 1σ-µ µ-1σ 1-2σ 2σ-∞ 

Working memory 98.4% 98.7% 97.3% 94.1% 88.2% 82.9% 

Recall 62.4% 53.3% 46.5% 41.0% 39.5% 34.4% 

Table 23.	Question accuracy per standard deviation from the mean completion time. 

Current phone usage 
The variable ‘screen state’ is a binary variable which describes whether the screen is on or off 

upon receiving the questionnaire notification. For the majority of questions in our dataset 

(80.3%), the participants’ screen was turned off at the time the questionnaire notification arrived. 

As shown in Figure 38, the highest accuracy values are obtained when the participant’s screen 

is turned off at notification arrival (ergo, not in use). 

 

 

 

Figure 38. Density plots of the effect of screen state at time of questionnaire notification on 

accuracy. 

 
Network connectivity 
The state of the participant’s connection (Wi-Fi or mobile) is a significant predictor in the model 

describing working memory accuracy. The mean differences indicate a limited effect; memory 

accuracy while connected to Wi-Fi is 96.4% (SE = 0.02), compared to an average accuracy 

of 94.6% (SE = 0.02) on mobile. Our results show that participants were connected to Wi-Fi 

in 21.8% of cases. 

Recent phone interactions 
We find that a larger number of phone interactions in the 15 minutes leading up to the 

questionnaire is negatively correlated with accuracy for the recall task. We plot the effect of 

this variable in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39. Effect of recent phone interactions (within the last 15 minutes) on recall accuracy. 

Thematic Coding 
To develop a richer understanding of participant accuracy, we performed thematic coding on 

the transcripts of the exit interviews. Thematic coding is used to identify underlying concepts 

related to the accuracy of our participants. Each interview lasted for roughly 20 minutes and 

consisted of a set of predefined questions as well as the opportunity for participants to highlight 

elements which they considered important. We specifically asked our participants what affected 

their accuracy, including the effect of contextual factors, and whether their accuracy may have 

changed over time. Two of the authors individually completed two consecutive rounds of 

inductive coding. Following high level of agreement between the coders, three overarching 

themes were developed. These three themes highlight a range of effects participants associate 

with their accuracy. 

Mental state 
Fifteen participants noted that their current mental state had a considerable effect on the 

accuracy of their answers. Participants primarily noted tiredness and a low concentration level 

as examples of negative factors. Fatigue was often reported in combination with time of day 

(discussed below), but participants also reported experiencing tiredness following lunch or 

completing a specific task. Although the application did not show accuracy following 

questionnaire completion, participants seemed to be self-aware of their mistakes. Several 

participants recalled a scenario in which their performance suffered considerably: “I remember 
I was in a grocery store and it [the questionnaire] came up and I thought ‘really?!’ and I did pretty 
bad.” (P16). 

Nine participants stated that their phone usage at the time of questionnaire affected their 

ability or inclination to answer accurately. “Sometimes I was messaging someone and I’d get a 
notification. My mind is not focused, I would rush to complete it.” (P8). For most participants, using 

the phone while a questionnaire arrives is associated with lower accuracy. Four participants 

specifically mentioned the completion of questionnaires during a phone call, which they 

experienced as challenging: “If I am calling with a friend, and they ask a question while I am 
answering the question, it is difficult to answer two questions at once.” (P3). For two participants, 

however, using the phone when the questionnaire arrived was thought to have a positive effect 

on accuracy: “If I was already on my phone I was already ‘in the zone’” (P24). 
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Finally, three participants mentioned the negative effect of study fatigue. One participant 

noted that she not only answered fewer notifications but also answered less carefully: “The 
questions started becoming a bit repetitive. Both a small drop in quality and quantity of 
responses” (P17). 

Distraction 
A common thread throughout the interviews was the negative effect of distraction on 

participants’ accuracy, as brought up by seventeen participants. Participants noted a wide 

variety of distractions, including listening to music, walking, direct or indirect interruption by 

colleagues, or their children. Three participants noted that the memory recall task is most 

susceptible to distraction. This is not surprising, as participants had to maintain focus on the 

screen as not to miss any of the numbers. “My attention was pulled away, and even though that 
was just for a second, it was already enough” (P17). In addition, it also required participants to 

focus and keep the previously displayed numbers in their memory: “The recalling of seven 
numbers requires a long attention span” (P16). Multitasking was also reported as a major culprit 

by several participants: “When multitasking I took longer to complete and wanted to get rid of it - 
so the quality of my answers was probably lower” (P6), and “My accuracy was not so good when 
outside, walking and stuff. I was distracted and looking where I am going” (P18). 

A total of 17 participants commented on the effect of location. From these, seven 

participants specifically reported feeling less distracted at home, stating that they typically had 

to pay attention to fewer things. Our interviews also reveal that participants had more time 

available to answer questionnaires at home. “When at home I did better, fewer distractions. 
Sometimes when I am outside I try to rush questionnaire” (P11). One participant noted how the 

location affected his strategy in answering the number recall task: “I read the number sequence 
out loud [...]. If I couldn’t read out loud that caused some more difficulty.” (P12). A few participants 

specifically stated that it was not their location but the task at hand which led to their distraction 

(e.g., doing groceries, in transportation). Social interactions added an extra layer of complexity: 

“When I was out with friends I thought it was rude to answer questions, but I did it anyway.” (P3). 

Time of day 
Nineteen participants believed that time of day affected their accuracy in some way. Most 

common was the idea that performance slightly decreased in the early morning and towards 

the end of the day. For example: “Late evening probably worse. By that point you’re already 
switched off a little.” (P12). Other participants simply stated that time of day did not affect their 

results at all or were more nuanced in the effect of time: “At the end of the day or early in the 
morning I did worse, but not that much” (P5). 

7.6 Discussion 

Mehrotra et al. [230] state how future ESM studies should become more interruptibility-aware, 

with interruptions negatively affecting participants’ cognitive state [230]. We extend this idea 

by quantifying not only participant response state (i.e., provided an answer) but also the 

accuracy of these responses. Preserving data accuracy is a critical element of ESM studies, yet 
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has received relatively little attention in the literature [337]. As a result, there is a lack of clear 

guidelines for researchers: “Cleaning the data—arguably the most difficult component of ESM 
studies—also needs consideration. The literature lacks a clear discussion and standardization of how 
to detect errors in PDA data and how to prepare the data for analysis” [227]. We discuss our 

findings regarding response accuracy and offer a summary of our recommendations for future 

ESM studies in Table 24. 

Completion time 
Our results show that a longer completion time resulted in lower accuracy. While this is to be 

expected for the working memory question (due the temporal nature of our cognitive system, 

retaining the order of a sequence becomes increasingly difficult), this effect is also apparent in 

the recall question. Our thematic coding revealed that long completion times may be an 

indicator of multitasking. Furthermore, a short completion time did not result in low accuracy 

but was, in fact, an indicator of high accuracy. This even applied to the 5% quickest completion 

times. Historically, ESM practitioners have focused on responses with a short completion time 

as an indicator of low-accuracy [227]. A recent review on the ESM notes that no well-supported 

cut-off values for completion time are established [338], and as such suggested researchers to 

determine outliers in their data. Based on our results, we recommend against the removal of 

answers based on short completion time alone, and instead urge researchers to take note of 

outliers with long completion times. We recommend to discard answers with completion times 

two standard deviations above the mean, representing 2.75% of the data. Different dynamics 

may come into play when answering a question using a different input technique (e.g., multiple-

choice, screen unlock input [331]), and these techniques are not considered in our study. 

Study duration 
Stone et al. [319] were one of the first to quantify recommendations for ESM researchers. In 

their recommendation on study duration, they warn of a decline in data quality commonly 

occurring between 2—4 weeks. An analysis from 110 recent ESM studies shows an average study 

duration of 32 days and median duration of 14 days [338]. While our accuracy results for the 

working memory task did not change over the study duration, the accuracy of the recall task 

dropped as the study progressed. We were surprised to find similar accuracy levels for week 1 

and 2, but a considerable drop in accuracy in week 3 (Table 22). This is in line with earlier 

findings on quality of mood reports [26]. 

Verifiable questions 
Kittur et al. [187] stress the importance of including explicitly verifiable questions. These 

questions can be used to “signal to users that their answers will be scrutinized, which may play a 
role in both reducing invalid responses and increasing time-on-task” [187]. The use of verifiable 

questions has not been explored extensively for the ESM. Truong et al. [331] include a 

mathematical question to “provide a question with ground-truth to test participant effort” [331]. 

However, they did not report whether or how this affected the accuracy of participants in 

accompanying questions. Our results indicate that the included explicitly verifiable question did 

not provide a significant insight into the accuracy of participants. We argue that this is likely 
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caused by the difference in dynamics between researchers and participants in crowdsourcing 

and ESM-based studies. Crowdworkers typically work online and do not interact directly with 

the researcher, whereas ESM participants customarily meet face-to-face with the researcher –  

establishing some level of rapport [199]. Furthermore, despite the anonymisation of the 

collected data, participants in ESM studies are likely to feel more directly observed which may 

reduce impulsive nonsensical data contributions. As such, we observe limited use for including 

of verifiable questions in studies employing the ESM. 

Cognition-Aware Contingency 
Research on questionnaire scheduling has focused on improving response rates. This has led to 

various novel approaches such as considering participant sleeping schedule [62] or level of 

interruptibility [290, 349]. Alternative input techniques include screen unlock interactions [331] 

or alert dialogues [350] to further increase response rates and data quantity. 

We argue that, while response rate is an important factor in Experience Sampling, the 

accuracy of answers is at least equally important. Our results show that, based on contextual 

information, we are able to more accurately assess the accuracy of participants (Table 20 and 

Table 21). This builds on previous work which aimed to assess human accuracy through 

cognitive tasks [78], manual evaluation of combined self-reports and photographs [370], or 

majority voting techniques [339]. One commonality between these works is the need for human 

input. As systems aim to become increasingly cognition-aware, detecting changes in cognition 

without adding additional task load onto the user is a crucial step. In essence, using cognition-

aware scheduling we aim to know whether a participant’s answer will be accurate, and 

therefore valuable, prior to asking the question. 

Our results show that answer accuracy is higher for questionnaires which arrive when the 

phone is not in active use. Participants were more likely to postpone answering the 

questionnaire until a more convenient time (within the notification expiration time) when they 

were not using their phone. We argue that a delayed response time does not negatively affect 

the validity of responses, as participants report on their current state rather than their state at 

the time of incoming notification. Similarly, we find that when participants frequently use their 

device in the immediate period leading up to a questionnaire they are less accurate in their 

responses (Figure 38). By scheduling questionnaires when participants are likely to provide 

more accurate answers (e.g., when not using their smartphone), researchers can increase the 

reliability of their study results. 

Contextual bias 
Taking the above recommendations into account can considerably increase contextual bias. For 

example, sampling when the phone has not been recently used will limit results to non-phone 

activities, potentially excluding interactions which take place on the phone, or mental states 

such as boredom (often leading to smartphone usage [270]). Contextual dissonance is inherent 

to any sampling strategy [200]. However, this is not to say that no measures can, and should, 

be taken to reduce the introduced contextual bias. In the case of potential contextual bias, 

researchers should combine their cognition-aware configuration with one of the well-known 

time-based contingency configurations (i.e., interval and signal based) [341]. This could, for 
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example, result in a schedule optimising questionnaire arrival in sliding two-hour time-

windows. Failing to identify a context in which a participant is more likely to answer accurately, 

the questionnaire will be presented following a time-based interval. This ensures questionnaires 

are spread across time and context, while still optimising accuracy. 

 

Recommendation Motivation 

Limit study duration to two weeks.  Recall accuracy drops after a two-week 
period. Previous work links this effect to 
study fatigue [319]. 

Prioritise sending questionnaires when the 
phone is not in active use. 

Avoid participants rushing to complete the 
questionnaire to return to their smartphone 
activity. 

Prioritise sending questionnaires when the 
phone is connected to a Wi-Fi network. 

Participants are likely to be in a location with 
less distractions (e.g., at home rather than in 
transport). 

Do not allow participants to complete 
questionnaires during a phone call. 

Participant likely distracted and mentally 
occupied when talking with another person. 

Combine cognition-aware scheduling with a 
time-based interval schedule of 
questionnaires.  

Reduce the chance of contextual bias; ensures 
questionnaires are spread over the day. 

Remove responses with completion time two 
standard deviations above the mean.  

The participant was likely distracted while 
completing the questionnaire. 

Table 24. Recommendations for optimising participant accuracy in future ESM studies. 

Implications for Study Design 
Researchers conducting ESM studies face multiple study design decisions. This includes five key 

methodological decisions: notification schedule, inter-notification time, study duration, 

notification expiry, and inquiry limit [338]. In this study, we focus primarily on the scheduling 

of notifications, but also quantify the effect of inter-notification time and study duration. We 

discuss recommendations for future ESM studies based on the results of our study and provide 

a summary of our recommendations in Table 24. We note that the models on the working 

memory and recall task explain respectively 13.2% and 7.7% of variance in participant accuracy, 

whereas the selected individual predictors are (highly) significant (Table 20 and Table 21). This 

indicates that participant accuracy varies considerably, resulting in relatively low R2 values. A 

relatively high level of unexplainable variability is however to be expected when studying 

human behaviour and accuracy, as reported by e.g. [93, 237]. 

Our results indicate that contextual smartphone usage affects accuracy. Participants who 

were actively using their smartphone during an incoming questionnaire notification were found 

to have a reduced accuracy. Our thematic coding reveals that participants were eager to return 

to their previous activity (e.g., playing a game, chatting) and likely to experience the 

questionnaire as inconvenient. We therefore recommend researchers to schedule 

questionnaires during times in which the smartphone is not in active use. In addition, we find 
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that participant accuracy is slightly increased when connected to a Wi-Fi network – a possible 

indicator that someone is stationary and/or in a familiar location. 

Furthermore, we observe a considerable effect of study duration on participant recall 

accuracy. As shown in Table 22, recall accuracy dropped considerably in week 3. Based on these 

results, we advise researchers to limit the duration of studies collecting recall data to 2-weeks. 

A reduced study duration will likely have a negative effect on the total amount of data collected. 

This can, however, be compensated by increasing the number of daily questions presented. 

Limitations 
We discuss some of the limitations that may have affected the presented results. First, to reduce 

participant strain we limited the number of questions per questionnaire. The included questions 

were selected to represent a wide range of use cases and for their close resemblance to the skills 

required when answering ESM questionnaires. However, to assess all cognitive aspects would 

require a larger questionnaire. Similarly, as the ESM is applied across a wide variety of research 

domains some question types may not be well represented. Lastly, although we include a wide 

range of contextual variables it is almost certain that there are more variables at play which 

affect participant accuracy. As indicated by the thematic coding, location and mobility (e.g., 
walking, sitting) are likely to be among these variables. The presented work is a first step 

towards future cognition-aware systems aimed at improving accuracy in self-report studies. 

7.7 Conclusion 

As researchers utilising self-report methods rely heavily on the answers provided by their 

participants, measuring and improving response accuracy is an important research avenue. 

Through a questionnaire assessing participants’ performance across a set of questions (recall, 

working memory, arithmetic) we identify contextual and study-wide factors affecting 

participant accuracy. Our results show that a short survey completion time did not correlate 

with a low response accuracy in our questionnaire items. In fact, surveys that took a long time 

to complete were more likely to be inaccurate. Furthermore, we find that contextual usage 

factors such as phone usage at the time of questionnaire arrival and the number of recent phone 

interactions influence participant accuracy. These contextual factors can be used to optimise 

questionnaire scheduling for improved data accuracy. We offer actionable recommendations to 

assist researchers in their future deployments of self-report studies. Cognition-aware 

scheduling provides a novel scheduling technique, which can best be used in combination with 

traditional ESM scheduling techniques (time or event-based) to reduce contextual bias. With an 

increased shift of Experience Sampling to the observation of external and verifiable 

phenomena [57, 339], we expect an increased focus on ensuring accuracy of responses in 

Experience Sampling. 
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8 Discussion 

In this chapter, we reflect on the research contributions presented in Article I–V and highlight 

how these contributions answer the research questions delineated at the start of this thesis. 

Furthermore, we position our work in relation to the existing literature on the topic of mobile 

Experience Sampling and related methods. In the studies presented in the preceding chapters, 

we focus on both the quality and quantity of participant contributions. As researchers rely on 

these contributions for their study inferences, it is essential that the collected data is reliable. 

This is further supported by the fact that ESM data is often treated as ground truth [20]. Despite 

the ESM being labelled as the ‘golden standard’ among self-report methods [192], a critical and 

empirical observation of the quality of responses is currently missing. In addition to studying 

the quality of participant responses, the included articles also investigate aspects concerning 

the quantity of (completed) participant responses. Since ESM studies often assess frequently 

changing elements, it is essential that participant responses are collected across a variety of 

contexts. We provide a summary of our contributions in Table 25. 

There are numerous methodological decisions to consider when designing an ESM study. 

Although the method was established multiple decades ago, the effect of many methodological 

choices on participant responses remains both unclear and unquantified. Consequently, study 

design decisions are made based on gut feeling or ‘what worked before’. As a result, poor 

practices can repeat themselves, researchers may lose out on valuable data, and study 

participants might be unnecessarily bothered during the data collection period. 

This chapter begins with a discussion on the quality of participant data. First, we look at 

how the quality of contributions can be assessed in ESM research. Second, we discuss how the 

quality of contributions can be improved. Following, we provide an overview of how 

methodological configurations affect the response rate of participants and discuss the 

implications of response quantity in light of ESM studies. Subsequently, we reflect on the usage 

of smartphones as a research instrument, particularly in the domain of Experience Sampling 

studies. Finally, we conclude this chapter with the limitations faced by the studies included in 

this thesis and provide an avenue for future work in this domain. 

 

Article Research objectives Experimental setup Contributions 

I - Map the evolution of the 
ESM in the discipline of 
Computer Science. 
- Establish current 
methodological practices 
and identify the critical 
methodological 
parameters of the ESM. 
- Pinpoint shortcomings in 
current application and 
reporting of ESM results. 

Systematic literature 
review across three 
Computer Science digital 
libraries (ACM, IEEE, and 
USENIX), resulting in 461 
selected papers of which 
110 relevant papers were 
analysed. 

- Identify current practices 
and bottlenecks in ESM 
studies. 
- Establish key study 
metrics for future study 
reports. 
- Analyse currently 
available mobile ESM tools 
and identify opportunities 
for future technological 
developments. 
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Article Research objectives Experimental setup Contributions 

II - Investigate phone usage 
behaviour and develop a 
classifier to determine 
usage sessions. 
- Explore a novel event-
driven scheduling 
technique and 
questionnaire 
presentation. 

One-week in-the-wild 
study with 17 participants 
totalling 4569 completed 
questionnaires. 

- An empirically identified 
time-based threshold for 
classifying smartphone 
usage gaps. 
- Demonstrate the 
possibilities of a combined 
active (human-labelled) and 
passive (sensor) data 
collection approach. 

III - Quantify the effect of 
gamification on both the 
quantity and quality of 
participant responses. 
- Explore the use of peer-
assessment to assess the 
quality of ESM 
contributions. 

Three-week in-the-wild 
between-subject 
(gamified/non-gamified 
application) study. A total 
of 24 participants 
submitted 1197 answers 
and 7902 assessments of 
peer-contributions. 

- Showcase the applicability 
of ‘wisdom of the crowd’ in 
evaluating contributions in 
spite of ground truth data. 
- Quantified the positive 
effect of gamification on the 
quality of contributions. 
- Identified no effect of 
gamification on response 
rate, but positive effect on 
proactive submissions. 

IV - Quantify the effect of 
three distinct scheduling 
configurations on 
participant response rates. 
- Quantify differences in 
recall accuracy of 
participant responses 
across three distinct 
scheduling configurations. 

Three-week in-the-wild 
within-subjects study. A 
total of 20 participants 
were presented with a 
weekly changing 
questionnaire notification 
schedule. Automated 
collection of smartphone 
usage data. Participants 
answered 6840 questions, 
4104 of which contained 
verifiable answers to assess 
accuracy against collected 
ground-truth data. 

- Empirical evidence for the 
effect of the three most 
commonly used 
questionnaire scheduling 
configurations on 
participant accuracy in 
recall questions. 
- Inform researchers on the 
configuration of 
questionnaire scheduling in 
order to increase response 
rate and recall accuracy in 
future ESM studies. 

V - Study the potential effect 
of contextual factors on 
participant response 
accuracy. 
- Identify best practices in 
questionnaire scheduling 
to improve data quality. 

A total of 25 participants 
participated in a three-
week in-the-wild study. 
Participants answered 
verifiable questions and 
tests (2539 completed 
questionnaires) and 
provided access to 
contextual sensor data. 

- Establish the effect of 
contextual factors on 
human cognition, and 
therefore the quality of 
participant responses, in 
ESM studies. 
- Identify recommendations 
for optimising participant 
accuracy in future ESM 
studies. 

Table 25. Research objectives, experimental setup, and primary contributions for articles I-V. 
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8.1 Data Quality 

Current practice in ESM studies often assumes that participants provide high-quality data [192], 

with quality being consistent across time, context, as well as between participants. However, 

extensive literature from the domain of Cognitive Psychology shows that human cognitive skills 

vary considerably across different contexts [27, 195, 273, 304]. Not only are our cognitive skills 

on average lower during the early morning and evening hours [304], research also shows a 

significant increase in inattention due to smartphone notifications [193] and constrained mental 

states (e.g., stress) [27]. As such, the assumption that all participant contributions are of equal 

quality and reliability is flawed. In this section, we discuss the quality of contributions in light 

of the articles included in this thesis and related work. In order to ensure and improve the 

quality of mobile Experience Sampling data, it is essential to first establish reliable techniques 

to assess contribution quality. Following this, we discuss a number of techniques which can be 

employed to improve the data quality of ESM studies. 

Assessing Quality 
The quality of ESM contributions can be assessed on a variety of metrics. Thus far, however, 

assessment of quality has primarily focused on weeding out inadequate responses by analysing 

questionnaire completion times. Questionnaires completed within a (predetermined) amount of 

time are discarded from the dataset [227, 338]. This is based on the assumption that short 

response times are an indicator of a lack of effort or interest among the participant. Another 

commonly applied practice is to remove participants for which only a limited number of 

responses are collected [227, 369]. These participants are discarded as the limited data is unlikely 

to represent a complete overview of the participant’s experiences, thereby decreasing the 

overall reliability of their data. Lastly, researchers have quantified the quality of responses by 

counting the number of words and characters in participant answers [370]. 

There are numerous downsides to these aforementioned approaches. First, determining 

appropriate cut-off values (e.g., minimum completion time) is often arbitrary in nature. As such, 

researchers run the risk of unintentionally removing valid responses which happen to be 

completed in a short timespan. Similarly, researchers may unknowingly hold on to low-quality 

responses based merely on longer completion times. In Article V we note that short completion 

times are in fact an indicator of accurate answers across the question types we investigated. 

Second, although the use of these aforementioned filtering practices may be validated in 

other methods (e.g., suspiciously short task completion time in crowdsourcing [82]), these 

implications may not necessarily hold for ESM studies. The dynamics of enrolling in an ESM 

study are typically significantly different from, for example, crowdsourcing studies. 

Crowdworkers usually complete their tasks online, limiting their interaction with the 

researcher. On the other hand, participants in ESM studies customarily meet face-to-face with 

the researcher, allowing them to establish rapport and develop an interest in the research being 

conducted [198]. Furthermore, although study data is often anonymised, participants may 

experience being observed or identifiable — reducing impulsive nonsensical data contributions 

as observed in crowdsourcing. It is therefore vital to validate techniques from other data 
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collection methods in the domain of the ESM prior to using these techniques to assess the 

quality of participant contributions. 

Given the downsides of these commonly employed quality assessment techniques, 

alternative approaches should be explored. As methods outside of ESM studies have explored 

the quality of human contributions, conscientious appropriation of these techniques can offer 

fruitful contributions for researchers utilising the ESM [337]. As aforementioned, it is critical to 

validate such approaches within the unique settings of self-report studies. We present an 

overview of our contributions towards answering the first research question; 

 

RQ1. How can researchers reliably assess the quality of participant 
contributions in mobile ESM studies? 

Quality Assessment by Peers 
Assessment by peers can be applied to achieve a better understanding of the quality of 

participant contributions. In Article III, we demonstrate how a data validation process known 

as the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ can be applied to Experience Sampling to obtain a better 

understanding of the quality of individual submissions. Wisdom of the crowd refers to the idea 

that the collective opinion or knowledge of a group outperforms that of an individual [112]. We 

asked participants to rate the (unique) contributions of their peers as either relevant or 

irrelevant. This enabled us to obtain an assessment on the quality of participant responses, 

without the availability of ground truth data or interference by the researcher. Based on these 

ratings, researchers can remove submissions deemed to be of insufficient quality or exclude 

participants who are consistently providing low-quality contributions. A substantial advantage 

of this approach is its scalability, which means the approach can be applied to both small-scale 

studies and deployments with hundreds of participants. 

A novel angle of peer assessment is presented by Berrocal and Wac [30], named ‘Peer-
ceived Momentary Assessment’ (Peer-MA). Contrary to our approach applied in Article III, where 

all participants assess an external entity, Peer-MA asks participants to assess a selected peer 

(e.g., “How much stress is your peer projecting”). During the same time window, the selected peer 

also assesses their own mental state, after which researchers can assess the level of agreement. 

This preliminary work is based on current practices in clinical care where patient-care 

distinguishes between (self-assessed) patient-reported outcomes and (peer-assessed) observer-

reported outcomes [226]. 

There are, however, two clear downsides to the use of quality assessments by peers. First, 

introducing peer assessment leads to a substantial loss of effectiveness as multiple contributions 

are collected on identical data points. Assuming that the total number of participant 

contributions remains equal, total data coverage is reduced. As such, study designs should 

accommodate for this loss of potential data. Article III presents a straightforward technique to 

ensure that peer assessments are focused on those contributions which have currently received 

the lowest number of peer assessments. This ensures an optimal distribution of participant 

effort by avoiding the assessment of contributions for which the quality has already been 

established. Second, the use of quality assessment by peers is most suitable for studies involving 

external and publicly observable phenomena. This enables a straightforward comparison of 
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contributions and subsequent rating of their quality. The use of peer contributions to evaluate 

aspects which are not as directly observable (e.g., questions related to intrapsychic elements) is 

currently an unexplored area. Future work based on the proposed direction by Berrocal and 

Wac [30] may begin to answer some of the questions regarding its application. 

Quality Assessment using Ground Truth 
Researchers can ask participants questions to which the answer is known in order to assist in 

quality assessment (i.e., verifiable questions). Here, we distinguish two approaches. In the first 

approach, the researcher uses this pre-existing knowledge to assess participants’ accuracy. We 

utilise this approach in Article IV to assess the effect of contextual changes on participant 

accuracy. It is critical to ask questions to which the correct answer is both variable over time as 

well as non-trivial, yet at the same time can be realistically known or estimated by the 

participant. For example, we collected sensor data to record the duration of smartphone usage, 

after which participants were asked to estimate their usage duration over a given period. The 

collected ground truth data allowed us to calculate the accuracy of participant answers. Our 

results show that the chosen questionnaire notification schedule has a significant effect on the 

accuracy of these recall-type questions. It is through comparison with ground truth data that 

we can obtain these insights and evaluate the effect of study design decisions on data quality. 

A second approach to quality assessment using ground truth is to verify participants’ 

answers periodically. Using this approach, researchers can identify participants providing 

inaccurate or even fraudulent input. This concept is commonly applied in crowdsourcing and 

is often described as the use of ‘explicitly verifiable questions’ or ‘golden questions’ [187]. 

Researchers typically apply explicitly verifiable questions to identify participants whose data 

should be excluded rather than to learn something about variations in participant accuracy. We 

experimented with the use of explicitly verifiable questions in Article V. However, with an 

average accuracy of 96.6% on our explicitly verifiable question, we were unable to obtain a 

significant insight into variations in the participants’ accuracy levels. This may point to the 

aforementioned differences between e.g. online crowdsourcing and ESM studies, which 

potentially reduces the usefulness of explicitly verifiable questions. 

Quality Assessment through Cognitive Skills 
The two aforementioned approaches typically rely on the observation of an externally visible 

phenomenon (allowing for peer assessment) or the availability of ground truth data. Depending 

on the research problem, neither of these may be available. While the inclusion of explicitly 

verifiable questions is an alternative in this scenario, use of such questions is primarily useful 

in the identification of fraudulent participants and does not necessarily help to assess the quality 

individual contributions (Article V). An alternative approach is to assess the current cognitive 

state of participants in addition to the collection of the required participant responses. As 

indicated by the Cognitive Psychology literature, human cognitive skills vary over time and 

context [27, 273, 304], which in turn affects a person’s accuracy when answering 

questions [304]. Evaluating aspects such as participant motivation, problem-solving ability, or 

ability to reflect on behaviour can give an insight into the expected quality of the participant 

answer in the current context. Previous work has shown the feasibility of assessing a 
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participant’s cognitive performance in situ in a short time period [78]. In Article V, we assess 

cognitive performance across a set of questions and, through a comparison with ground truth 

data, identify the effect on participant accuracy. 

A downside across all three mentioned approaches of quality assessment is the need for 

additional participant effort. Participants either answer questions which have already been 

answered by other participants, answer questions to which the answer is already known, or 

complete cognitive evaluations which are not core to the research being conducted. Yet, the use 

of such assessment techniques is essential to gauge the quality of participant contributions. 

Only after we establish techniques to assess the quality of contributions can we make an 

informed effort to improve the overall data quality. We will discuss these opportunities for 

quality improvement in the following section. 

Improving Quality 
With the introduction of the Experience Sampling Method, Larson and Csikszentmihalyi aimed 

to introduce a reliable method for the study of individual human lives that would “overcome 
some of the constraints of previous methods by combining the ecological validity of diary 
approaches with the rigorous measurement techniques of psychometric research” [198]. The 

scientific community was quick to embrace this method. One reason for the broad uptake of the 

ESM and related self-report methods was a conceptual shift in psychological research. 

Researchers moved away from the study of stable psychological traits and towards an 

understanding of the effect of context on people’s subjective experiences [198, 307]. 

Krueger et al. [192] refer to the ESM as the gold standard for the measurement of affective 

experience in daily life, and numerous studies have shown an increase in participant accuracy 

using in situ self-reports as compared to retrospective recall [306, 310, 320]. Although the ESM 

has brought researchers increased reliability, the previous section indicates that the accuracy of 

human answers varies. We have described various approaches towards assessing the quality of 

participant contributions. Here, we discuss methods for improving data quality. We argue that 

if we are to rely on participant contributions as a reliable source for information, researchers 

should aim to increase the accuracy of data collection in order to make reliable inferences. 

Although the quality of ESM data has remained understudied in the literature, this is not 

to say that it has suffered from a complete lack of attention. Potential problems caused by 

repetitive participant interruption are already addressed in the initial work on the ESM [198]. 

In this work, Larson and Csikszentmihalyi recommend researchers to establish a ‘viable 

research alliance’ with participants. This alliance is meant to ensure participants understand 

the importance of their contributions. Similarly, Christensen et al. [58] stress that the attitude 

of research assistants towards study participants is critical for a successful study; “participants 
will adhere to the policies and practices of the study, or disregard them, largely in response to a 
research assistant’s attitude” [58]. A downside to these suggestions is that they are open to 

interpretation. Building rapport and establishing an alliance between participant and researcher 

are challenging to replicate and are likely to be strongly affected by cultural differences. 

Furthermore, despite being considered ‘good practice’, their effect has not been empirically 

validated. In order to support researchers in their future study designs, we systematically study 
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and quantify the effect of both established and novel methodological decisions. This provides 

an answer to our second research question; 

 

RQ2. How can researchers improve the quality of participant contributions in 
mobile ESM studies? 

Quality Improvement Prior to Data Collection 
Designing a study raises a number of decision points for researchers. Examples include deciding 

on the study duration, sample size, questionnaire items, amongst others. An essential 

component of designing ESM studies is to determine when questionnaires will be sent to 

participants. This is critical, as it will directly affect the data that will be collected. In contrast 

to other data collection methods such as mobile crowdsourcing, data collection through 

Experience Sampling is (primarily) notification-driven. These notifications serve as a reminder 

to participants to contribute data and ensure repeated data collection over an extensive period 

of time. Researchers utilising the ESM and related methods have categorised three distinct 

questionnaire scheduling techniques [22, 338, 361]. In summary, these are; 

• Signal contingent, which constitutes randomising notification timing throughout of a 

given timespan. Typically includes a maximum number of daily notifications, as well as 

a minimum timespan between notifications. 

• Interval contingent, in which notification timing is scheduled in line with a (predefined) 

time gap. For example, a questionnaire every other hour between 08:00 and 18:00. 

• Event contingent, where the occurrence of a predefined event results in a notification. 

Events can be both internal to the sampling device (e.g., change in sensor data) or 

external (e.g., weather events). 

These scheduling techniques have their respective advantages and disadvantages. For 

example, signal contingent sampling (i.e., randomised) is likely to favour common events and 

contexts [265], whereas an interval contingent schedule can be anticipated by participants, 

potentially affecting their behaviour. Finally, the choice of sensor stream used to trigger 

questionnaires in an event contingent notification schedule can lead to contextual 

dissonance [200]. In Article IV, we explore the effect of these scheduling techniques on 

participant accuracy in recall tasks (e.g., “How many unique applications have you used since 
12:00?”). We obtain ground truth data for these questions by collecting data on the participant’s 

smartphone usage. Participants were distributed through a between-subject design, following a 

Latin Square design. Ergo, all participants experienced one week of each questionnaire 

scheduling technique — with the order of scheduling techniques randomised between 

participants. We found both an increase in recall accuracy and reduced recall time in the event 

contingent configuration, which was set up to activate on smartphone unlock. The considerable 

differences between our study conditions show the importance of validating methodological 

configurations for future ESM studies and builds on previous work investigating unintended 

scheduling biases [200]. 
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As smartphone unlocks are a frequently occurring event for most smartphone users, we 

allowed this event to trigger only one questionnaire per predefined time frame (six bins of equal 

duration between 10:00 and 20:00). This scheduling approach combines an interval contingent 

and event contingent scheduling configuration. Therefore, we label this configuration as 

‘interval-informed event contingency’. This scheduling approach allows researchers to target 

the occurrence of a specific event while ensuring a more uniform distribution over the given 

timespan and simultaneously preventing questionnaire overload for frequently occurring 

events. Similarly, an alternative schedule configuration is that of ‘signal-informed event 

contingency’, in which the time bins are determined randomly. We summarise these 

contingency options in Figure 40. Questionnaire availability and presentation are concurrent 

for both the signal contingent and interval contingent configuration. For the event contingent 

configuration, the questionnaire presentation follows from the specified event and the 

questionnaire is continuously ‘available’. That is, whenever the predefined event occurs, a 

questionnaire will be presented to the participant. Note that for both the signal-informed and 

interval-informed event contingency configuration no questionnaire notification will be sent 

out when the specified event does not occur in the given timespan. Consequently, even though 

a questionnaire is available, it may not be presented to the participant. An alternative 

configuration would trigger the questionnaire at the end of the timeframe in case the event has 

not been detected during that period. 

 

Figure 40. Representation of contingency configurations for questionnaire scheduling. 

Signal contingency; notifications are distributed randomly. 

Interval contingency; notifications are equally distributed over time. 

Event contingent; notifications are triggered at a specified event. 

Signal-informed event contingency; maximum of one notification for each 

(randomly generated) timeslot following a specified event. 

Interval-informed event contingent; maximum of one notification for each 

(equally distributed) timeslot following a specified event. 
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Quality Improvement During Data Collection 
Given the longitudinal nature of ESM studies, participant motivation is likely to dwindle as time 

progresses and response burden increases. As such, researchers are faced with an increase in 

participant mistakes, the challenge of preventing and identifying fraudulent input, and the 

potential for participant dropout. The literature has identified the problem of reduced 

participant motivation but primarily reports on a reduced number of responses over time [307], 

with limited focus on the possible implications for data quality. The use of financial incentives 

is a widespread and longstanding practice in sustaining participant motivation. However, the 

use of more substantial financial incentives has been shown to inadvertently attract participants 

with no real motivation or interest in the study, resulting in reduced data quality [319]. 

Furthermore, the use of financial incentives can reduce initial intrinsic motivation among 

participants [107]. We evaluate methods to increase participant motivation and propose novel 

techniques to reduce participant burden during a study. 

Ryan and Deci [295] distinguish two basic types of motivation: “intrinsic motivation, which 
refers to doing something because it is inherently interesting or enjoyable, and extrinsic motivation, 
which refers to doing something because it leads to a separable outcome” [295]. In the case of ESM 

studies, intrinsic motivators constitute of internal rewards such as the ability to contribute to 

scientific research, a genuine interest in the project, or the ability to connect with like-minded 

participants [196]. Such motivators are often not within direct control of the researcher. We, 

therefore, focus on the application of extrinsic motivators. One technique used to increase 

extrinsic motivation is gamification, which is defined as “the use of game design elements in non-
game contexts” [74]. Using gamification, otherwise repetitive or mundane tasks can be made 

more interesting by introducing elements of competition or entertainment. In Article III, we 

show how the use of gamification increases the quality of participant contributions (as 

evaluated by participant peers). A total of three clearly distinguishable gamification elements 

were applied; display of participant score following task completion, a leaderboard listing the 

participants with the highest scores, and a gameplay challenge in which we limited the allocated 

time for task completion. 

We observed a significant increase in the quality of contributions among participants in 

the gamified condition. However, we also note that participants in the gamified condition on 

average slightly recede in their ability to rate the contributions of others. Although this 

difference was not significant, this raises a concern regarding the potential downsides of 

gamification elements. We expect that the addition of time pressure caused participants to rush 

their peer assessment of contributions. This indicates that researchers have to carefully consider 

how their motivational elements are applied. These results further extend the ongoing 

discussion in the literature which highlights potential downsides to the use of gamification. This 

includes a potential decrease in participants’ intrinsic motivation [182] and a reduced 

understanding of the context in which the application is used [285]. 

Participants’ experienced motivation and burden go hand in hand. An increase in study-

induced burden will inevitably reduce motivation among participants. Participant burden is 

caused by the repeated and longitudinal request for participants to complete questionnaires. 

This repeated interruption is, however, also at the core of the method and can therefore not 

simply be removed. Receiving requests to complete questionnaires at an inopportune moment 
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will result in delayed responses and consequently increase the likelihood of introducing recall 

bias [230]. Therefore, we argue that knowing when to interrupt participants is a viable 

technique to reduce participant burden while retaining the ecological validity. As smartphones 

commonly operate as both a measurement device and a personal device for study participants 

(Article I), we focused on smartphone usage to identify suitable moments of interruption. In 

Article II we investigate smartphone usage gaps, moments in-between smartphone usage, with 

use of the ESM. We found that the duration of this gap in smartphone usage can be used to 

identify whether someone is starting a new task or continuing a previously initiated task, using 

a threshold of 45 seconds. Our straightforward approach to determining smartphone usage has 

since been used to inform the prediction of participant interruptibility [349] and smartphone 

usage behaviour [144]. 

Quality Improvement Following Data Collection 
Finally, the quality of the overall dataset can be improved even after data has been collected, for 

example through filtering or removing of participant responses. Here, the researcher relies on 

one of the aforementioned quality assessment methods in order to identify contributions which 

are of inadequate quality. An example of this is the removal of responses with a short 

completion time [227, 338]. Article III reports on the use of crowdsourcing and a majority voting 

scheme to rank the quality of contributions. These participant contributions, which were in 

essence descriptions of locations, resulted in a localised dictionary in which each word was 

assigned a quality-indicator. Through a selection mechanism, such as majority voting, it is then 

possible to identify words which are deemed as irrelevant and to subsequently remove these 

contributions from the dataset. 

Furthermore, we note that there are several unexplored avenues towards data filtering 

which have not been extensively explored in the literature. This includes the removal of 

responses which may suffer from recall bias. The premise of the ESM is that the accuracy of 

participants is increased due to a shorter reflection period on the studied phenomenon, thereby 

reducing recall bias. There is an opportunity for future work to investigate the effect of this 

reflection period (i.e., notification response time) on participant accuracy and quantify the effect 

of longer response times on answer accuracy. 

8.2 Data Quantity 

A unique aspect of the ESM and related methods is the repeated measure of a personal 

phenomenon over an extended period of time [69, 198]. In order to achieve this level of 

granularity, participants are expected to repeatedly answer a set of questions throughout their 

daily life. It is evident that this can be experienced as highly interruptive by participants and 

poses an extra burden to their day-to-day activities. As a result, researchers are likely to face 

decreasing response rates and high drop off rates during the study. Here we discuss the 

contributions of this thesis in relation to the topic of data quantity. The results of our studies 

challenge several of the current assumptions related to the quantity of ESM data, and offer an 

answer to the third research question of this thesis; 
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RQ3. How can researchers increase the quantity of participant contributions in 
mobile ESM studies? 

Questionnaire Scheduling and Presentation 
The most straightforward technique to increase the number of responses is to simply increase 

the amount and frequency of questionnaires presented to participants. However, this increases 

participant burden and is likely to diminish the quality of responses [62]. As such, more 

sophisticated approaches are required in order to ensure a sufficient number of responses. In 

Article IV, we show that participants do not necessarily need to be interrupted more frequently 

to increase the number of their responses. In fact, fewer, but more appropriately timed, 

notifications resulted in an increase in answered questionnaires. This was achieved by 

scheduling questionnaires upon phone unlock, ensuring participants were willing and able to 

interact with their smartphone. In a study by Church et al. [51], scheduling of questionnaires 

was based on participant preferences of availability (time and place). While this helped to 

improve continuous participation, such participant-informed scheduling may increase the risk 

of biasing response data. As such, we consider the use of smart scheduling techniques highly 

useful for the increase in data quantity, but urge researchers to consider the potential 

implications for the collected data. 

Prior research has suggested techniques for presenting questionnaires. Work by 

Zhang et al. [371] explores the concept of ‘unlock journaling’. This technique allows 

participants to answer a question as they unlock their phone, with the direction of their gesture 

indicating their answer. This presents a different approach to both the scheduling and 

presentation of questionnaires. The physical effort required for an unlock gesture, as compared 

to answering a typical notification-based questionnaire, is significantly lower. In Article II, we 

present a ‘pop-up questionnaire’ upon device unlock. This allowed participants to answer a 

questionnaire in a single step and resulted in a high response rate of 83.4%. A trade-off of both 

these techniques is that the participants were responsible for triggering the question to appear 

(by unlocking their device). This worked well for the study in Article II, in which we specifically 

investigate smartphone unlocking behaviour, but is not suitable for all study purposes. Another 

downside of these designs is that participants are always presented with the questionnaire and 

that the action required to dismiss the question is of an equal burden to answering it. 

Consequently, participants may mindlessly answer questions as a way to dismiss them. 

Motivation 
Participation in an Experience Sampling study takes continuous effort over an extended period 

of time. In order for participants to continue providing data, motivation is an essential element. 

A conventional technique to compensate participants for their efforts is through a (financial) 

reward, offered following the completion of the study. Additional techniques include, inter alia, 

the use of a raffle or variable compensation based on the number of completed questionnaires. 

Other studies offer no reward at all. In Article I, we attempted to analyse the effect of these 

compensation techniques on response rate. Unfortunately, due to a lack of reported response 

rates in the majority of analysed studies (65 out of 110 studies), and missing information on 

participant compensation (20 out of the 45 remaining studies), these results are anecdotal rather 
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than providing convincing evidence for one technique over another. Nevertheless, considerable 

differences emerge — with a variable compensation as based on the number of responses 

resulting in the highest response rates. The lack of available data to compare compensation 

structures points to the need for more complete reporting of both methodological decisions and 

study outcomes in ESM studies. While it is common practice to compensate participants with a 

(financial) reward, it is by no means the only technique capable of enticing participants. We 

have previously discussed the potential downsides of financial compensation (Section 8.1). 

In Article III we studied the effect of gamification (an extrinsic motivator) on participant 

responses. Our results show that participants in the gamified condition were significantly more 

likely to contribute data on their own accord. Furthermore, participants in the gamified 

condition were less prone to actively dismiss incoming notifications. However, gamification did 

not significantly increase the participant’s response rate to notifications. As such, we conclude 

that even though gamification increased participants motivation, their willingness to be 

interrupted was not affected. 

Several researchers have proposed that smartphone-based ESM studies could increase 

response rates by offering new insights or other valuable information to participants. For 

example, ‘ohmage’ offers the possibility of displaying activity data, as well as historical trends 

in participants’ experience stress or food intake [278]. Although such additions may entice 

participants to provide additional contributions, we note that such interventions could have a 

detrimental effect on the construct validity of the study and increase participant reactivity [307]. 

For example, presenting participants with an overview of their change in self-reported 

emotional state may affect their current state. We discuss this in more detail in Section 2.6. 

Pitfalls 
Response rate is a straightforward indicator of a study’s distribution of answered and 

unanswered (ignored, dismissed, or expired) questionnaires, more formally defined as the 

“number of fully completed questionnaires divided by the number of questionnaires presented” 

(Article I). However, a single number indicating participant response rate fails to reflect other 

critical aspects of the responses among participants. The few studies which report individual 

participant response rates show significant differences between participants (e.g., [90, 362]). 

This response difference is problematic, as researchers typically analyse the entire collected 

dataset as a single entity when answering their research questions. As such, the presented 

results may not represent less-responsive participants simply due to reduced data availability. 

This phenomenon has been described as ‘compliance bias’ and is studied in [340]. 

Furthermore, a study’s response rate fails to reflect the distribution of participant 

responses across different contexts. Knowing whether participant responses exclude morning 

hours, social events, or work time can be essential information in interpreting study results. 

Through the use of smartphone sensor data, it is possible to (re)construct these contexts and to 

assess the contextual richness of the collected data. Naturally, the context of interest is study-

dependent, and contextual analysis of response rate should, therefore, focus on the topic of 

interest. For example, an investigation of power dynamics at the workplace would be best suited 

by a variety of human-labelled data throughout the working day in multiple locations around 

the office. 
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8.3 Smartphone as a Research Instrument 

The widespread availability of smartphones has brought exciting opportunities for researchers 

interested in studying humans in-the-wild. This has resulted in the increased use of 

smartphones as a sampling device for ESM studies. Initial work describing the move from pen-

and-paper to digital devices, nowadays primarily smartphones, offer numerous technical 

benefits. For example, the use of pen-and-paper based questionnaires allows participants to 

answer questionnaires after the intended sampling time has passed. This allows participants to 

forge high response rates, a concept known as ‘parking lot compliance’ [315] (i.e., the filling of 

questionnaires before returning results to the researcher). The use of mobile devices prevents 

this form of counterfeiting contributions, removes the need for participants to carry 

questionnaire booklets, and allows for extensive customisation of questionnaire presentation. 

Furthermore, mobile sensors allow researchers to not only infer a participant’s current location 

or activity, but also provide insight into their social interactions due to the key role smartphones 

play in communicating with friends, family, and colleagues. Finally, the ability to run custom 

software (‘apps’) on participant devices allows researchers to customise their study protocol 

and data collection methods to meet the unique requirements of their study. Examples of this 

include the ‘chaining’ of questions (i.e., subsequent questions of a questionnaire are dependent 

on the answers given to preceding questions), interactive questionnaires, or the collection of 

rich response data (e.g., photographs [370]). 

We are not the first to identify these opportunities. Previous work has pointed to the 

possibility of smartphones overcoming problems of sampling bias and limited sample sizes [83], 

reducing the costs of recording and logging everyday activities [276], improving ecological 

validity [276], and allowing for large-scale (citizen science) sensing applications [46]. Since then, 

smartphones have established themselves as scientific instruments, both inside the HCI 

community as well as in other disciplines. Simultaneously, researchers have noted a number of 

challenges and concerns in the adoption of smartphones as a research instrument [127]. 

Questionnaires compete for attention with ‘regular’ smartphone notifications, the collection of 

sensor data can raise privacy concerns, and the use of smartphones (e.g., to complete 

questionnaires) is far from socially acceptable (or desirable) at any event. A participant’s 

smartphone is not a neutral research artefact. The usage of smartphones has been found to 

affect the psychological state of users [87]. Finally, the development of smartphone applications 

is not trivial, restricting the use of smartphones as a scientific instrument by those lacking the 

required resources to develop custom applications [276, 293]. 

Combined Active and Passive Sensing 
Our review of the current ESM literature (Article I) indicates that although the use of 

smartphone sensors is increasing, the current use of passive sensing in mobile ESM studies is 

still limited. As a result, the opportunities of smartphones as a research artefact in ESM research 

remain underexposed. Rather than merely scaling and optimising questionnaires from an 

analogue to a digital format, we argue that smartphones offer more extensive opportunities for 

researchers. 
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Establishing user context through smartphones and other wearable sensors has become a 

popular research topic, ranging from activity recognition to establishing future navigation 

patterns [197]. Given the recent rise of mobile and ubiquitous sensing devices, continuously 

inferring user context is within reach for researchers [303]. Asking participants to answer 

questionnaires in situ has always been essential to the method [198], but only through passive 

sensing technologies can the participant’s current context be automatically determined. Our 

research shows how this functionality can be advantageous to the accuracy of study results. In 

Article II, we trigger a questionnaire upon device unlock. Through this approach, we ensured 

that participants reflected on the objective of their future smartphone usage, rather than 

attempting to reconstruct a prior smartphone usage session. In Article III we relied on location 

tracking, both to trigger questionnaires at relevant moments and to label participant responses.  

The use of passive sensing is not solely restricted to the triggering of questionnaires, but 

can be used to make inferences on collected participant data. An example of this is the work by 

Hosio et al. [149], in which collected sensor readings of remaining battery level and participant 

application usage were used to establish the effect of smartphone context on the participant’s 

monetary assessment of their current battery life. As such, we note that passive sensing (i.e., 
sensor data) is not restricted to informing active sensing (i.e., participant contributions), but 

offers the opportunity to enrich information collected through participant contributions. 

Alternative Devices 
The work in this thesis has predominantly focused on the use of smartphones for the collection 

of participant data. Recent work in the HCI community has begun to explore the use of mobile 

devices other than smartphones for the collection of participant self-report data. This work has 

predominantly focused on smartwatches [141, 156], but also includes head-worn devices such 

as Google Glass [141], and custom-designed situated devices [261]. The use of these ‘alternative’ 

devices can be highly useful to achieve specific study goals. For example, smartwatches are 

more concealable as compared to smartphones, increasing their suitability for the study of 

phenomena occurring in a social setting. 

Researchers have also developed custom devices, often highly specialised in accordance 

with the study goals. Adams et al. [3] introduce ‘Keppi’, a compressible stick specifically 

designed for the measurement of self-reported pain levels through a tangible user interface. 

Participants provide self-reports by squeezing the stick per their experienced levels of pain. 
Paruthi et al. [261] explore ‘Heed’, a custom-designed situated device, in combination with 

smartphone-based ESM data collection. Their results show that the collected data of these two 

device types were complementary to each other. Heed offered a straightforward, single-purpose 

experience at a dedicated location, whereas the smartphones offered more flexibility in terms 

of functionality and location of use. As such, alternative devices can be used to address study-

specific issues and increase the ecological validity of study results.  

Despite these alternatives, smartphones have established themselves as the primary device 

for the collection of ESM data (Article I). We argue that smartphones will remain the most 

commonly used device for the collection of ESM data for the majority of studies in the 
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foreseeable future. Smartphones have a high market penetration [251]6, enabling participants 

to use their personal devices and thereby avoiding the introduction of the novelty factor. A 

comparative study between smartphones, smartwatches, tablets, and PCs found the smartphone 

to be the preferred device for receiving notifications [357]. Furthermore, smartphones can be 

used to automatically collect information on the participant’s context, informing both the 

scheduling and presentation of questionnaires and offering additional information on 

participant contributions. 

8.4 Evolution of the Experience Sampling Method 

Numerous technological and methodological changes have evolved the way in which 

researchers apply the ESM. Initial studies applying the ESM focused strongly on participant 

activity and location [69]. Nowadays, substantial insights into the activity and location of 

participants can be obtained both automatically and continuously through the use of automated 

sensor collection. This reduces the need for active participant contributions in these areas. The 

balance between automated sensing and active participant contributions will continue to shift. 

Going forward, an increasing amount of intelligent and ubiquitous sensors will be able to 

observe participant interactions, activities, and even intentions or intrapsychic states. We 

observe that ‘ESM-like’ applications have extended beyond the realm of academic investigation 

— which is the primary focus of this thesis. We highlight two other application domains which 

show increased use of the ESM. First, the use of the ESM as a mechanism for mobile 

crowdsourcing, and second, the ESM as a tool for interventions.  

Personal observations from users are used at large in popular mobile applications. 

Applications such as Google Maps7 rely on user contributions for important aspects of their 

functionality. Users contribute point of interest (PoI) information such as reviews or 

observations on the accessibility of a building. The data collection mechanisms are highly 

similar to those used in Experience Sampling in scientific studies. Users typically receive a 

mobile notification, which in turn opens a short questionnaire. The collected data is often 

temporal in nature, consists of both subjective and objective assessments, and is collected in 
situ. Given the extensive user base of these applications, seemingly unattainable tasks can be 

completed. Although participants do not typically receive monetary compensation for their 

mobile, other motivational aspects such as indicators of expertise (e.g., points or badges 

displayed on the user’s profile) are commonplace. These applications blur the line between 

mobile crowdsourcing and the ESM, and point to the advantage of this research method for 

large-scale data collection on personal observation data.  

Finally, initial work explores the ESM as a tool for intervention. This approach is 

sometimes referred to as ‘Ecological Momentary Intervention’ [142], Experience Sampling 

Method-Intervention [190], or more generally as assessment and intervention technology. In 

addition to reporting on their current experience or observation, participants also receive 

                                                   
6 Smartphone penetration as of May 2018: Germany 78.8%, United Kingdom 82.2%, USA 77.0% [251] Newzoo. 
2018. Top 50 Countries/Markets by Smartphone Users and Penetration. Retrieved 10 November 2018 from 
https://newzoo.com/insights/rankings/top-50-countries-by-smartphone-penetration-and-users/. 
7 http://maps.google.com, web mapping application with extensive user-driven PoI information. 
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feedback or suggestions as based on their self-reports. An example of this is the use of the ESM 

in the treatment of depression by Kramer et al. [190]. In this study, participants met weekly 

with a psychologist or psychiatrist to discuss their self-reports and received ESM-derived 

feedback. Others have extended this approach to offer interventions directly on the smartphone. 

Riordan et al. [288] send participants warning on the dangers of alcohol consumption through 

text messages, and Pramana et al. [272] offer educational multimedia content to support users 

in their anxiety treatment. Doherty et al. [80] design a mobile well-being application for use 

during pregnancy and discuss which actions can be taken to improve the self-report experience 

for participants. 

These three applications of Experience Sampling (academic research, crowdsourcing, and 

intervention) see increased use of the possibilities offered by smartphones, including a strong 

focus on interactivity and contextual sampling. Distinguishing between these different roles of 

Experience Sampling is critical. Whereas the academic application of the ESM aims to collect 

the most accurate and unaltered representation of a participant’s life, interventional approaches 

instead seek to actively modulate the participant’s experience or state of mind. This difference 

in perspective, in fact, indicates two considerably different applications of the ESM, with the 

potential to answer decisively different research questions. 

8.5 Limitations 

The studies presented in this thesis contain limitations, including potential selection bias, 

measurement bias, and infrastructure bias. As the limitations of individual studies are already 

addressed in the respective articles, this section pays specific attention to those limitations 

which are core to the presented results and generally span across multiple studies.  

As the deployment of field studies is both time-intensive and dependent on willing 

participants, sample sizes are typically limited. While the sample sizes as presented in our 

studies are in line with the local standards within our community [42], the effect of individual 

differences can show more strongly in smaller samples. We have attempted to mitigate these 

problems wherever possible. For example, in Article III we balance participants over the 

gamified and non-gamified condition as dependent on their mobile gameplay activities 

(potentially more prone to be affected by gamification). For the analysis reported in Article IV, 

we follow a balanced Latin Square design. This counterbalances any carry-over effects between 

conditions, which may have a substantial impact on study results.  

Another concern is the inherent bias introduced by the participant samples. Researchers 

are prone to recruit a ‘WEIRD’ participant sample; the recruitment of people with a Western 

background, who are well Educated, and who grew up in Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic 

(WEIRD) societies [140]. In addition, participants are typically young due to recruitment among 

University students. As such, participant samples often do not offer a complete representation 

of the world’s population. The studies reported in the included articles are similarly biased, with 

participants recruited from Western Universities. We can therefore not extrapolate the 

presented results to fit the entire population. As smartphone usage differs between age 

groups [347], it is probable that the presented results will differ when applied to a different 

demographic. Simultaneously, we note an interesting conundrum. As commented inter alia by 
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Henrich et al. [140], studies involving human participants often involve university students. 

While university students are likely to differ significantly from other populations, we find the 

study of this population to be of vital importance. First, university students make up a 

significant and growing part of the global population and face unique difficulties such as their 

management of study load and mental development as young adults. Therefore, methodological 

contributions that support researchers studying this population are a worthy contribution on 

its own. Second, and perhaps most pressing for the work presented in this thesis, it is improbable 

that researchers will significantly reduce their reliance on students in the immediate future. 

Therefore, a biased sample may, in fact, be the most insightful for other researchers applying 

the ESM on, what is likely to be, a similarly biased participant sample.  

All of our deployments were restricted to those who own and actively use a personal 

smartphone running Google’s Android operating system. This restriction was put in place to 

ensure all data is collected in an identical format. Competing operating systems typically restrict 

access to sensor information, which would potentially limit our ability for analysis. As a result, 

users of other mobile operating systems (most notably Apple’s iOS) or those who do not own a 

smartphone are not included in our analysis. Given the large market share of smartphones in 

general, and of Android in particular at the time these studies were conducted, we do not believe 

that this restriction significantly affects our results.  

As with any in-the-wild study, contextual factors outside of the control of the researchers 

may have affected our results. For example, in Article III we actively ask our participants to visit 

places across town. This study was conducted at the end of February in Northern Finland. 

Weather conditions can act as a deterrent to being outside at this time of year. However, as all 

study participants enrolled at the same time, and thus faced identical weather conditions, we 

argue that the conclusions of the study still hold.  

As previously indicated, the presented techniques for assessing or increasing data quality 

and quantity cannot directly be applied to any given study. Instead, the potential use of any 

given technique is driven by the specific goals and context of a study. Instead, our research 

provides an insight into previously unknown or assumed effects with regards to data quality 

and quantity in mobile Experience Sampling. 

8.6 Future Work 

Following the discussion of our work in relation to the research questions and the related work, 

we now outline potential avenues for future work concerning the topic of this thesis. 

The work presented in this thesis is a first step in quantifying the effect of methodological 

configurations on response quality and quantity in mobile ESM studies. Given the sheer number 

of methodological factors to consider in an ESM study, as well as the potential interacting effect 

of these factors, there is a need to further investigate different methodological configurations. 

We consider two directions toward achieving this goal. First, the most straightforward approach 

towards quantifying the effect of methodological configurations is to consider a common study 

parameter as the subject of a study (e.g., the number of daily questionnaires). This allows for a 

highly structured investigation of an individual parameter, in which the effect of any 

confounding variables is mitigated as best as possible. We applied this approach in 
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Article III, IV, and V. Second, we realise that researchers are unable to capture and control all 

factors affecting response quality and quantity. This includes factors such as a participant’s 

inherent interest in a study and cultural differences that arise when considering research at a 

global scale. As such, we advocate for the analysis of methodological configurations across 

multiple ESM studies. Such a meta-analysis allows researchers to reveal trends which go beyond 

the implications of an individual study. In order to carry out such a meta-analysis, the sharing 

of datasets is a necessity and in the interest of the broader research community. Future work 

should focus both on controlled studies of individual parameters and extensive meta-analyses 

in order to quantify the effect of study design choices on data quality and quantity.  

Raw computing power and sensing capabilities of mobile devices will continue to increase. 

Simultaneously, embedded computing devices become increasingly present in everyday life — 

allowing researchers to collect data from a wide range of embeddable devices. In order to 

increase the level of contextual richness which can be collected from participants, future work 

should investigate ways in which these technological opportunities can be exploited in ESM-

based research. Context awareness allows not only for the passive sensing of participant context 

but can be used to inform more relevant scheduling of questionnaires. We present initial work 

on this in Article II, where we present a questionnaire upon phone unlock. However, this, as 

well as similar studies, are limited to sensing behaviour related to smartphone interaction. 

Through the use of ubiquitous sensing, researchers can trigger questionnaires on a much wider 

range of detected behaviours.  

Finally, the (continued) development of easily accessible yet technologically advanced 

software tools for researchers remains a key issue in the further uptake of the method. These 

issues have been previously identified [235, 276], but the development of these tools remains 

lacking. This is in part due to the rapidly changing software of mobile operating systems, which 

requires researchers and developers to actively maintain their software. There is often little 

incentive to maintain such software, in part due to changing research interests, funding 

availability, and the fact that software is typically coded on a per-study basis. This incentive 

structure is unlikely to change in the near future. We, therefore, urge researchers developing 

such software frameworks to publish their code as open source. This allows the community to 

pick up the development of existing tools when desired. 

We are excited to see the new research questions, contexts, and devices to which 

researchers will apply the ESM next. The method has a rich history of evolving alongside 

technological developments, and this is likely to continue in the future. We have demonstrated 

how these technological possibilities offered by mobile devices can be utilised to assess and 

improve the quality and quantity of participant contributions. While these and other ubiquitous 

computing devices will be increasingly able to automatically collect information on study 

participants, we argue that human reflections, observations, and input will continue to play a 

key role in scientific inquiry.  
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9 Conclusion 

This thesis explores the quality and quantity of participant contributions in mobile Experience 

Sampling studies. We present insights into the assessment and improvement of data quality and 

quantity. Empirical results from the selected studies show that the quality of participant 

responses is unevenly distributed both within and between participants, demonstrate that the 

quality of responses can be reliably assessed, and offer evidence that response quality can be 

increased. These findings challenge current assumptions in ESM-based research regarding the 

consistency of participant responses. Furthermore, we offer actionable steps to increase 

response quantity, and present recommendations to achieve a more uniform distribution of the 

number of participant responses. Our results and recommendations follow novel possibilities 

offered by smartphones, including, inter alia, the collection of contextual data, interactive and 

highly-customised study applications, and a direct network connection to the study database. 

Given their widespread adoption, frequent use throughout the day, and extensive sensing 

capabilities, smartphones have proven themselves as a highly suitable research device for 

Experience Sampling studies. Simultaneously, we argue that the work presented in this thesis 

offers only an initial step towards realising the full potential of mobile devices as a research 

instrument. Following the extensive programmability of modern smartphones, researchers can 

explore a wide variety of data verification, participant motivation, and questionnaire scheduling 

mechanisms. Future work should explore these and other opportunities to increase our 

understanding of assessing and improving the quality of participant contributions. 

Based on the rapid evolution of the ESM over the past decades, we are hopeful that the 

method will continue to evolve. Methodological and technological shifts often go hand-in-hand, 

as observed in the transition from pen-and-paper questionnaires to digital questionnaires 

presented on a PDA. As mobile devices become increasingly ubiquitous, an increasing level of 

information on the participant and their context can be automatically and continuously 

obtained. A logical next step in the evolution of the method is, therefore, to further increase its 

ubiquity and distribute both passive (i.e., sensor) and active (i.e., participant input) sensing to 

multiple devices. This enhances the richness of the collected contextual data, removes the 

requirement for active and passive sensing to take place on a single device, and can further 

optimise the scheduling of questionnaires. We argue that these efforts have the opportunity to 

further strengthen the reliability of the Experience Sampling Method.  
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